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Abstract

The relationship between humans and physical tools is fundamental to all forms of
work. With the proliferation of technology, the field of Human-Computer Interaction
has focussed on the development of tools to interface with computers. Augmented
Reality (AR) is one such technology that has gained prominence in recent years by
merging physical and digital elements to enhance labour and promising more versatile
and adaptive forms of work. While virtual objects provided by AR can enrich our
physical environments, they remain intangible, presenting a number of challenges and
opportunities for interaction.

Considering this, we first argue the necessity of adopting physical tools to interact
with virtual objects in AR. Second, the design of physical tools in AR can yield entirely
new interaction possibilities especially when combined with the physical environment.
And third, we advocate for the use of physical but versatile tools in AR, capable of
modification to meet the demands of the task and user.

This thesis explores Tool-making, Tool-Modifying, and Tool-Using for interacting
with virtual objects in head-mounted display AR. The research includes a design space
of physically-modifiable AR tools, supported by two empirical studies, and a toolkit
for creating physically-modifiable cubic AR tools. We outline the surface-based touch
gestures and 3D interaction techniques enabled by the cubic tools and combine them
into five demonstrative AR applications. Lastly, we empirically explore and evaluate
a 3D manipulation technique enabled by the toolkit.

Results of the design space exploration and studies showcase how physically-
modifiable AR tools can engender novel forms of interaction, alleviate common
limitations of physical interfaces, and address certain interaction challenges in current
AR techniques. The aim of this thesis is to stimulate fresh considerations for AR
design, bringing interaction to the physical environment where humans excel, and
envisioning tools as the ultimate mediators in the ultimate display.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This work is framed by exploring the concepts of physical tool making, modifying,
and use in Augmented Reality (AR). Our relationship with physical objects and tools
has been of profound historical importance in facilitating physical labour resulting in
large technical, cultural, and societal shifts in human development. This relationship
has endured and evolved in modern times shaping how we operate in both domestic
and work environments as the tools at our disposal become increasingly sophisticated.

Particularly, the emergence of digital technology is one of the greatest examples
in recent memory of how our relationship with tools has evolved as devices become
increasingly ubiquitous, embedded, and all-encompassing in our daily lives. Human-
computer interaction (HCI) as a research field emanated from this burgeoning and
proliferation of technology, concerning itself with the development of tools to interface
with machines in our environment, ultimately expanding human capabilities. This is
to say that tool development is a fundamental component of HCI.

Technological developments in recent decades have led to the emergence of
Augmented Reality (AR), a technology that blends physical and virtual elements,
offering new possibilities for work and recreation. With the improvement of AR
display and tracking capabilities the field of HCI has seen a growth of research
opportunities, particularly in AR interaction design. To expand user functionality in
AR and virtual environments, multiple approaches to interaction have been developed,
with a subset of research focussing on using physical devices for interaction — physical
tools for virtual spaces.

The combination of AR environments and physical tools not only enables direct
physical interaction with virtual objects but also has the potential to transform our
relationship with tools and how we approach digital and virtual work. An emerging
possibility, and a central theme of this thesis, is the concept of virtually and physically-
modifiable tools. Virtual modification refers to the remapping of a physical tool’s
virtual function and abilities, while physical modification refers to the alteration of a
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physical tool’s form factor as a mechanism for input.
This thesis makes a case for the adoption of physical tools to facilitate interaction

in AR as many others have before [46, 191, 194]. More specifically, the work delves
into Napier’s concepts of Tool-Use, Tool-Modifying, and Tool-Making [275], for labour
not in physical environments but for virtual environments such as AR. In addition,
the thesis explores tools that are both physically and virtually modifiable to engender
both ‘versatile’ and ‘real’ interaction [194] and operate as a mediator where physical
and virtual elements coalesce such as AR environments.

1.1 The Past, Present, and Future of Tools

Take a moment to admire the human hands. The structure of the hand has been
moulded by our relationship with the physical environment for millions of years since
it is theorised that our arboreal ancestors became terrestrial [154]. As John Napier
describes, hand structure dictates function — ’the integrated action of physical parts’
— and hand function dictates how we enact on the environment [275]. During the
early stages of primate evolution, the development of prehensile patterns allowed for
an extension of function in the environment. In humans, this evolution reached a
milestone with the prevalence of dual prehensile patterns. While the precision and
power grip can be seen as basic ways of categorising prehensile movements, it is
important to note that the hands are capable of a wide range of actions. But it is
not just the hands alone that extend function. The combination of the hands and
the physical objects in our modern and ancient environments leads to a diversity of
movements and the eventual adoption, modification, and creation of tools.

Starting as analogous materials shaped by requirements and imagination, tool-use
became inherent to all labour and later became deeply intertwined with tool-making.
As a critically definitive human characteristic and hallmark of collaboration, tool-
making has been maintained between neighbours and generations by explanation,
example, and demonstration. Our relationship with tools is as old as the human
experience and something that has been sustained in modern times. Labour has been
continuously accommodated as we develop increasingly complex tools, shaping the
environments where we work and recreate.

Digital technology and its proliferation have brought about a revolutionary
change in the way we work and have greatly expanded the definition of tools. By
understanding the phenomena around people and technology, HCI has helped to
create digital tools we now find commonplace, from the inception of the modern work
station [109, 349], to GUI and WIMP desktop interfaces, and the prevalence of mobile
computing. The prevalence of digital tools and interfaces has resulted in somewhat
of a renaissance in virtual tool-making with increasing accessibility and capabilities
while relying on a standardised set of physical tools — such as the keyboard, mouse,
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and mobile devices.
One promising technology that has the potential to expand human function by

overlaying virtual information on physical environments is Augmented Reality (AR).
HCI researchers have amassed a wealth of knowledge about interface design for
traditional desktops, which is highly applicable to the design of 3D user interfaces
and AR [53, 278, 281, 342]. The research on 3D UI has played a crucial role in the
development of AR interaction [221], particularly in creating gestural and controller-
based interfaces that seamlessly blend real-world and new metaphors. Significant
progress had also been made in the 1990s on tracking and display technology for
AR [41, 48, 323, 371]. However, the field of AR has focused mainly on ”purely
visual augmentations” [191] and is still heavily dependent on visual perception [227].
As a result, interaction with AR environments is still in its infancy and is mainly
limited to viewing or browsing virtual information overlaid on the real world. As
physical and virtual spaces become more integrated, interacting with virtual content
and objects in AR will become increasingly essential, similar to how interacting with
WIMP interfaces became crucial for desktop work.

This realization about virtual environments has led to the development of new
interaction models such as ‘Instrumental Interaction’ [31], ‘Reality-based interac-
tion’ [194], and Mixed Interaction [91]— a call for tool-making in a post-WIMP era.
These new interaction models are based on laws, rules, and conventions from the
physical world, allowing users to apply their understanding of the real world when
interacting in virtual environments. This effectively reduces cognitive or functional
barriers between a user and their goals, also known as the “gulf of evaluation and
execution” [185]. More specifically, these models leverage our understanding of our
bodies, spatial reasoning and proprioception, our relationship with physical space
and other people, and our natural tendency to use physical tools. The advent of
Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) is an ideal example of exploiting “humans’ most
basic knowledge about the behaviour of the physical world” [389] to provide critical
sensory cues for interaction. As a result, many have made the case for adopting
physical tools (Tangibles) to mediate the virtual and physical elements of a blended
AR environment and remedy the existing interaction challenges [46].

In some ways, physical tools have already been adopted in commercial AR systems
in the form of controllers, but using a single tool with a fixed form factor for multiple
functions has limitations. Tools are not necessarily a “one-size fits all” solution.
Current interaction techniques for AR systems can be compared to the flaked stone
tools and hand axes of early humans, only allowing basic forms of interaction with
the environment to facilitate simple labour. Despite the advancements in Tangible
AR, it remains unclear how future physical tools should be designed, modified, and
operated to facilitate more advanced forms of labour in virtual environments such
as AR. As a result, the precursor to tool-use in AR should be tool-making and tool-
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modifying. There are several conceptual and technical challenges involved in tool-
making, including determining the various ‘jobs’ that AR tools should be able to
perform, designing their affordances, and figuring out how to fabricate and track
them in 3D space. Additionally, Jacob et al. highlights the inherent trade-off between
‘versatile’ digital interfaces (GUIs) and ‘reality’ interfaces (TUIs) [194]. However, both
versatility and reality can be achieved if AR tools are designed to be both physically
and virtually modifiable from the outset.

1.2 Research Aim and Questions

The primary working assumption in this thesis is that interaction with virtual objects
in Virtual Environments will be frequent and essential. Interactions with virtual
objects should match or exceed the precision and expressiveness we can achieve in the
physical environment. In light of this assumption, the position presented in this thesis
is that the creation, modification, and adoption of physical tools is not only vital
for addressing existing interaction challenges in AR but will also become salient in
the future of labour. To support this argument, we will first build a case for physical
tools in AR by outlining three challenges that current AR interaction faces.

Fatigue : Current AR interaction is not sustainable due to fatigue. So-called ’gorilla-
arm’ [188] is a negative effect related to arm fatigue during prolonged use of a
mid-air interface. The ’consumed endurance’ model[164] describes how users can
hold their arm fully extended at 90◦ for a little over 1 minute before inducing
fatigue, and likewise at 45◦ for a little over 2 minutes. This is particularly
relevant for AR due to popular interaction techniques relying on mid-air
semantic and deictic gestures [200, 252], such as in Microsoft’s Hololens [266],
for direct manipulation. These interaction techniques are suitable for short
bursts of interaction, but for any prolonged activities such as 3D modelling and
manipulation of virtual objects, these techniques quickly become unsuitable
due to lack of precision and physical fatigue [25, 195]. While a number of
techniques and design guidelines have been proposed to reduce fatigue when
using mid-air interfaces [150, 164], there appears to be a tradeoff between
fatigue-inducing, direct gestures and more sustainable indirect gestures, such
as micro-gestures [145], where direct hand-to-display coupling becomes lost.
Alternatively, some AR systems rely on bespoke controllers for interaction, such
as the Magic Leap [246]. However, these devices are also designed for mid-air
interaction resulting in the same fatigue issues as mid-air gestures. If AR is to
become truly ubiquitous and facilitate the future of work, supporting prolonged
and direct interaction with virtual content is vital.
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Combined sensory cues : When acting in the physical world, there are numerous
perceptual cues, such as visual, auditory, tactile, proprioceptive, and vestibular
cues, that aid our understanding of environmental constraints, affordances for
action, and spatial reasoning. One important aspect of sensory perception is
the manner in which different cues are combined and integrated to provide
a more complete and precise picture of the environment [113]. Pertaining
to virtual environments, researchers have been aware of inherent challenges
people experience when understanding and performing actions in virtual 3D
spaces [158]. This is a consequence of current AR/VR technology being unable
to accommodate all perceptual cues that are important for different types of
sensory ’disambiguation’ and, as a result, 3D interaction is difficult to the extent
that regular WIMP interfaces are insufficient [221]. In some aspects, visual
and auditory sensory cues have been implemented to convey depth in AR/VR
environments such as visual disparity, shadows, shading, motion parallax,
occlusion, and spatialised audio. However, prior work has found that AR/VR
applications are overly reliant on visual perception [227] when in actuality both
visual and haptic information is leveraged for spatial interactions [112], with
Mechanoreceptive feedback as a key aspect of precise motor-control [198]. To
cater for combined sensory cues a number of solutions have been proposed from
haptic wearables [94, 207], to instrumented environments [67, 94], to tangible
artefacts and tools [46] all of which have various compromises and tradeoffs.

The Physical Environment : Current virtual environments tend to treat the
physical environment as an obstacle, while AR has a unique ability to leverage it
to support interaction. There are several examples of “Opportunistic Controls”
being developed for AR [105, 106, 156, 157, 416], allowing users to gesture
on and receive feedback from physical objects in their immediate environment.
In this way, unused affordances can be leveraged to provide passive haptics to
ease or enhance gestural input. However, the controls at the user’s disposal are
context dependent and also assume an awareness and tracking of the physical
environment. Additionally, there also views of AR to be nomadic across physical
environments [143, 213], in which case the environment might not always provide
the same controls or input elements. AR tools can be anchored in the real world
while also providing a way to interact with the virtual environment, allowing
users to take advantage of the benefits of both physical and virtual spaces.
As AR becomes more commonplace, there may be other people present in our
physical spaces who do not have the same view of the virtual environment. This
can be influenced by the proliferation of display technology and the ability of
others to see virtual content. The use of AR tools not only has the capacity
to mediate the physical and the virtual, but they can facilitate collaboration
between users even if their views of the virtual environment are different. These
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tools can provide a shared reference point, or ‘handle’, that persists in the
physical world.

This thesis argues, as many others have [46, 191, 194], that current interaction
challenges in AR can be addressed by the adoption of physical tools. Considering these
three interaction challenges, the overarching research aim is to explore physical tools
for AR through concepts defined by Napier: tool-making, tool-modifying, and tool-
using [275] with a focus on bridging the physical and virtual to facilitate labour in
AR. Through this work, we aim to gain a better understanding of how these concepts
should operate in virtual environments as opposed to physical ones.

• Tool-Using: ”An act of improvisation in which a naturally occurring object is
utilised for an immediate purpose”. Just as tools expand our function in the
physical world they have the same capacity in virtual environments. For AR,
’naturally occurring objects’ can be ’everyday’ objects that inhabit work and
domestic spaces, bespoke instrumented artefacts, or a combination of the two.

• Tool-Modifying: ”Adapting a naturally occurring object by simple means to
improve its performance”. In AR, a tool has the capability to be modified
physically and virtually to not only improve performance in a given activity but
also be multiplexed for a large number of tasks. Physical modification describes
the adaptation of a tool’s form factor, which can be achieved via shape-changing
mechanisms or through a modular form factor. Virtual modification describes
the adaptation of virtual affordances granted to a physical tool as well as the
relationship between the input and output mechanisms. In both cases, Tool-
Modification in AR should support ad-hoc repurposing of a physical object.

• Tool-Making: ”An activity by which a naturally occurring object is transformed
in a set and regular manner into an appropriate tool for a definite purpose.”.
From ancient humans in the throes of constructing rudimentary stone tools to
refined personal creations of craftsmen, tool-making spawns from a combination
of the imagination and an analysis of the activity and conditions the tool will be
subject to. A ‘set and regular manner ’ or process should exist for Tool-Making
in AR, as well as an understanding of what ‘definite purpose’ a tool should have
based on its, inherent or designed, affordances and properties.

Inspired by these concepts introduced by Napier [275], the work presented in
this thesis asks and aims to answer three research questions around tool-using, tool-
modifying, and tool-making for AR.

RQ1: How do we ideate tools for Augmented Reality that are both physically and
virtually modifiable? Tool-making — The creation of tools has been a long-
standing practice in the physical world, and in the digital realm, HCI has
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produced a variety of interaction devices, gestures, and techniques using various
methodologies [222]. Similarly, there has been a significant amount of research
on the development of tools for use in AR [43, 209]. However, our focus is
on the creation of modifiable tools for AR. Previous work on shape-changing
interfaces has shown potential for physically adaptable interfaces [321], and
there are many examples of everyday objects that can be modified or shape-
changed. To achieve this, we plan to explore methods for creating physical tools
for AR by using existing physical objects as a way to probe the usefulness of
certain properties and affordances for different tasks.

RQ2: How should physically and virtually modifiable tools be created and operated
for Augmented Reality? Tool-Modifying — In this question there are several
technical challenges to overcome: the fabrication, interaction detection, and 3D
tracking of modifiable tools for interaction in AR. Additionally, such tools yield
a rich design space for their operation facilitating new interaction techniques,
metaphors, and applications for AR.

RQ3: How do newly designed tools compare to existing interaction techniques and
methods for Augmented Reality? Tool-Using — There are a number of
interaction challenges for virtual environments and AR specifically which are
currently being researched [134, 420]. Knowing the benefits of physical
interaction devices we explore: how these newly-designed tools afford new types
of interaction, how they compare to state-of-the-art interaction techniques, and
how they help to address the existing challenges for interaction.

1.3 Methodology

The overall goals of this research are to design, develop, and evaluate AR tools,
interaction techniques, and applications, with a focus on exploring their potential and
utility. The research questions are primarily exploratory in nature and are intended
to help us better understand how AR tools can be created and used effectively in AR
environments. As an overview, the work presented in this thesis involves developing
methods for designing and prototyping AR tools, evaluating their usefulness through
demonstrations [226, 298], and empirically evaluating proposed interaction techniques
using these tools. We will primarily be using head-mounted display (HMD) AR as a
platform for exploring tool-based interaction in virtual environments, as HMDs allow
users to have their hands free while in the virtual environment, which is necessary
for interacting with physical objects. HMDs also offer high-fidelity displays and
tracking capabilities and provide full control over the experimental environment and
conditions for empirical evaluations. While we use this specific platform, the findings
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and contributions within each section of work may have implications for the broader
field of Mixed Reality [354].

Starting with RQ1 (Tool-Making), the focus of Chapter 3, we begin by conducting
a structured design space exploration of existing, shape-changing physical objects to
inform the design of AR tools. We refer to these as physically-modifiable objects
(PM-Objects) and we used a set of 20 to explore the design space of physically-
modifiable tools (PM-Tools) for AR. The PM-Objects themselves ranged from sensory
toys to gadgets and fidgets. We first produced a framework and vocabulary to describe
and classify the PM-Objects, which can also be generalised to any type of physical
object. We introduce the concepts of augmenting and reconfiguring PM-Objects, each
embodying different affordances and properties which can potentially be leveraged for
different types of AR tasks.

We then refined the set of 20 PM-Objects to 10, to cover all the different
augmenting and reconfiguring properties and affordances with as few objects as
possible. We then use these 10 PM-Objects to probe the mapping of object affordances
to AR tasks, specifically 3D object manipulation and modelling. We conducted
4 group study sessions inspired by the Research through Design (RtD) method of
‘card-sorting’ [295] and guessability methodology [308, 418, 419] with a total of 10
participants. Participants were shown examples of the AR interactions on a display
and then asked to collectively explore the PM-Objects, determine how they would
perform the task with each object, and then rank the objects from the worst to best
for that task.

Based on the results of participants’ ranking of the PM-Objects, we conducted a
guessability study inside of HMD AR with individual users using PM-Objects from
the workshop that was ranked favourably. Using user-elicitation [419], we produced
a consensus set of gestures and interactions using the objects, a total of 25 unique
gestures, which we then consolidated into two conceptual examples of AR tools. Our
consensus set and AR tool examples demonstrate how augmenting and reconfiguring
object properties can be applied differently in the design of PM-Tools for different
types of AR tasks.

For RQ2 (Tool-Modifying) we focus on exploring the design space of one specific
form-factor to mediate interaction in AR — cubes. In doing so we can explore the fab-
rication and prototyping [32] of physically and virtually modifiable tools in AR through
a form factor that is conceptually, technically, and structurally as simple as a cube.
RQ2 is informed by the outcomes of RQ1 but is steered more to the technical design,
implementation, and deployment of different interaction artifacts [114]. For our
work, the artifacts include a prototyping and fabrication toolkit, example interactive
cubic tools, interaction techniques using the cubic tools, and applications [186]. The
toolkit itself provides novel fabrication and rapid prototyping methods for designing
modular, interactive cubic tools with interchangeable capacitive faces that facilitate
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surface-based gestures. We then evaluate the toolkit by demonstration [186] using
several example interaction techniques and applications both inside and outside of
AR. Prototyping different examples allows the exploration of different interactions
and ultimately allows the design space of modifiable tools to be broadened and refined.

Finally, RQ3 involves a set of laboratory user studies [102] exploring and
evaluating a precise 3D object manipulation technique using the cubic tools produced
for RQ2, which is described in Chapter 5. The interaction technique itself is an
asymmetric bimanual technique that uses two cubic tools, one operated in the user’s
hand and the other operated in conjunction with a physical surface. The cube in hand
operates as a direct spatial proxy to a virtual object (3D translation and rotation)
while the other acts as a ‘dial’ to adjust the control-display gain, giving users explicit
control over the precision of a manipulation. Both cubes can also be used together to
uniformly and precisely scale a virtual object, again using control-display gain.

We conducted three studies to 1) compare the efficiency and user preference of
three variations of the technique design, 2) explore unique behaviour that arises when
using the technique in terms of participant handedness, and 3) comparatively evaluate
the new interaction technique against two baseline techniques that use AR/VR hand-
controllers. For each study, we recorded a mixture of quantifiable performance
measures (such as time and accuracy) and self-reported measures (such as subjective
user preference/workload scores) and combined these with qualitative participant
comments and researcher observations. The goal of these studies was to provide
insight into new behavioural phenomena surrounding the interaction technique and
ultimately benchmark it against state-of-the-art AR techniques.

1.4 Contribution

The work in this thesis presents the following contributions:

• Framework and Methodology for creating Physically Modifiable Tools
for AR interaction (RQ1 & RQ2). We introduce and explore the concept
of physically-modifiable objects, shape-changing objects leveraged as interaction
tools for complex tasks in head-mounted AR, such as 3D manipulation and
modelling. We propose new vocabulary for systematically classifying existing
physical objects, with modifiable or shape-changing properties, and explore how
their properties and affordances can be mapped to complex AR tasks. Using
a representative set of 10 exemplar physical objects, we conducted a group-
design study (Study 1 ) and a follow-up AR user-elicitation study (Study 2 ) to
map object affordance to AR tasks. User gestures and actions with tangible
objects are classified into a new elicitation taxonomy and then into a consensus
set. Finally, we operationalise our consensus set and design considerations in
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a set of conceptual PM-Tools for virtual object-centric interactions in AR. The
insights from the studies and example PM-Tools provide a deeper understanding
of how shape-change and physical modification can be leveraged for input and
how different properties and affordances can be appropriated into new form
factors for interaction.

• A tangible toolkit for fabricating and prototyping modifiable cubic
artifacts for AR interaction (RQ2 & RQ3). We contribute a novel
artifact — a rapid prototyping and fabrication toolkit for modifiable, modular,
interactive cubes that have interchangeable capacitive faces designed to facilitate
a multitude of surface-based gestures. We then adapted the toolkit to provide
a novel method for tracking physical objects in 3D, providing the basis for
exploring physically and virtually modifiable cubic tools in AR.

– TangibleTouch Toolkit: We present a modular and extendable hardware-
software platform enabling the rapid fabrication of cubic tangibles capable
of detecting different surface-based gestures. We describe the design of
the cubes and interchangeable faces, the hardware and fabrication process,
the configuration of surface gestures, and the deployment of gestures as
interaction techniques. We evaluate the physical-modification capabilities
of the cubic artifacts through three small demonstrative applications,
displaying the range of surface-based gestures supported and highlighting
the generality of the toolkit (RQ2).

– 3D AR Tracking: We extended the toolkit to incorporate a fusion of
three different tracking approaches, computer vision, IMU, and AR hand-
tracking, in order to appropriately track interactive cubes in 3D and explore
them for interaction. We then characterise the precision of this tracking
approach (RQ3).

• Design Space and Applications of using Cubic Tools in AR (RQ2 &
RQ3). We contribute a design space exploration of AR interaction with a set
of identical physical artifacts that are cognitively and structurally as simple as
a cube. We then demonstrate the breadth of interactions cubes enable in AR
as well as their virtual-modification capabilities through two demonstrative AR
applications — AR Workspace and AR Maps.

• Design, demonstration, and empirical evaluation of a technique for
AR manipulation using cubes(RQ3). Using the novel toolkit we developed,
we produced an interaction technique for performing precise 3D virtual object
manipulations in AR. We present an exploration of the technique through an
empirical study of different technique designs (Study 1 ) and a behavioural study
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around user handedness when performing manipulations (Study 2 ). We then
conduct a comparative evaluation (Study 3 ) of the cube interaction technique
against a set of state-of-the-art controller-based techniques.

1.5 Thesis Structure

This thesis follows the structure below:
Chapter 2 provides an in-depth examination of the field of Human-Computer

Interaction, with a focus on Augmented Reality (AR) and Tangible Interaction. The
chapter starts by giving an overview of the state of the art in AR research within the
context of HCI, highlighting key interaction techniques and current challenges. We
delve into two particularly important challenges: the need to account for multiple
sensory cues and the challenge of reducing complexity in 3D interaction. Next,
the chapter explores emerging interaction models that can be applied to AR and
summarizes recent advancements in Tangible User Interface (TUI) research as a
foundation for exploring physical and modifiable tools in AR. We conclude by
discussing the technical challenges and existing approaches for creating physical tools
for AR. This chapter serves as a comprehensive introduction to the current state of
AR and TUI research, providing a solid foundation for the rest of the thesis.

Chapter 3 outlines the design space and framework for exploring physically-
modifiable tools (PM-Tools) for AR interaction. It explains the process for exploring
the design space using existing physically-modifiable objects (PM-Objects) and
evaluates their potential and capacity to be used as input devices for AR activities.
The chapter then delves into the two empirical studies that form the basis of the design
exploration of PM-Tools, summarizes the outcomes, and synthesizes the findings into
conceptual examples of PM-Tools.

Chapter 4 introduces the design space of a specific tool form factor for AR
— cubes. We identify three interaction metaphors that can be applied to virtually
modify the tools and also present the broad range of surface-based gestures that are
supported by the cubic form factor. From this, we detail our rapid fabrication and
prototyping toolkit (TangibleTouch) that produces physically-modifiable cubic tools
that are capable of detecting surface gestures and being tracked in 3D. Throughout the
chapter, we showcase the interactions and applications afforded by the cubic tools and
finish by reflecting on the toolkit and opportunities for it to be expanded. Part of the
work presented in this chapter was originally published in the Sixteenth International
Conference on Tangible, Embedded, and Embodied Interaction (TEI’22).

Chapter 5 details three empirical lab studies that are the basis of an in-depth
exploration and evaluation of an asymmetric bimanual technique for precise 3D
virtual object manipulations using cubic tools. The chapter begins by outlining the
implementation and operation of the technique and then provides an in-depth analysis
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of the first study that investigates the impact of three different control-display gain
designs. The chapter continues by describing the second study that delves into the
behavioural phenomena around user handedness when operating the technique. The
chapter concludes by describing and presenting the results of the third study that
evaluates the new technique against established AR/VR hand-controller techniques.

Chapter 6 discusses the work presented in the previous chapters and reflects on
the research questions. It provides details on the outcomes of the thesis and specifically
what was learned about the making, modifying, and using of physical tools in AR. We
also highlight the limitations of our work and present opportunities for future work
on physical AR tools.

Finally, we conclude the thesis in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Background

This thesis investigates the use of physical tools in Augmented Reality (AR) from
the perspective of HCI. First, the work is contextualised within the field of head-
mounted display AR by defining key terms and providing an overview of current AR
interactions, challenges, and research. The concept of ‘tools’ in HCI, Tangible User
Interface research, and the integration of Tangibles with AR are then examined. The
chapter continues by reviewing current research on shape-changing interfaces as the
foundation for physically modifiable tools. Finally, the chapter concludes by discussing
the current approaches and challenges to developing physical tools for AR, including
prototyping, sensing, and tracking.

2.1 Defining AR, VR, VE’s and MR

A first glimpse of the possibilities of Augmented Reality came when Ivan Sutherland
speculated in the late 1960s on the concept of an ‘Ultimate Display ’ [368]. Sutherland
first describes our relationship with the physical world, the properties of which are
predictable and familiar, and ruminated on the possibilities of future ‘kinesthetic’
displays. Interfaces that go beyond crunching numbers, instead engendering interac-
tive experiences to make what is typically intangible tangible. A long evolution of
Augmented Reality was kick-started by a number of pioneering systems [52], one of
which was developed by Sutherland. The ‘Sword of Damocles ’ [369] head-mounted
display (HMD) combined with head tracking allowed the user to look around a
simple virtual world of primitive wireframe objects. In actuality, the display yielded
two different ideas. If operated in low-light conditions the user would only see
the immersive virtual world, what we now describe as Virtual Reality (VR), and
if operated in normal lighting the user would see the physical world overlaid with the
virtual world, now described as Augmented Reality (AR) [30].

In the 90s, Milgram took this further envisioning these two concepts on a
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spectrum often referred to as the Reality-Virtuality continuum [269, 270], with AR
encompassing the area between real, physical environments and entirely simulated,
virtual environments. While modern understanding still supports these definitions
of AR/VR, there have been more recent attempts to update and consolidate the
terminology of the field [354] in light of more recent technological advancements and
to encompass more than just visual displays. For consistency and posterity, these are
the current terms and definitions that contextualises the work of this thesis and are
used throughout.

Virtual Reality (VR) : Fully ‘synthetic view ’ of an entirely ‘constructed ’ world or
reality [354]. VR is typically characterised by the use of head-worn displays with
head tracking that are entirely immersive. In relation to Milgram’s continuum,
this is the far end of the reality-virtuality continuum [270]. VR is probably the
most agreed upon and understood definition in the field.

Augmented Reality (AR) : Primarily defined as the ‘Merging of 3D graphics with
the real world ’ [354] or the ‘seamless blending of virtual images with the real
world ’ [43]. Particularly with AR, there is an emphasis on ‘seeing ’ the real
world and unlike VR must always ‘happen in the physical space’ [23, 43, 270,
354]. These fundamentals are a point of departure as there is ongoing discussion
and debate within the field about what constitutes AR and what mediums
and experiences fall under the umbrella. For example, some argue spatial
registration of virtual objects is not always necessary so long as overlays are
‘contextual’ [354]. Additionally, some argue that interaction with the physical
space is essential for both users and virtual content while using AR. Regarding
display technology, there is a multitude of mediums to experience elements
of AR. For brevity, we focus on the archetypal visual mediums which range
from Head-mounted Displays (HMD) to projection-based systems (sometimes
referred to as Spatial AR [49]), to Mobile AR. As described in Section 1.3, the
thesis will focus on HMD AR that allows for both ‘seeing ’ and interacting with
the physical world.

Virtual Environments (VEs) : An interactive, computer-generated simulation of
three-dimensional spaces. Historically, the term was synonymous with VR or
strongly implied the utilisation of head-tracking and head-worn displays [23,
108, 347]. However, in this thesis, we use the term to encompass both VR and
AR environments that are accessed through head-mounted displays and feature
spatial tracking of the user. This broad definition allows for a more inclusive
discussion as there may be relevancies for both VR and AR environments.

Mixed Reality (MR) : Milgram used MR as an umbrella term to encompass the
spectrum between entirely virtual and physical environments [270]. However,
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in recent years there has been significant debate surrounding the definition and
understanding of Mixed Reality in the field of HCI [354]. Some experts argue
that MR is an updated understanding and description of AR, with a focus on
the interaction between virtual and physical elements, as opposed to AR being
a purely visual overlay that is detached from the physical environment [325,
354]. Others believe that true MR should allow for fully immersive VR and AR
experiences, as well as the transitory state between them [297]. There are also
those in the field who use the term MR synonymously with AR [354]. Due to
this ongoing ambiguity in definition, we avoid using the term Mixed Reality in
this thesis for the most part.

2.2 AR/VR Technology and Current Applications

A myriad of different AR technology has been developed from large immersive CAVE
(Cave Automatic Virtual Environment) systems and projection-based AR [49, 52, 92,
293], to head-mounted optical and video-see through displays [23, 65], to reduced
form factors such as smart-glasses [97, 208] and even mobile device AR [74, 152, 410].
Nearly 60 years after Sutherland’s formative prototype [369], AR and VR technology
using head tracking has become increasingly refined and commercially accessible in the
form of consumer AR (e.g. MagicLeap 1 and Hololens 2) and VR HMDs (e.g. Vive 3,
Quest 4 and Index 5). Many AR devices feature full environmental simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM) tracking [374], along with the option to incorporate
marker-based tracking [121] without the need for external sensors. These headsets
also support various forms of interaction, including hand gestures, gaze tracking,
and voice commands, with some even providing specialised handheld controllers for
interacting with virtual content. Given that these headsets offer the highest fidelity
AR experiences and offer robust head tracking, the research in this thesis covered in
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 is conducted using AR HMDs.

In terms of applications, VR has found a niche in immersive entertainment
and training/simulation [52, 280] seeing increasing adoption both domestically and
industrially. There are also many promising applications for AR. In the healthcare
industry, AR can be a hands-free, assistive interface during complex procedures or
surgery [253, 433]. In manufacturing, AR can be used to provide workers with visual
instructions or be used to mediate co-presence with a remote expert [257, 280]. In
education, similar to VR, AR can be used to enhance learning by providing students

1MagicLeap 2: https://www.magicleap.com/magic-leap-2
2Microsoft Hololens 2: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens
3HTC Vive: https://www.vive.com/uk/
4Meta Quest: https://www.meta.com/gb/quest/quest-pro/
5Valve Index: https://store.steampowered.com/sub/354231/
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with interactive and immersive experiences that, unlike VR, can be grounded in the
physical teaching space [42, 77, 420, 232].

Despite advancements in display quality and capabilities, AR has encountered
more obstacles to widespread adoption compared to VR [6, 9, 100, 134, 333].
Additionally, even though both AR and VR have been present in the public
consciousness for decades, the integration of AR into everyday work practices has
not been as successful as the adoption of personal computing, smartphones, and
the Internet of Things. There are a number of factors impacting AR adoption
but a primary factor, and a focus of this thesis is the challenges users encounter
when interacting in AR. For all the strides made in display capabilities and tracking,
interaction for both AR and VR remains somewhat in infancy.

2.3 AR Interaction

First, let us be clear with what we mean by ‘AR Interaction’. Interaction as a concept
in HCI is a broad topic of ongoing discussion [177] and there are many interpretations
that are foundational to key HCI theories. Hornbæk et al. provides an extrapolation of
different understandings of interaction from existing concepts [177] and how these can
lead to different interpretations and measures of ‘good ’ interaction. For the purpose of
this thesis, we will mainly focus on three interpretations of interaction — interaction
as dialogue [64, 285], information transmission [127, 245], and most importantly tool-
use [31, 53, 218, 282].

Interaction as dialogue describes the ‘cycle of communication actions channeled
through Input and Output’ [177]. This understanding is prominent and
historical in HCI, viewing interaction as a set of stages or turn-taking between
the human and the computer based on a user’s formulated goals. This
interpretation is prevalent in GOMS [64] and Norman’s action model [285].
These models stress the importance of user actions to be understood by the
computer and vice versa, something Norman describes as the ‘gulf of evaluation
and execution’ [284]. As such, interface mapping is a crucial concept — the
ability for a user to understand how to achieve their goals using the interface.
We expand on mapping in Section 2.5.1. In this case, direct mappings are
preferable to provide a ‘strong sense of understanding and control’ [185, 341]. In
the case of AR interaction, guessability studies [419] and user elicitation [308] are
commonly employed methods to evaluate and design ‘good’ interaction, which is
typically comprised of more direct mapping. Ultimately, the activities the user
engages in (something we expand on in Section 2.3.1) and their goals whilst in
AR determines how an interface should be designed and constructed so that the
mapping maintains directness.
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Interaction as information transmission describes the relationship between the
user and computer not as a series of stages but rather the rate of which
information is passed between them [177]. The classic example of this is the
traditional Fitts’ Law pointing experiment where a user is presented with several
targets on a 2D display and input device throughput is determined by the
function of their selection time and target difficulty [127, 245]. Amongst other
things, good interaction is determined by how much time must be spent on a
message or action [177]. For both AR and VR interaction, there are challenges
in modeling human performance using Fitts’ Law beyond target selection and
standardised metrics for 3D manipulations are mostly missing [383].

Interaction as tool-use draws parallels from our adoption of physical or conceptual
tools (such as a hammer or mathematical rules) to our engagement with
computers [24, 31, 177]. Similarly, we can view AR holistically as a tool,
however, it is more likely that if AR becomes more pervasive [142] we will instead
view the virtual, physical, and augmented entities within AR environments as
the actual tools at our disposal. For instance, in an AR manufacturing setting,
a worker could use a screwdriver or a wrench to interact with virtual assembly
instructions. Beaudouin-Lafon’s ‘instrumental interaction’ [31] emphasises the
importance of physicality and direct manipulation in virtual tools. Following
this model, physical tools could not only be instruments of physical labour but
also provide mediation between the User and virtual (domain) objects in AR
environments. Section 2.5 expands on tools and interaction models further,
but there are several key underpinnings of this interpretation of interaction
that should be mentioned here. First, as described in Activity Theory, tools
have the capacity to shape the user and how they act [218]. Additionally,
there is a cyclical relationship between people, tools, and the tasks they engage
in sometimes referred to as the ‘task-artifact’ cycle [66]. Generally speaking,
tools influence people and vice versa. Interaction as tool-use also highlights the
natural mediation between user and task that tools facilitate — “acting through
the interface” [53]. Finally, this view of interaction is tied to use and to tasks,
a confluence between the tool and the purpose it is used for — a tool and its
job [24, 177]. To properly understand ‘good’ interaction, as defined by Tool-use,
is to understand the canonical activities users currently and will endeavour to
engage in using AR.

2.3.1 AR Tasks and 3D Interaction

Virtual environments, such as those created through AR, allow users to engage in a
wide range of activities. These include direct 3D interaction with virtual objects,
viewing or browsing of overlaid information, and system control and symbolic
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input [43, 55, 221], all of which are facilitated by some form of interaction with virtual
content. While this is not an exhaustive list of the tasks and potentialities of AR, this
thesis primarily focusses on the physical interaction with virtual objects. However, it
is important to note that AR interaction goes beyond physicalising virtual content,
which we will further expand on in Section 2.4 and 2.5.2. The work presented in
this thesis touches on aspects of information browsing and system control but
predominantly explores 3D interaction facilitated by physical tools [221].

One of the most appealing attributes of AR is the ability to render complex
3D models into physical space, allowing users to engage with virtual objects as if
they were physically present in the room. As in the physical environment, without
mechanisms to interact with objects in virtual environments, many tasks cannot be
performed [221]. Therefore, AR interaction relies heavily on the field of 3D UI which
provides interaction techniques to allow users to select and manipulate virtual objects
— two fundamental tasks in 3D interaction and AR [55, 135, 221].

Selection tasks involve identifying/acquiring a specific virtual object from a set of
objects available [221, 430]. In physical environments, this can be thought of as picking
up or pointing at an object. In 3D interaction, there are a number of parameters to
consider for selection such as the target distance [370], size, number, and position of
distractors [394, 395], and the level of target occlusion [344, 427]. Selection in both
VR and AR is a broad research topic in itself [118, 219, 242, 291, 307] and largely
depends on the input modalities used, which we expand on in Section 2.3.2.

On the other hand, when 3D UI research discusses manipulation it is more
precisely referring to spatial rigid body manipulation, i.e. manipulations that preserve
the object’s shape [216, 221]. As such, manipulation tasks are segmented into 3
sub-tasks: positioning (or translating), rotating, and scaling a virtual object [221].
Once again, there are parameters to consider for each sub-task mostly regarding
the object’s starting position/rotation/scale, the target position/rotation/scale, the
required movements between them, and the required precision for each type of
manipulation [221]. Importantly for AR, all 3 manipulations can each be performed
in 3D which adds to the complexity when users are trying to precisely manipulate a
model [39, 132, 287]. Precise manipulations, in general, can be difficult to achieve
in Virtual Environments due to the lack of accommodation of combined sensory
cues [112, 198, 227], something which we expand on in Section 2.4.

Beyond basic spatial rigid body manipulations, Virtual Environments can provide
the means to manipulate the shapes and forms of objects, as can be done in desktop 3D
modeling applications such as Blender [51] and Maya [259]. AR specifically has the
capacity to extend these well-established desktop applications into physical space.
There is a wealth of prior work on ‘immersive’ 3D modeling ranging from early
work on immersive modeling [62, 99, 411] to more recent 3D sketching [18, 193,
322] and surface modeling tools [196, 261, 322]. One of the earliest Hololens demos
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showcased integration with Maya [267] and now even basic commercial modeling tools
are available such as Google TiltBrush [382]. These demonstrate a clear vision for
AR to play a fundamental role in future design and fabrication workspaces.

In immersive 3D modeling research, a distinction can be made between two main
categories — 3D sketching (drawing lines and contours) and 3D modeling (creating
polygonal or parametric surfaces) [322]. 3D UI research also distinguishes these types
of manipulations from the essential actions of selection, positioning, rotating, and
scaling [221]. Oftentimes, 3D modeling and sketching can be achieved by using the
essentials of selection and manipulation combined with system controls to manipulate
more abstract attributes such as object texture [221].

However, the more these modeling actions rely on system controls, such as
menus and widgets, the less direct the interaction becomes. The same is the
case if modeling interactions become heavily compartmentalised into the essential
manipulations (selection, position, rotation, scale), resulting in more convoluted and
laborious interactions. The required precision is also a key consideration when 3D
modeling and sketching in AR [221]. We expand on current approaches to immersive
AR modeling in Section 2.4. The AR tasks utilised in the studies presented in this
thesis primarily focusses on 3D interactions, with Chapter 3 looking at 3D interaction
more broadly, encompassing selection, manipulation, and modelling, whereas Chapter
5 focusses more specifically on 3D object manipulation.

2.3.2 AR Input Modalities

Having reviewed the AR tasks and activities in the prior section, we will now
examine the various input modalities and techniques for 3D interaction that have been
developed for AR over time that are now commonly used. These input modalities can
facilitate either isomorphic, a strict one-to-one mapping between the input and the
output, or nonisomorphic interactions, a mapping beyond realism that would not
be possible in a physical environment such as virtual hands or raycasting [132, 221].
Additionally, input modalities can also vary in directness, expressiveness, precision,
and performance depending on the interaction technique.

Krueger’s VIDEOPLACE is considered one of the first examples of early interac-
tive AR systems [217, 274]. Though it functioned more like an interactive projection
system, its use of techniques similar to those found in modern AR HMDs [266],
such as mid-air deictic, manipulative, and semaphoric gestures [202] for interaction
and content creation, heralding the development of more advanced AR technology.
However, the system’s limited 2D projection screen prevented it from providing
the direct, 3D gestural interaction seen in modern Virtual Environments, which
only became possible with advancements in display and tracking technology in the
1990s [22, 203, 409]. With the advent of computer vision, AR systems became capable
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of detecting user motion and gesture in real-time without the need for additional
sensors [43]. This led to the development of a myriad of direct 3D gestures for
spatial manipulation of virtual objects [60, 163, 234, 233]. In addition, wearables
and biometric sensors can be used to detect user gestures when computer vision is
not available or the hands are occluded, as demonstrated in the work of Lee et al. [231].

With a range of options for direct gestural interaction, Piumsomboon et al. defined
a consensus set of gestures for virtual object manipulation using user guessability [308].
Subsequently, commercial AR headsets now employ a variety of standardized gestures
such as pointing, grasping, pinching, and swiping to facilitate 3D interaction, either
built directly into the AR HMDs or supported through additional integrated sensors
such as UltraLeap [390]. Despite the prevalence of gestural interaction in AR,
challenges remain, such as fatigue, precision, and expanding user capabilities beyond
isomorphic manipulation. To address these issues, non-isomorphic gestures, e.g.
virtual hands [54, 312] and raycasting [2, 292], or multimodal interaction [78] have
been proposed and will be discussed further in Section 2.4.

Beyond mid-air gesture, device-based approaches have become popular over time,
such as pointing devices, wands, and 6DoF (degrees-of-freedom) hand-controllers [30,
43]. The mouse is a fundamental and necessary tool for 2D applications on desktop
computers, and it remains the most commonly used input device for 3D interaction
and modeling. Previous evaluations have shown the mouse to work well for 3D
manipulation [35, 429] and Krichenbauer et al. found no significant differences in
performance between the mouse and direct 3D input devices [216]. Butterworth et al.
used a handheld 6D mouse with a HMD, one of the earliest instances of a 3D controller,
allowing for virtual object creation and editing when combined with a 3D UI [62].
Since then, hand controllers have become commonplace in virtual environments,
especially for VR. Typically, hand-controllers are integrated with buttons and triggers,
offering a lightweight solution for performing system control, similar to function keys
in desktop systems [221]. For manipulation, hand-controllers can facilitate both non-
isomorphic interactions, such as raycasting for selection [141, 165], and isomorphic
interactions, such as prop-based or proxy-based manipulations where the controller
acts as a direct substitute for the virtual object [168]. Controllers are a popular choice
for indirect interaction with virtual interfaces and widgets due to their affordance for
pointing and raycasting. However, related work has found that for 3D pointing and
selection, controllers can have less throughput than the mouse [365, 377]. Finally,
hand-controller form factor and sensing capabilities is a broad topic of research in itself
and has strong overlaps with Tangible UI [178, 189] and Tangible AR research [46],
which will be discussed further in Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2.

Efforts to enhance AR interaction capabilities include combining different input
modalities, such as hand gestures or controllers with natural interaction mechanisms
such as gaze, speech, or bodily movement [43, 78, 279, 414]. The most researched
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approach is combining speech and gesture modalities, which have been shown to
be intuitive for 2D and 3D interactions [88, 89]. Multimodal interaction can
address challenges in 3D interaction prevalent in gesture and controller approaches,
particularly for selection tasks. In AR/VR for example, there are instances where
speech has been used for virtual object disambiguation during 3D selection and
manipulation tasks [75, 404]. While research on multimodal input is well-established,
it is not yet widely used in commercial AR systems and applications.

2.4 Interaction Challenges & Current Approaches

There is a prevailing notion that AR has the capacity to transform the way we
work in physical environments [299, 337]. As virtual content becomes ubiquitous and
embedded into our physical workspaces, users must be able to organise their virtual
workspace as much as their physical. However, current AR systems face interaction
challenges in facilitating precise and sustained interaction with virtual objects
and, more specifically, 3D manipulations pose significant challenges for interaction
designers [158]. There are three important aspects to enabling precise and sustainable
3D interaction with virtual objects in AR that have been explored in related work: 1)
reducing the complexity of the task by compartmentalising different 3D manipulations
or constraining degrees of freedom, 2) mitigating physical and cognitive fatigue as
much as possible, and 3) providing feedback that accounts for our combined sensory
cues. These approaches often overlap, as providing combined sensory feedback can
also reduce task complexity and fatigue. This section will discuss these challenges
and the related work that aims to address them, with a focus on enabling precise and
sustainable interaction in AR.

As discussed in Section 1.2, our perception of physical environments is greatly
enhanced by the combination and integration of various perceptual cues, such as
spatial reasoning, object disambiguation, and perceiving affordance, which ultimately
leads to a more accurate understanding of the environment. At a more granular level,
when interacting with physical surfaces and objects with precision, our movements are
guided by a strong sensory feedback loop, with mechanoreceptive feedback playing a
crucial role in precise motor control [198]. Cutaneous mechanoreceptors provide high-
quality neural images of object spatial structure and motion of the hand, enabling
grip control and extending perception through tools and probes held in the hand
through vibrations [198]. Commercial AR headsets have begun to incorporate some
sensory cues such as visual disparity, shadows, shading, motion parallax, occlusion,
and spatialised audio [266, 246]. However, both visual and haptic information is
essential for precise interaction [112], and prior research has highlighted the over-
reliance on visual perception in virtual environments [227].

In addition to sensory cues, another key challenge in AR interaction is reducing
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physical fatigue to engender sustainable interaction. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the
most common techniques for 3D interaction in AR involve hand gestures or controllers,
which are typically used in mid-air. The ‘gorilla-arm’ effect [188], first observed with
the development of vertical touch screens and pervasive displays [150], occurs when
users are required to extend their arms for prolonged periods of time without support,
resulting in arm fatigue [195]. Similarly, mid-air interaction in AR can also cause
fatigue with the ‘consumed endurance’ model[164] showing that users can hold their
arm extended at 90◦ for about one minute before experiencing fatigue, and likewise
at 45◦ for about two minutes. To address this issue, several techniques and guidelines
have been proposed, primarily focussing on designing interactions that support or
account for the natural resting positions of users.

2.4.1 Reducing complexity in 3D Interaction

Reducing the complexity of 3D interaction typically involves dividing the labour,
constraining the environment or interaction, or expanding user function. As
mentioned in Section 2.3, direct manipulation in Virtual Environments affords ease of
learning and use and the ability to perform simultaneous complex 3D manipulations
in a single operation as we would in physical environments [155]. The benefits of direct
manipulation can be maintained even as the required precision of the task increases
by leveraging the benefits of bimanual manipulation.

Classic work from Buxton and Myers on bimanual manipulation found that users
were able to perform tasks in parallel and even split tasks between two hands,
demonstrating a significant performance increase over one-handed techniques [63].
This has been applied in AR/VR with Song et al. proposing a symmetric
bimanual handlebar metaphor to allow 7-DoF manipulation of virtual objects [353].
Users performed rapid translation, rotation and 1D scaling of a virtual object by
manipulating a handlebar that intersects an object. There are also examples of
asymmetric bimanual techniques based on Guiard’s work on hand asymmetry [144].
Stoakley et al. proposed World in miniature, one of the first instances to utilize an
asymmetric bimanual technique in a virtual environment, with the dominant as the
primary means of navigation and the non-dominant used to reference a miniature
world [358]. Hinckley et al. further expanded on this with labour division across
different input modalities controlled by the dominant and non-dominant hands with
‘Pen+Touch’ — pen writes and touch manipulates [170]. While these techniques
demonstrate the benefits of bimanual direct manipulation, precision can still be
improved when performing 3D interactions in AR. Chapter 5 of the thesis tackles
precise interaction techniques directly and explores the role of bimanual techniques
in affording precision in 3D environments.

Moreover, labour can also be divided by leveraging other input modalities to
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support manipulations in Virtual Environments. Gaze, in particular, is a popular
modality to combine with mid-air interaction, for example, Yu et al. combined gaze
and hand features to aid in 3D object manipulation which proved to be useful when
interacting over large distances [425]. Pfeuffer et al. achieved something similar
with ‘Gaze+Pinch’ [306] and Mardanbegi et al. used gaze alignment to a virtual
object through a virtual tool to edit and manipulate the objects properties [255];
both follow the principle of “gaze selects, hands manipulate”. In this way, direct
mid-air interaction is only called upon when necessary while leveraging our effortless
and natural gaze behaviour to disambiguate targets.

Another approach to increasing precision is by providing environmental constraints
to interaction, for example constraining the type of manipulation performed by direct
interaction or reducing the degrees of freedom (DoF) of a manipulation [264, 265].
‘Snap-dragging’ is a technique inherited from 2D interfaces, which Brier generalised
into 3D [40]. Others have explored pre-defined constraints for 3D manipulation which
reduces the DoF available for a user to manipulate [288, 350, 351, 366]. However,
this work is 3D applications for desktop environments, falling back on menus and
widgets to control object translation, rotation, and scale or reduce the manipulable
axes, which is not immediately transferable or desirable for Virtual Environments.
Hayatpur et al. attempted to preserve direct manipulation in VR by allowing users
to implement constraints by micro gestures on a hand-controller [155]. The proposed
techniques utilized shape constraints to separate DoF for precise object alignment and
manipulation. However, there were several limitations primarily related to fatigue
and usability. These were in part caused by performing the required gestures whilst
simultaneously balancing the controller in the same hand [155]. Additionally, some
parts of the technique also required users to keep their hands suspended in mid-air
leading to fatigue issues after prolonged interaction.

Altering the C/D (control-display) gain has been a popular technique for
expanding user function and increasing precision on desktop and touch display
screens [7, 50, 68, 375]. The early work of Poupyrev et al. found that for 3D
rotational tasks amplifying the rotation decreased task completion time without
affecting user accuracy [316]. Other work has also looked at adapting C/D gain
for Virtual Environments such as PRISM, a dynamic C/D gain interface for mid-
air gestural interaction in VR [131]. The C/D gain was implicitly increased and
decreased based on the user’s hand movement speed when interacting with a virtual
object [131]. The design of PRISM was based on the principals of Fitts’ Law and
utilized the user’s natural behaviour to adjust the C/D gain, akin to mouse/cursor
control [127, 245]. Furthermore, Poupyrev et al.’s ‘Go-Go’ interaction technique [312]
attempted to improve on basic virtual hands by allowing users to increase the length
of the virtual hand exponentially (i.e. the C/D gain) by stretching out their physical
hand beyond a distance threshold. Since then there have been a number of virtual
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hand techniques that build on this, but all primarily focus on selection [29, 313, 334].
Implicit C/D gain control has also been incorporated into techniques that provide
manipulation constraints such as Wigdor et al. with their ‘Rock and Rails ’ technique
for touch screens [413], which was later expanded on by Hayatpur et al. for 3D
manipulations [155]. Despite accounting for user hand instability and reach, applying
dynamic C/D gain to mid-air techniques means that while users can more readily
control their precision, they can still encounter the same issues of ’gorilla-arm’ and
fatigue when performing prolonged interactions. Chapter 5 explores this further and
provides several example interaction techniques demonstrating how dynamic C/D gain
can be leveraged to enhance user precision in 3D AR interactions.

Like with virtual hands, user function can be expanded by manipulating other
aspects of the virtual representation of their body in the virtual environment.‘Beyond
Being Real ’ is a framework that leverages the plasticity of the human sensorimotor
system by manipulating the virtual representation of the user’s body in VR to
perform movement-based interactions that would otherwise be impossible in the
physical environment [5]. For example, multiplying the number of virtual hands [334]
or adapting the proportions and limbs of virtual avatars [262]. However, a big
constraining factor of this framework is that it relies on having complete control
over the user’s perception of their own body to remap motor tasks. VR provides
this inherently, however, for AR this proves more difficult as users are simultaneously
grounded in the physical environment through their bodies. As a result, these beyond
being real interactions [5] are more difficult to achieve in AR due to challenges such
as physical-virtual body misalignment [81].

2.4.2 Accounting for combined sensory cues in AR

A number of approaches have been proposed to provide crucial haptic cues when
performing precise 3D interactions in Virtual Environments ranging from wearable
and situated haptics, on-body interaction, leveraging physical surfaces, and tangible
interfaces and artifacts.

Firstly, wearable devices are a common aspect of VR and AR research dating
back as early as the late 70s with wired gloves used for sensing interaction [52, 363].
Nowadays wearable devices are not only used for sensing but also for simulating
haptics of virtual objects [94]. Haptic simulation in Virtual Environments typically
falls into two categories passive haptics, physical objects which provide feedback to
the user simply by their shape, texture, or other inherent properties; and active
haptics, feedback that is actuated and controlled by a computer [94, 238]. Wearable
haptics in VR and AR typically utilise a form of active haptics to simulate the
properties of virtual objects or surfaces such as texture, temperature, size, form,
stiffness, and weight. Several works have looked at vibrotactile feedback in wearables
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to simulate texture [205, 309, 417], while others have explored pneumatics [378] and
hydraulics [149] for texture and temperature.

Additionally, pneumatic wearables have been explored to simulate virtual object
form and stiffness [378], with other work exploring exoskeletons and electrostatic
brakes to simulate stiffness and form [82, 83, 115, 166, 237]. Skin deformation has
also been used in wearable devices for simulating the weight and inertia of virtual
objects [82]. A considerable amount of wearable haptic research focusses on simulating
haptics in the hands but there are many examples of simulating haptic cues elsewhere
on the body such as the head [205], arms [69], and full-body [214]. Beyond research,
there is also a growing number of commercially available haptic gloves [305] such as
HaptX [151], CyberGrasp [95], and Dexmo [101].

Wearable active haptic devices can provide crucial mechanoreceptive feedback
required for interaction [198], but there are a number of issues when considering
their application in AR. Firstly, most haptic wearables focus on simulating virtual
object properties, such as texture, form, and stiffness, assuming users will be directly
interacting with virtual objects ultimately depending on mid-air gestures. As a
consequence mid-air fatigue persists and, in some cases due to the added weight of
the wearable device, can be exacerbated. Additionally, for AR specifically, wearable
devices especially on the hands act as a barrier between the user and the physical
environment. If the user is to engage in physical work while in a Virtual Environment,
a wearable haptic device could hinder their movements and engagement with the
physical environment. Wearable devices also only provide feedback for the user that
is wearing them, so the scalability of these devices to multiple users is also something
to consider for AR.

An alternative to wearable active haptics is situated active haptics in the physical
environment. The main difference between situated haptics and wearables is that the
device simulating the feedback is ‘encountered ’ by the user in the environment and
generally the user’s hands are completely unadorned [422]. Methods for generating
situated haptics range from using ultrasound, acoustics, and even using drones to
dynamically rearrange into props and surfaces. UltraHaptics is one of the most
notable examples of providing localised, mid-air haptic feedback above an interactive
surface using ultrasound [67], something which has been expanded on by others [241,
258]. Sodhi et al. achieved a similar thing but instead used pneumatics to generate
‘free air textures ’ as a haptic display [352]. Other work has utilised acoustics to
programmatically levitate passive props above a surface and generate discrete points
of haptic feedback [171, 263].

In a similar capacity instead of levitating props other work has opted to use drones
to dynamically construct objects and surfaces for the user to encounter in the virtual
environment [3, 56, 137, 175, 422], but this is primarily implemented for VR where
the drones are not visible. Generally, a constraint of these types of situated haptics is
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that, while dynamic in terms of where they can be generated, the force feedback they
provide is relatively low. Alternatively, other research has considered shape-changing
displays and dynamically moving props to provide a stronger sense of force feedback
through more rigid materials [4, 13, 80], but these displays are much more limited in
terms of dynamic placement and movement.

Beyond active haptics, researchers have considered leveraging the passive haptics
that is available on our hands and bodies as an input and output platform [37,
153]. There have been numerous techniques developed for menu and widget-based
interaction in AR/VR utilising user’s arms, hands, and palms as projection spaces for
text entry and object selection [20, 120, 197, 426]. Furthermore, Pei et al. introduced
the concept of hand interfaces in which the users mimic the form of a virtual object to
have their hands become the object in VR which they then can manipulate using their
hand as a proxy [304]. In general, the exploration of on-body interaction is limited
to widget-based interaction or used in combination with other modalities and there
are few instances of using the passive haptics of the body for direct 3D manipulation
aside from the work of Pei et al. [304].

Another example of leveraging passive haptics is research around augmented
workbenches and tabletops combined with HMD AR, which has a substantial history
serving as a foundation for many AR applications [34, 199, 204]. Flat surfaces in
particular are important for enabling collaborative work providing a shared interaction
space [336], allowing the placement of physical props [161, 302], and supporting precise
interactions that are much more difficult to achieve in mid-air [322]. This body of
work also heavily overlaps the extensive research conducted around interactive table
tops specifically around object manipulation on-surface and above-surface.

Interactions in the air was a technique to allow users to seamlessly switch
between interacting with a tabletop to manipulating digital content in 3D above
the surface [162]. Mockup Builder made advancements on this concept, following
Guiard’s asymmetric bimanual model [144] to allow for interaction continuity when
editing 3D models with one hand operating the tabletop and the other operating
the virtual object in mid-air [98]. SymbiosisSketch combined free-hand and surface-
based sketching to create virtual objects combining tablets, pen interaction, and
HMD AR [18]. Additionally, similar techniques and applications have been designed
for fabrication, such as MixFab [406] and DualCAD [271] combining desktop
interaction, mobile devices, and HMD AR. The projects discussed so far have highly
decoupled input and output spaces between the interactive surfaces/devices and
the AR projection/interaction space. The work of Reipschläger et al. attempted
to blend virtual environments and interactive tabletops, even more, using the
virtual environment as a direct extension of 3D modelling software running on the
tabletop [322]. Combining AR with surfaces is just one example of how the physical
environment can be complimentary to 3D interaction and even provide opportunistic
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controls [157] something which we expand on in Section 2.5.2.
Finally, another approach to providing haptic sensory cues and a primary focus

of the thesis is Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) and objects [338]. Tangibles have the
ability to utilise both passive and active haptics and have widely been incorporated
in virtual environments to produce rich haptic experiences [46]. There are several
examples of active haptics being incorporated into existing VR and AR hand
controllers and new form factors to facilitate new haptic experiences [33, 84, 240, 340,
367, 412]. However, these tangible devices are primarily concerned with simulating
haptic sensations of virtual objects in VR, whereas Tangibles can also be used
to enable new forms of interaction beyond direct gestures. Additionally, Tangible
objects can have spatial relevance in both the virtual environment and the physical
environment, acting as somewhat of a mediator or ‘handle’ between the two. Section
2.5.1 and 2.5.2 will further expand on Tangible User Interfaces and Tangible AR.

2.5 Next-Generation Tools and Interfaces

Now we have discussed ‘AR’ and ‘Interaction’ in the context of the thesis, let’s
now discuss ‘Tools ’. Tools and Tool-Using are complex concepts to define and
are subject to considerable debate [343]. Activity Theory posits, amongst other
things, that physical and conceptual tools, such as instruments, procedures, and
methods of labour, are ‘integral and inseparable components of human function’.
Additionally, it suggests that human behaviour is not directed ‘from the inside’,
based on biological urges, but ‘from the outside’, based on context and the use
and creation of artifacts [218]. For the purpose of this thesis, we follow a definition
that is not necessarily encompassing of all types of tools and tool-use, but one that
is more focussed on the subject matter in the thesis: ‘A naturally occurring or
designed physical object ’— Tools—‘that is utilised for an immediate purpose’—Tool-
Use [275]. As mentioned in Section 1.1, appropriating this definition for Tools in AR
requires some understanding of what the ‘naturally occurring or designed objects ’ are
and what the ’purposes ’ or functions are.

Starting with ‘objects ’ in AR, these could be every day (naturally occurring)
objects in our physical space that are appropriated for interaction [157], or bespoke
objects and controllers designed for a specific ‘purpose’ or interaction. Concerning
‘purpose’, as mentioned previously in Section 2.3 we have some understanding of
what the activities might be in AR — 3D Interaction, browsing overlaid information,
system control. These tools can enable mimicking of the real world, for example
providing tactile and haptic cues for virtual objects [94], but also they can expand
user function in AR environments facilitating interactions that are not possible in
physical space — going beyond reality [5].

As mentioned in Section 1.1, HCI research has a rich history of developing tools
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for mediating with technology leading to a number of taxonomies and frameworks
providing a foundation for exploring AR tools. Bødker’s seminal work describes how
users operate ‘through’ an interface on objects of interest (such as documents) and,
with good design, the interface becomes hardly noticeable [53]. Beaudouin-Lafon
expands on this for 2D desktop interfaces describing interaction on (domain) objects
using ‘instruments’ [31], virtual tools that yield new styles of interaction based on the
principles of direct manipulation [185]. Instrumental Interaction was then extended
by Coutrix and Nigay for ‘Mixed Reality’ [91] (virtual environments), considering
’mixed objects’, physical and digital tools or objects of interest, and other interaction
modalities such as Tangible interaction. More recently, Jacob et al. proposed ‘Reality-
based ’ interaction a framework that unified interfaces that more closely correspond
to daily practices in the non-digital world [194]. For instance leveraging people’s
knowledge of the physical world, bodily and environmental awareness, and social
awareness for interaction.

Ultimately, interfaces that meet humans where they excel or are physically limited
will have the capacity to expand function. Considering this framework, the field of
Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) is the closest example of physical tools being utilised
for digital interfaces and has widely been explored for AR.

2.5.1 Tangible User Interfaces

Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) are a post-WIMP interface type that emerged
in the 1990s and the surrounding research is concerned with providing physical
representations of digital information and controls [338]. The preliminary work of
Ishii, such as Bricks [128] and TangibleBits [189, 191], underpins a large portion of
current research and application domains [45, 129, 199]. The concept of graspable
UI explored the manipulation of digital content using physical clutches, utilising
the advantages of bimanual interaction and spatial reasoning for collaborative
workspaces [12, 144, 169, 210].

There are a number of application areas for TUIs such as learning and edutain-
ment, problem-solving and planning, and information visualisation [338]. TUIs have
also been leveraged in rapid interface prototyping, for example, Kelly et al. [206]
and Zheng et al.’s [431] work produced popular TUI elements, such as knobs and
sliders, using low fidelity materials and fiducial-based computer vision tracking.
Beyond low-fidelity prototyping, there are tabletop approaches that also use external
computer vision tracking to build toolkits and development platforms for TUIs such
as reacTable [199] and reacTIVision [201], Madgets [407], and SLAP Widgets [408].

Previous work has provided taxonomies for describing and analysing TUIs utilising
concepts such as embodiment, metaphor, and representation [125, 126, 338, 387].
Fishkin provided an initial two axes taxonomy for TUIs using levels of embodiment
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and metaphors based on existing systems at the time [103, 125, 387], however, our
understanding of embodiment has significantly evolved [212, 355, 392]. Metaphors
enable TUIs to become more “analogous to the real-world” denoting what an
interaction device is — shape and form — and what can be done with it — motion
and input [125]. To this end, a physical object’s power of representation can be
utilised in tandem with a form factor to facilitate more complex tasks in AR,
such as 3D manipulation and modeling, and further diminish “cognitive seams” in
interaction [190, 251].

Another interesting dimension to TUI is the concept of object affordance —
how an object’s “physical form and manipulability convey how to handle it” —
coupled with prior knowledge of the “everyday physical world” [136, 178, 281,
283]. Norman extended the definition to include ‘perceived’ affordances, typically
visual cues in the interface relying on cultural conventions, and ‘real affordances’
that exist independently of user perception [283]. Leveraging the affordance of
physical objects is a common sentiment in TUI literature, utilising a user’s “haptic
interaction skill”, “expectations of the real world”, and “familiarity of everyday
physical objects” [44, 159, 178, 189, 194]. However, there have been many criticisms of
the concept advocating that affordances and tangible interaction, in general, rely on
“spontaneous reactions”, circumventing “conscious decision-making” without means
of “recovery and reflection” [178, 318]. Further to this, Hornecker explains how object
affordance, properties, and functionality are not universally interpretable even going
unnoticed [178].

This thesis utilises a functional characterisation of object affordance, which posits
that the physical form and manipulability of a tangible object convey the appropriate
way to operate it for a given task and context of use [136, 178, 281, 283], which
we elaborate on further in Section 3.1. As mentioned prior, object affordance is
subject to individual, societal, and cultural influences, and therefore highly subjective
and dependent on a user’s or designer’s interpretation. While the mapping of
affordances to digital interaction is desirable it is “far from straightforward” [119,
178], and combined with the challenges of 3D interaction [158], it can be difficult to
get the mapping ‘right’ for physical tools in AR. To address these issues, we combine
affordance mapping with guessability methodology and user-elicitation [419] as an
exploratory approach to AR Tool-Making, that aims to develop novel interaction
devices and techniques through the appropriation of physical objects.

On the subject of gestures, tangible objects can be combined with gestural
interactions presenting novel design opportunities for 3D interaction. According to
Van den Hoven et al., “gesture theories and classification from social sciences have not
explicitly addressed gestures with objects in hand” [180]. Previous work has explored
so-called tangible gesture interaction [10, 180] with each focusing on different types
of objects such as mobile devices [167, 324], controllers and props [229, 398], custom
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tangibles [90, 434], and environmental objects [86, 159, 421]. In light of the wealth of
work on tangible gestures, there is an opportunity to explore similar techniques for
typical AR activities such as 3D transformation, modeling, and editing.

2.5.2 Tangible AR

Succeeding the body of work on TUI, Tangible AR aimed to combine the enhanced
display properties of AR HMDs with intuitive manipulation afforded by physical
objects. Billinghurst et al. describe how TUIs at the time were limited in supporting
3D viewing and interaction with virtual objects, often with a disconnect between task
and display space [46]. Billinghurst et al. proposed an independent classification of
Tangible AR interfaces and later defined a taxonomy across two domains: Space-
Multiplexed and Time-Multiplexed interfaces [46]. In Space-Multiplexed interfaces
each function has a physical device occupying its own space which was exemplified by
the initial prototypes of Tiles [315], Shared Space [47], and ARgroove [46]. In Time-
Multiplexed interfaces on the other hand a single device controls different functions
at different points in time as showcased in the VOMAR system [46]. These interfaces
were an early example of how new metaphors and forms of interaction were enabled
when AR tasks were mediated by physical tools, utilising passive haptics to reduce
the ‘functional’ and ‘cognitive’ seams between interaction and display space [45, 190].

More recently, the physical form factor of tools and controllers in AR has
been explored. Several works explore and evaluate basic primitive shapes, such as
cubes and spheres, and even compare these form factors against state-of-the-art AR
controllers [111, 192, 228]. Englmeier et al. showed how a static spherical AR proxy
had significant advantages over asymmetric controllers for 3D manipulation regarding
task-completion time and workload [111]. In addition, the benefits of cubes as tangible
interaction devices have previously been explored [235, 339]. Particularly the work
of Lefeuvre et al. [235] categorises the distinct affordances and properties of cubes by
“manipulation, placement in space, arrangement, multi-functionality, randomness,
togetherness, physical qualities, containers, and pedestal for output”. Issartel et
al. explored these cube properties applied as a tangible window into a virtual
environment allowing for a range of 3D interactions [192], and Lee et al. looked at a
bimanual cubic interface with two different interaction techniques inspired by object
assembly [228]. There has also been considerable work designing more bespoke and
familiar physical tools for 3D interaction such as chopsticks [423], paint brushes [364],
and hammers [359]. Arisandi et al. presented a toolbox of physical tools for ‘virtual
hand crafting’, such as a hammer, tweezers, and knives, a more recent example of
a Space-Multiplexed interface and objects that more overtly represent traditional,
non-digital tools [16].

Other research has looked beyond using physical objects in AR purely for their
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passive haptics but instead looked at the creation of interactive artifacts. For example,
Savage et al. focused on interaction with physical objects while utilizing a computer-
vision-based tracking approach to detect user gestures and create ‘active’ objects [331].
These artifact-based interfaces are commonly used in virtual environments due to
their manipulability and ability to be used as a proxy for virtual objects [17, 111,
117, 273, 434]. The work of Feick et al. [117] produced a toolkit for prototyping such
tangible artefacts for virtual environments, using low-fidelity and modular ‘shape
primitives’, to support proxy-based interactions. Beyond proxy interaction, the work
of Angelini [10] and Van den Hoven et al. [181] shows how combining a tangible
artifact with hand gestures, both motion and surface-based, can effectively recreate
many common UI elements (knobs, sliders, buttons) using a single artifact.

In addition to bespoke designed tangibles, previous work has shown how AR can
be used to explore ad-hoc and nomadic interfaces through everyday objects. Walsh et
al. developed an architecture to allow tangible interfaces to be defined ad-hoc through
an abstracted set of interactions [403]. Furthermore, ‘everyday’ physical objects can
be seen as an opportunity to facilitate Tangible AR interactions [157, 159]. Annexing
Reality was a system developed to opportunistically annex physical props from a
user’s environment to create rich haptic experiences when interacting with digital
content, attempting to blend the virtual and the physical [159].Affordance++ utilised
active haptics, specifically force feedback via electrical muscle stimulation, to allow
instrumented ‘everyday’ objects to communicate their affordances through interaction
or even augment the affordances for virtual content manipulation [243, 244]. Further
to this, Gupta et al. also found the instrumentation of physical objects to be a “strong
direction for AR applications” [146].

2.5.3 Building Modifiable AR Tools

Billinghurst et al. highlight the difficulty of dynamically changing the physical
properties of TUIs [46], and Jacob et al. discuss the trade-offs between the versatility
of GUIs and the rigidity of TUIs [194]. However, recent research has investigated the
role of physically-modifiable objects as proxies for virtual models in AR and VR [17,
117, 273, 434]. For example, Feick et al. presented a rapid prototyping toolkit,
made of shape primitives, for creating object proxies with moving parts which were
preferred by users over traditional controllers [117]. The work of Arora et al. was
similar but instead used Lego bricks over shape primitives [17]. Arif et al. and
East et al. demonstrated how smartwatches could be re-purposed as modifiable
tools for interactive tabletops [15, 107]. Spatially reconfigurable tangibles have also
been explored for tabletop interaction, for example, Nowacka et al. introduced
autonomously moving objects with sensing capabilities for interaction on tabletops
[286]. Le Goc et al. similarly and more recently presented a tabletop swarm interface
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of tangible microbots that could self-reconfigure based on users’ input and application
scenarios [223, 224]. Tangible tools for AR such as these have the capacity to become
more ‘versatile’ if they are designed to be not only virtually modifiable but also
physically modifiable.

Additionally, the field of shape-changing interfaces contributes to the development
of adaptable and dynamic form factors [87, 133, 319, 362, 320], which can inform the
exploration of physically-modifiable tools in AR. The work of InFORM [130] and
EMERGE [372] are perhaps archetypal examples of shape-changing displays, pre-
dominantly in-situ and supporting direct and indirect user manipulation. Variations
of the situated shape-changing display have been developed such as CairnFORM [96],
Relief [236], and more recently STRAIDE [110], but shape-change as a concept is
much broader. To give an example, the work of Roudaut et al. showed how mobile
devices can adapt their shapes dependent on the context of use to offer improved
affordances [327]. There are further examples of modifiable interfaces that leverage
elements of shape-change to provide users with flexible and reconfigurable interaction
devices [71, 148, 182]. More recent work has looked at combining shape-changing
interfaces with Virtual Environments, for example enhancing the appearance and
visual effects of shape-changing objects using Spatial AR [239], providing modular
shape primitives to build bespoke proxy objects for VR [117], or to generate new
types of mediated haptic experiences of virtual objects [220, 260].

In addition to exemplar prototypes, the field of shape-change offers several
notable contributions in terms of classification. One such contribution is the work
of Rasmussen et al. [320], which provides valuable insights applicable to physically-
modifiable tools. Their classification encompasses different types of change, such
as form, volume, and texture, and introduces a transformation vocabulary that
describes the process of material change using factors like velocity, path, or space.
Additionally, Taher et al. [373] offers a technical approach to classifying shape-change,
focusing on the methods of computer-based actuation, such as electro-mechanical or
magnetic mechanisms. They consider factors like actuation speed, granularity, force,
size, and complexity of control. Moreover, Sturdee and Alexander [361] propose a
different classification for shape-change prototypes. Particularly relevant to the work
presented in Chapter 3 is their characterisation of the physicality of the interfaces,
as they found it to have the most influence on user interaction. These diverse
classifications, along with the associated challenges in shape-change highlighted by
Alexander [8], provide a basis for the framework presented in Chapter 3 for ideating
and creating physically-modifiable AR tools. More specifically, we are considering the
physicality [361] of existing objects and how these attributes can be leveraged for
interaction with virtual objects in AR.
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2.5.4 Tracking, Sensing, and Prototyping

Considering the related work discussed so far, we can describe two general approaches
to tracking tangible interaction: (i) using an external tracking system or (ii)
instrumenting an object or user. Both approaches have various limiting factors. For
example, external tracking systems, such as computer vision and infrared lighthouse
tracking, can be disrupted by occlusion when tracking users, physical objects,
or gestures [19, 173, 424]. Additionally, instrumenting a user can hinder their
engagement with the physical environment and absolute tracking of instrumented
objects can be difficult. There are also examples of combining external and
instrumented tracking methods to mitigate both of their limitations [183].

Considering sensing interaction on instrumented objects, capacitive sensing is a
common and well-documented approach, with particular benefits for rabid fabrication
and prototyping [61, 140, 289, 332, 335]. The work of Schmitz et al. [335] and Burstyn
et al. [61] explored capacitive input on 3D printed interactive objects, specifically
leveraging conductive filament and dual-extrusion printing, to create discrete touch-
sensitive areas on any 3D object. Capricate [335] in particular provided tools for
designers to modify virtual models to be printed and instrumented with touch-
sensitive areas. Beyond 3D printing of capacitive objects, so-called ‘loading mode’
capacitive sensing has been adopted for gesture recognition [140]. Commonly, a
number of capacitive areas are used to form capacitive sensor arrays to track touch
across a designated area over time [139, 276, 346, 357]. Nelson at al. [276] incorporated
4 to 12 interactive areas to detect gestures on fabric and provided an initial exploration
of different capacitive plate shapes and designs.

For prototyping tangible interaction, toolkits have been proposed as a productive
approach to mitigate engineering challenges in building interfaces [226]. These toolkits
range in levels of fidelity from paper prototyping [206, 431] to sophisticated electronic
toolkits [17, 117]. A common evaluation approach for understanding the feasibility
and generalisability of toolkits is to actually use the toolkit to design and develop a
number of demonstrative applications [179, 226, 256].

2.6 Summary

The related work on Augmented Reality suggests that it is becoming increasingly
prevalent and integrated into daily work practices. A key aspect of AR is 3D
interaction, such as manipulation and modeling, which is crucial for interacting in
virtual environments and conducting work in AR. However, there are challenges with
3D interaction in AR, particularly in terms of prolonged interaction and precision.
Research is being conducted to address these challenges, including the use of physical
tools and tangibles for AR, which form the foundation for this thesis. So let us
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summarise the knowledge we can gain from related work for Tool-making, Tool-
modifying, and Tool-Using in AR.

Tool-Making: As Napier describes — “Imagination is basic to tool-making” [275] —
and we must first conceive of potential tools for AR interaction. Combining AR
and TUI has shown to be promising in previous work, simultaneously leveraging
the intuitiveness, materiality, and spatiality of tangible interaction, and the
enhanced display capabilities and 3D interaction afforded by AR. To explore
tool-making in a systematic manner, we can draw on the existing classifications
in shape-change [320, 361, 373] and wider methods in HCI such as guessability
methodology [418, 419], affordance mapping [178], and “tangible gesture” [10]
from previous research. However, most work on tangible interaction has focused
on passive objects, leaving the area of shape-changing tools relatively unexplored
and lacking methods for description, classification, and comparison.

Tool-Modifying: Considering the related work, our objective is to enhance and
expand upon previous tangible prototyping toolkits [226] with an exploration of
physically modifiable tools for AR interaction. We aim to build upon previous
instances of tools developed for AR, including those employing basic shapes [111]
or custom form factors [117]. Our approach is to merge research on fabrication
techniques of 3D printed interactive objects [335] with instrumented artifacts
and external tracking techniques [183], to create a versatile tool that can be
applied to a variety of AR applications.

Tool-Using: After reviewing the current state-of-the-art interaction methods for
AR systems [14, 264, 280], we have identified limitations with the widespread
use of hand gestures and hand controllers. Based on previous research,
we have determined that tangible objects can offer unique opportunities
for interaction, specifically by leveraging object affordances to enable new
interaction techniques and applications. These new interactive artifacts present
unexplored design spaces that require further examination to understand their
full potential. Additionally, by comparing these new tools to current state-of-
the-art interaction methods, we can gain a deeper understanding of their benefits
and limitations.

Based on the previously examined related work, this thesis presents a fresh outlook
on the future of interaction in Virtual Environments, with a specific focus on the
making, modifying, and using of physical AR tools. Just as AR has the potential to
bridge the gap between reality and virtuality, the tools used to facilitate interaction
and tasks with virtual objects should also diminish the divide between the user and
the tool designer. This approach aims to provide users with increased flexibility and
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autonomy in conducting their work within these blended environments while allowing
for deep personalisation of their tools, similar to the level of customization available
to crafters and users of physical tools for the physical world.

In the next chapter, we delve into an approach for tool-making that leverages
various methods for interaction design, such as user elicitation. In this way, we aim to
actively engage users in the process of ideating tools and provide them with tangible
references in the form of preexisting physical objects. These objects serve a dual
purpose: as handles to facilitate the design process of AR tools and as a means to
explore the mapping of affordances. Through the empirical studies described in the
following chapter, we aim to identify any potential generic design guidelines that
arise through affordance mapping to inform the physical and virtual characteristics
of future AR tools.
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Chapter 3

Tool-Making

This thesis aims to explore physical tools for Augmented Reality (AR), specifically
3D interaction with virtual objects. We begin by tackling the first research question
around Tool-Making in AR (RQ1): How do we ideate tools for Augmented Reality that
are both physically and virtually modifiable?. In HCI, the creation of tools is a long-
standing practice of producing a variety of interaction devices for different technologies
using established methodologies [222]. Additionally, tangibles have been employed to
create more immersive and experiential interactions that are anchored in the physical
space, leveraging metaphor and object affordance in different contexts[191, 338]. In
our work, we focus on physically-modifiable objects (PM-Objects), i.e. objects that
have distinct and innate properties for shape change and reconfiguration based on
user actuation, with the goal to create more ‘versatile’ tools [194] that enable more
expressive and precise interaction — physically-modifiable tools (PM-Tools). To
answer RQ1 we pose three additional sub-questions:

• RQ1.1: How can we categorise and compare PM-Objects based on their relative
properties and affordances?

• RQ1.2: How do PM-Objects with different properties and affordances map to
complex AR tasks such as 3D manipulation and modelling?

• RQ1.3: What are the commonalities in the way users apply metaphors and
couple input and output when using a PM-Object for a specific AR task?

In this chapter, we start by motivating some of the materials and methods we
employ in our exploration of tool-making. We then describe the design space that
emerges when specifically considering PM-Objects and present the five core steps
to our methodology. These are based on various pre-existing methods such as user-
elicitation and guessability [419], affordance mapping [178], and ‘tangible gesture’ [10,
180]. The chapter continues by introducing the first two studies of the thesis, a
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group design workshop and user-elicitation study, and presents the findings and the
accompanying discussion. Finally, the chapter concludes by synthesising the findings
from the two studies into conceptual examples of physically-modifiable tools (PM-
Tools) and reflects on the presented methodology and framework.

3.1 Motivation

In our work, we explore tangible interaction devices to determine if properties
and affordances can be leveraged differently for complex tasks in AR such as
transformation and modelling virtual objects. In light of this, there is a combination
of advantages for physical objects and tools highlighted in TUI literature and state-
of-the-art AR interactions [191, 338, 387]:

Passive Haptics: As with all types of tangible interaction and much like hand
controllers, tangible objects have innate tangibility in the form of passive
haptics. For interactions that require a level of precision, this provides tactile
motor-control feedback which is necessary for precise actions and beneficial for
proprioception [21, 415].

Spatial Permanence: Tangible objects are individual artefacts that can be placed
or positioned in different parts of a user’s environment. For AR environments,
an object’s spatial permanence can be leveraged for distributed, state-based,
and localised interactions without the need to carry the object with you at all
times [12, 45, 194, 210].

Affordance: The physical form and manipulability of a tangible object convey how
the object should be operated [136, 281, 283] and is informed by our preconceived
notions of the object, the physical world, and the cultural context [178]. In
the context of AR interaction, physical affordances can be used to scaffold
complex virtual interactions and demonstrate the manipulation constraints of
a virtual tool or object. This can be particularly effective in supplementing
more abstract interactions, such as manipulating colour or deforming the mesh
of virtual objects, with tangible objects providing cognitive mediation [178, 191,
281, 283]. By leveraging the physical affordances of tangible objects, users can
gain a better understanding of the virtual affordances in a virtual environment.

Discrete Input: A subset of tangible objects have a distinct area or mechanism for
input that can span multiple input modalities, i.e. a button press or a dial
rotation [71, 148, 182]. Similar to 3D hand controllers, these input methods
can be leveraged for system control enabling precise refinement, variable
manipulation, or clutch-based interactions [125, 338].
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For this work we focus on Head-Mounted Display AR. When considering how to
explore PM-Objects and AR, there are a plethora of Mixed Reality mediums that
could be adopted such as handheld AR, projection AR, fish-tank Virtual Reality, and
HMD VR. However, there are a number of requirements to allow users to explore
PM-Objects unhindered. First, the user’s hands should be completely uninhibited
when interacting with physical objects allowing for bimanual interaction if required.
Second, they should be able to explore both forms of direct and indirect interaction
between the physical objects and the virtual models. Third, they should be able to
leverage the physical environment unhindered, such as surfaces, if they see fit for a
given interaction. These requirements rule out most mediums aside from projection
and HMD AR, however, projection AR suffers from shadow and occlusion issues when
directly interacting with a virtual model. While we distinctly focus on HMD AR, we
aim for exploration of PM-Objects to have transferrable insights for other mediums
of AR. We also focus on a subset of fundamental AR tasks and activities — 3D
manipulation and modelling of virtual objects.

3.1.1 Using Non-Digital Physically-Modifiable Objects

In addition to exploring the general benefits of using tangibles in AR, we focus on
a subset of non-digital tangibles called physically-modifiable objects (PM-Objects).
These objects have the same advantages as basic TUI, while also having the ability
to be deformed or reconfigured allowing for new forms of interaction in AR.

Controlled Deformation: A subset of physical objects that have inherent material
properties meaning that they can be compressed, expanded, bent, and twisted
into a variety of shapes. For example, clay can be compressed and moulded into
any shape, or an elastic band can be stretched and relaxed to its original shape.

Configurability: A subset of physical objects that can be changed through the
construction or deconstruction of discrete components such as Lego or magnetic
cubes, or reconfigured via a shape-changing mechanism, such as a Hoberman
sphere or Rubik’s cube. Configurability differs from deformation as it is not
associated with the materiality of the physical object.

We investigate the potential of using non-digital, pre-existing PM-Objects such as
toys, gadgets, and fidgets that can be deformed, reconfigured, and have mechanisms
for input in AR. We choose to use these non-digital objects for two reasons:

1. They allow for exploring user-designed gestures without artificial constraints
introduced by instrumented objects.
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Figure 3.1: An overview of the five different steps taken in our structured approach,
each including a summary of their outcome.

2. They make the elicitation results potentially more generalisable to future sensing
capabilities by allowing participants to focus on the physical properties of the
objects without the influence of sensors.

We aim to gain a deeper understanding of the opportunities for interaction beyond
what is currently technically feasible. Our goal is to explore the role of PM-Objects
in AR by distilling the novel characteristics of a series of objects to better understand
how properties and affordances may be mapped to complex 3D interactions.

To summarise, there are open questions around leveraging PM-Objects for AR
applications, particularly how to utilise the novel characteristics of deformation and
configurability. This work takes a first step towards elucidating the role of PM-Objects
in AR by distilling the novel characteristics of a series of objects to better understand
how properties and affordances may be mapped to complex 3D interactions.

3.2 Design Space & Methodology

To understand the potential of PM-Objects as interaction devices for AR, we have
developed a structured approach that includes the following steps:

1. Defining a set of characteristics to classify PM-Objects systematically.

2. Creating a vocabulary to group PM-Objects based on common characteristics.

3. Identifying a range of PM-Objects that cover a variety of characteristics to be
examined through empirical study around a set of AR tasks.
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Figure 3.2: 20 objects used to explore physically-modifiable objects: A)
Hobermansphere [172], B) Fidget Cube [123], C) Infinity Cube [187], D) Wacky-
Tracks [402], E) Stretchy String [360], F) Magnetic Balls [248], G) Gyro Toy [147], H)
Magnetic Cubes [249], I) Marble-in-Mesh [254], J) 12-sided Fidget [1], K) Finger
Trainer [124], L) ONO Roller [294], M) Cube Spinner [93], N) Slinky [348], O)
Magnetic Spinner [250], P)Fiddle Stick [122], Q) Rubik’s Cube [328], R) Paper [300],
S) Magnetic Putty [380], T) ThinkLink [379].

4. Further refine the PM-Object selection and AR tasks for a user-elicited design
study using an AR HMD.

5. Developing a taxonomy for analyzing user-elicited gestures and synthesising
them in conceptual examples.

Our work provides a novel means of classifying PM-Objects and uses a combination
of existing methodologies to probe them as interaction devices for AR. In this section,
we describe the 5 distinct steps of our methodology to distill the properties and
affordances of PM-Objects and map them to interaction in AR (see Figure 3.1).

3.2.1 STEP 1: Initial Object Classification

At the outset, we started with 20 exemplar non-digital PM-Objects, shown in Figure
3.2, and made the first iteration on a generalisable framework to describe and
categorise them. These were a collection of toys, gadgets, and fidgets that fit the
definition of PM-Objects, i.e. objects that can be deformed, reconfigured, and/or
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have different mechanisms for input. This approach enabled us to explore a breadth
of PM-Objects and investigate tangible interaction for AR utilising the recognisable,
robust, accessible, and playful nature of the objects. The 20 initial PM-Objects are
not exhaustive but represent a breadth of different properties and affordances.

An inductive, iterative thematic analysis [57] concerning the atomic, relational,
and spatial properties of each of the 20 objects was conducted by one researcher.
This was further developed into a classification based on properties and affordances
(see Figure 3.3). The classification was then reviewed and deductively tested by
three independent researchers using a visual worksheet, examples of which are shown
in Figure 3.4. While a multitude of methods for classifying physical objects already
exists [157, 225, 290], our classification method is unique in describing how physical
objects, specifically PM-Objects, can be interacted with and the nature of the input
they provide. A PM-Object’s properties (Figure 3.3), refers to its materiality and
capacity for input, and is defined by:

Deformation: Refers to the extent a PM-Object can change its shape. Mechanical
deformation refers to shape change via some built-in mechanism in the object
such as a hinge. Mechanical deformation can be granular - discrete states of
shape change, or non-granular - more fluid shape change. Organic deformation
refers to shape change via the object’s material properties, i.e. clay or rubber.
A non-deformable object has no shape-changing properties.

Input Type: Refers to how input is made available on a PM-Objects, divided
into discrete and non-discrete input. Discrete input describes an object that
has dedicated input mechanisms that are separate from the object itself for
example a button, switch, or dial. Non-discrete input describes an object
whose input is not separated but can provide input via more holistic actuation,
such as a Hoberman sphere expanding and contracting. An additional, more
supplementary property for measuring a tangible object’s capacity for input is
input-bandwidth, which describes the number of ways in which you can act upon
the object. In Figure 3.4, this is shown on the visual worksheets as a purely
relative means of comparison between different PM-Objects.

A PM-Object’s affordance (Figure 3.3) refers to how it is operated or appropriated
[281, 283] and is defined by:

Actuation: Actuation is commonly used in literature to refer to computer-actuated
tangibles [314, 338], but in this case, we use it to refer to user-actuation: how
a user can operate or shape-change the PM-Objects. Expandable actuation
is where a user can expand the size of an object either through organic or
mechanical means. This actuation can be either directional expansion, such as
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Figure 3.3: The hierarchy for classifying characteristics of PM-Objects based on their
properties and affordances. These characteristics are also applicable to tangibles in
general and can be used to distill useful characteristics for input in AR.

an elastic band, or omni-directional expansion, such as a balloon. Rotational
actuation is where a user can rotate a particular part of the object but not
the whole object itself, for example, a dial or the side of a Rubik’s cube.
Compressible actuation is where a user can partially or wholly compress an
object, via organic or mechanical means, for example, a button press or
squeezing clay. Bendable actuation is where a user can deform an object’s
shape, via organic or mechanical means, for example bending a slinky or an
object with a hinge.

Configuration: Refers to the extent to which a user can re-purpose the PM-Objects
with some permanence either via construction/destruction or deformation. An
example of a configurable constructible object is Lego or magnetic cubes. An
example of a configurable non-constructible object is a Rubik’s Cube. Non-
configurable objects cannot be constructed or destructed into something new or
have their structure changed with permanence.

Outcome of STEP 1: A means of classifying PM-Objects based on their
characteristics for deformation, input, actuation, and configuration.

3.2.2 STEP 2: Grouping and Vocabulary

From the classification of tangible objects, we took a further inductive step to develop
a vocabulary to group and describe the affordances and properties of a set of physical
objects more generally. We define augmentation and reconfiguration as the general
representation of physical object features that can facilitate new interaction concepts
when applied to 3D interaction. We postulate that augmentation and reconfiguration
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Figure 3.4: A diagram showing some abstract PM-Objects and their arrangement
between the concepts of reconfiguration and augmentation. Included are two exemplar
visual worksheets used to review the initial classification (A and B). Highlighted red
boxes demonstrate which attributes from the hierarchy belong to which object (see
Figure 3.3). Input Heterogeneity denotes the level of diversity in the types of ways
an object can be interacted with. These attributes determine the relative position
of objects between reconfiguration and augmentation. Highly augmenting and highly
reconfiguring PM-Objects remains an unexplored space.

are two axes for classifying, grouping, and assessing PM-Objects’ applicability to 3D
interaction, with their position amidst these concepts communicating their general
properties and affordances. Importantly, these are not discrete or mutually exclusive
categories, rather these are concepts that physical objects might align more or less
with. Augmentation and reconfiguration represent two overarching concepts that
embody different features presented in Figure 3.3, and we further define them as:

Augmentation : A tangible object can be considered augmenting if the object’s
actuation facilitates a unimanual or bimanual gesture that could be otherwise
completed unadorned. The main purpose of augmenting objects is to provide
motor-control feedback and fine-grain control during gestures that otherwise
completed unadorned would be imprecise. Additionally, the object is typically
highly malleable with a generally non-discrete, low-bandwidth input.

Reconfiguration : A tangible object can be considered reconfiguring if the actuation
of the object provides some means for granular or discrete input, i.e., a
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button press or dial rotation, with additional support for reconfiguration
either by construction, deconstruction, or deformation. The main purpose
of reconfiguring objects is to provide multi-modal input for clutch-based
interactions, variable control, or manipulation refinement. These objects are
desirably configurable for modal interactions, AR system control, or ad-hoc
repurposing for different 3D interaction tasks.

However, commonalities exist between the two concepts specifically regarding
spatial permanence and passive haptics. A similar inductive process with three
researchers was taken with the selected set of PM-Objects to place them between
the augmentation and reconfiguration axes, a subset of which is shown in Figure 3.4.

Following Figure 3.4, a clear unexplored design space becomes apparent. Examples
of objects with both low augmentation and low reconfiguration are simple geometric
shapes such as cubes and spheres that have already been explored for a variety of
different interactions and output mediums for Mixed Reality [111, 235, 310]. Our
selected objects are highly augmenting or highly reconfiguring and exist on the fringe
of what has been explored in related work for AR. Similarly, we could not find any
examples of objects that have both high augmentation and high reconfiguration in
our initial survey of pre-existing objects. Subsequently, we aim to provide an initial
characterisation of high augmenting and high reconfiguring PM-Objects by exploring
objects that exist on the fringe of this design space. Additionally, we also aim to
explore the juncture between augmentation and reconfiguration and identify which
properties and affordances are more applicable for different 3D interactions in AR.

Outcome of STEP 2: The outcome of this step directly addresses RQ1.1,
providing high-level vocabulary – Augmentation and Reconfiguration – that can
describe a number of PM-Objects that share similar classification characteristics. This
provides a mechanism to compare and contrast a collection of PM-Objects and deduce
the utility of different properties and affordances more generally.

3.2.3 STEP 3: Object selection for Studies

From the initial 20 PM-Objects studied, 10 were selected as a representative sample
that covers the range of augmentation and reconfiguration as shown in Figure
3.5. These objects were chosen to cover the different aspects of the classification
hierarchy (Figure 3.3) based on their innate properties for deformation and input,
and affordances for actuation and configuration (table in Figure 3.5). Our goal was to
identify a diverse selection with as few objects as possible to avoid over-saturation of
the object pool and allow ample exploration of each object through empirical study.

O1. Fidget Cube: Fidget toy with various dials, switches, buttons, wheels, and
joysticks on each face - Figure 3.5a.
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Figure 3.5: An overview diagram of the 10 representative objects selected for our
study. The diagonal division shows the arbitrary grouping that can be made between
objects that better facilitate reconfiguration (top left) or augmentation (bottom right).
The table provides more details on the classification of properties and affordances in
each object and demonstrates how each object is a unique combination of different
types of deformation, input, actuation, and configuration.

O2. Finger Trainer: Grip/finger strength trainer with low resistance pressure
switches for each finger - Figure 3.5b.

O3. Rubik’s Cube: A classic puzzle cube with rotating sides and various coloured
faces - Figure 3.5c.

O4. Wacky-Tracks: Sensory chain toy, with hinged links that can be assembled
into rigid structures - Figure 3.5d.

O5. Magnetic Cubes: A series of small magnetic cubes that can be assembled in
various configurations - Figure 3.5e.

O6. Infinity Cube: A fidget toy composed of 8 hinged cubes, allows for ‘infinite’
folding and unfolding - Figure 3.5f.

O7. Marble-in-Mesh: A fidget toy of nylon mesh with a marble inside that can
be slid back and forth - Figure 3.5g.
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O8. Hoberman Sphere: A mechanical ball that can be expanded and contracted
by pulling/pushing on either side. It uses a series of small links that fold and
unfold in a scissor-like motion - Figure 3.5h.

O9. Slinky: A large springy metal coiled helix. A classic children’s toy that can
stretch and reform itself - Figure 3.5i.

O10. Stretch Toy: A durable string sensory toy designed to be stretched, squeezed,
and pulled - Figure 3.5j.

It is important to note that while there are overlaps in terms of these object form
factors (several cubic objects), material (mostly plastic objects), and size (mostly
palm-sized) the studied objects are explicitly varied on their characteristics for input
described in Figure 3.3. The table in Figure 3.5 demonstrates how the studied objects
embody these different characteristics. The positioning of these objects in Figure
3.5, signifies a loose grouping that can be made depending on whether the object
better facilitates reconfiguration or augmentation. The purpose of grouping is not to
provide absolute labelling of the physical objects but to allow for a high-level, thematic
discussion of multiple objects that are related based on properties and affordances.

Outcome of STEP 3: We have refined the breadth of the PM-Objects design
space into 10 representative objects from the real world. This set covers a wide range
of characteristics from augmentation to reconfiguration and will be used to further
probe the design space of PM-Objects in AR.

3.2.4 STEP 4: Studies, Tasks, and Object Refinement

To explore this refined set of PM-Objects we conducted two empirical studies: a
number of group design sessions with 2 to 3 participants each performed outside
of AR, followed by an individual user-elicited design study in AR.

For the first study, we used the entire set of 10 objects listed previously. The
study was performed outside of AR with a series of AR manipulations simulated on
a 2D display, ranging from virtual object selection, transformation, modelling, and
editing. Inspired by the Research through Design (RtD) method of ‘card-sorting’ [295]
and guessability methodology [308, 418, 419], participants were asked to collectively
explore the physical objects, determine how they would perform the task with each
object, and then rank the objects from the worst to best for that task. We found
that participants described reconfiguring and augmenting objects differently, and that
while reconfigurable objects were generally ranked higher, augmenting objects were
ranked higher for spatially complex modelling tasks. Refer to Section 3.3 for more
details on the group design workshops.

The second study was performed using an AR HMD and focused on a refined
set of tasks, which were projected for participants in AR following a common
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guessability methodology [308, 419]. The tasks for this study followed the same
categories as the previous study, but we purely focused on virtual object interactions:
transformation, modelling, and editing. To avoid participant fatigue and strain,
we repeated each task with only the top 4 ranked objects of the previous study for
that category. We found that while generally reconfigurable objects were preferred for
more tasks, while gestures using augmenting objects were typically much more agreed
upon. Refer to Section 3.4 for more details on the elicitation study.

Outcome of STEP 4: A multi-methodological approach to exploring an array of
PM-Objects properties and affordances for different canonical AR activities. A group
design session to openly explore the objects, followed by a user-elicited design study
to produce a set of gestures and actuation using the set of PM-Objects.

3.2.5 STEP 5: Elicitation Analysis and Conceptual Examples

To encode and analyse the results of the user-elicited design study, we developed a
taxonomy of tangible object gestures and actuation. We expanded on preexisting
hand gesture taxonomies for AR/VR elicitation studies to include dimensions that
codify different types of actuation, configurations, and spatial mappings to virtual
objects [70, 215, 308, 418, 419]. Following the process of encoding, we developed a
consensus set of tangible object gestures and actuation. The consensus set is a visual
depiction of the most agreed-upon gestures across the set of physical objects and AR
tasks, resulting in the most common types of actuation, configurations, and spatial
mappings to the virtual objects.

Furthermore, we operationalised the results from the consensus set and participant
discussion from the group design sessions, into conceptual examples of PM-Tools.
These examples are not an exhaustive representation of the results, but rather an
example of how we extrapolate commonly utilised properties and affordances from
user elicitation, and combine them into a new form factor for 3D interaction in AR.

Outcome of STEP 5: A taxonomy for encoding and analysing the user-
elicited gestures and actuations for each AR activity, a consensus set of gestures and
actuations, and two conceptual examples of PM-Objects interaction devices based on
our results.

3.3 Study 1: Group Design Workshops

The group study involved the 10 different PM-Objects discussed previously and an
array of AR tasks presented using 3D animations on a 2D display (see Figure 3.6).
To reiterate, the study was not focused on the PM-Objects themselves, but rather
the characteristics that they embodied. Note that while AR tasks were demonstrated
on a 2D display, participants were explicitly instructed to imagine as if the virtual
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Figure 3.6: The study setup for the group design workshop (A). Tasks were
demonstrated using fish-tank VR on a 2D display (B and C). Our 10 study objects
that participants explored are also shown.

model was within their physical space. AR-mediated by HMD was not used at this
stage, as we did not want to hinder participant communication. The group study
was primarily used to present examples of different AR tasks varying in complexity
across four topics (shown in Table 3.1), to compare the relative affordances of all
PM-Objects, and openly discuss how they might be used to complete each AR task.
In this study, we aimed to investigate RQ1.2 and understand which groups of PM-
Objects, between augmentation and reconfiguration, are preferred for which AR tasks
and divulge collective participant reasoning.

3.3.1 Procedure, Tasks and Participants

For each task, participants were asked to collectively rank the 10 PM-Objects from
first to last based on how appropriate the object would be for the task. Participants
were encouraged to ‘think aloud’ and discuss with one another the advantages and
disadvantages of each object for a given task. Participants were asked to ignore the
issues of system tracking or recognition of the objects to allow for free thinking during
the group design session.

To reiterate, the 10 tangible objects selected for the group study were curated by
a rigorous design space analysis in line with the classification discussed in Section
3.2 (see Figure 3.3 and 3.5). We aimed to cover the design space with as few
objects to avoid over-saturating the object pool and make object ranking feasible
for participants. For both the group study and elicitation study, we used solely
3D interaction tasks with a distinct focus on virtual object selection, transformation,
modelling, and editing. After reviewing common topics and tasks in previous research
[79, 230, 296, 308, 384, 400, 401, 419], we devised sixteen tasks in total for the group
study spanning four topics: Selection, Transformation, Modelling, and Editing (see
Table 3.1). Although previous work has often separated tasks by degrees of freedom,
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Topic Task Inspired By
1. Single-Selection

Selection 2. Multiple Selection Wobbrock
3. All Selection et al. [419]
4. Partial Selection
5. Translation (all axes) Watanabe

Transformation 6. Rotation (all axes) et al. [405]
7. Scale (all axes) Piumsomboon
8. Mixed Transformation et al. [308]
9. Colour Change Wobbrock

Editing 10. Creation, Duplication, & Deletion et al. [419]
11. Grouping & Ungrouping Piumsomboon
12. Undo & Redo et al. [308]
13. Smoothing & Coarsening

Modelling 14. Extrude & Intrude Face Watanabe
15. Splitting & Joining et al. [405]
16. Bending, Twisting, & Tapering

Table 3.1: The list of sixteen design workshop tasks for virtual object-centric
manipulation, spanning four topics.

such as translation, we instead combined degrees of freedom to increase the complexity
of each manipulation.

The chosen virtual model used to convey the AR manipulations was a low-poly
model of the Stanford bunny [356] which was a relatively simple model that was non-
linear and non-abstract. Choosing a model that is recognisable with easily identifiable
features (ears, feet, tail, etc.) to visualise the 3D transformation and modelling ma-
nipulations is especially important for elicitation as it aids participant understanding
of how manipulation is occurring. For example, abstract 3D models like spheres or
cubes do not necessarily have a ‘correct’ orientation when considering transformation
or have easily identifiable features when considering mesh manipulations.

In total, 10 participants were recruited for the study, 9 identified as male and
1 as female. 5 participants were ages 18-24, 4 participants were ages 25-34, and 1
participant was age 35-44. 7 participants had used AR/VR occasionally, 1 participant
daily, 1 participant weekly, and 1 participant never. All 10 participants were right-
handed. The group study was conducted in a quiet meeting room and participants
were positioned around a table with the 10 PM-Objects, each labelled, and a large
display for showing each of the AR tasks. The space was audio and video recorded
from two different perspectives.

Participants were given a brief introduction to AR and AR interaction before
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being introduced to the 10 PM-Objects which were all presented simultaneously on
a large table. After a 5-minute orientation period with all objects, participants were
given tasks in order of complexity: Selection, Transformation, Editing, and Modelling.
Inspired by the guessability framework [418] participants were shown the effect of a
manipulation on-screen and then asked to think-aloud and discuss how they would
use each tangible object to perform that manipulation. Participants were allowed to
use the objects in mid-air and/or on a physical surface to complete the manipulation.
They would then collectively rank the tangible objects from worst to best for that
task. In total, there were 4 group studies, 2 groups of 3 participants and 2 groups of
2 participants, with each session taking approximately 2 hours.

Across all 4 workshops, we recorded the collective participant rankings for each
object across the 16 tasks spanning the 4 task topics, for a total of 64 unique rankings
(16 tasks x 4 workshops). The results are shown in Figure 3.7, with the task numbers
mapped directly to the tasks described in Table 3.1. Audio and video recordings
from two perspectives were used to capture the interactions, gestures, discussion, and
justification around the 16 ranking tasks for each workshop.

3.3.2 Study 1 Results and Findings

To reiterate, we consider a PM-Object to be either reconfigurable or augmenting if it
has more classification characteristics of one over the other (see Figure 3.5). This is
not a strict labelling, as some PM-Objects fall in between or have attributes of both,
but using these concepts allows us to generalise many properties and affordances
simultaneously. Across the 4 task groups, there were general differences between how
participants justified and conceptualised reconfigurable and augmenting PM-Objects
depending on the task. Herein, we discuss the main participant observations, the
outcome of the ranking tasks, and the implications for the use of PM-Objects.

3.3.2.1 Selection

Reconfigurable PM-Objects were typically ranked higher (x̄ = 17.6, σ = 7.77) than
augmenting PM-Objects (x̄ = 26.4, σ = 7.38) when considering virtual object
selection. In general, participants preferred having discrete input on an object,
such as the buttons on the fidget cube (x̄ = 12, σ = 1.63) or finger trainer
(x̄ = 14.25, σ = 1.71), as means of either ‘cycling’ through virtual objects as a form
of disambiguation or as means of selection confirmation. Additionally, a ‘pointer’
metaphor was frequently prescribed to reconfigurable PM-Objects as an alternative
disambiguation mechanism, as opposed to ‘cycling’, due to their resemblance to typical
hand controllers. Some reconfigurable PM-Objects were ranked favourably, without
having discrete input, as they afforded pointing as an extension of the hand. A
‘wand’ metaphor was commonly employed by participants as a means of selecting
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Object

Task Group  /  Sub Task
Selection

1 2 3 4
Transformation

5 6 7 8
Editing

9 10 11 12
Modelling

13 14 15 16
 Fidget Cube

 Finger Trainer
 Rubik's Cube

 Wacky Tracks
 Magnetic Cubes

 Infinity Cube
 Marble in Mesh

 Hoberman Sphere
 Slinky

 Stretch Toy 26
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40
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Figure 3.7: The object rankings as a result of the workshop study, are displayed across
all tasks. Objects are listed from reconfiguration to augmentation (grouping on the
left). Numbers in the table denote the sum of all participant rankings of an object for
a given task across the four workshops. Hence a value of 4 would mean the object was
ranked best across all 4 workshops for that task, likewise, a value of 40 would mean
the object was ranked the worst across all 4 workshops for that task. Green denotes a
higher ranking (lower number) amongst participants and red denotes a lower ranking
(higher number).

through gesture. On the whole, reconfigurable PM-Objects were typically used for
selection at a distance, as opposed to selection through direct contact with a virtual
object. However, there were some exceptions for augmenting PM-Objects that could
be volumetrically deformed/expanded such as the Hoberman sphere (x̄ = 18.5, σ
= 2.38) and the Slinky (x̄ = 22.75, σ = 6.4). Participants frequently used an
‘encapsulation’ metaphor as a means of direct selection, i.e. changing the physical
object’s size to spatially encapsulate one, multiple, or part of a virtual object.

3.3.2.2 Transformation

A common observation from participants was that all the physical objects could
be used as a spatial proxy for the virtual object being transformed. In this case,
they typically ranked reconfigurable PM-Objects higher (x̄ = 19.55, σ = 9.49), than
augmenting PM-Objects (x̄ = 24.45, σ = 8.41), using them as coarse grain spatial
proxies and then leveraging the discrete input, such as buttons or dials, either as
a mechanism for refinement or as a gain value modifier for the spatial proxy. For
all transformation tasks, the fidget cube (x̄ = 6.75, σ = 2.22) was typically ranked
in the top two. Some participants noted that, for translation and rotation tasks,
using an object as a proxy for prolonged periods may cause fatigue. Instead, they
compartmentalised the interaction, mapping different translational or rotational axes
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to different actuation on a physical object. For example, participants suggested that a
Rubik’s cube’s rotating sides or a finger trainer’s buttons could be bound to the x,y,z
axes. Augmenting PM-Objects were generally ranked higher for scaling (x̄ = 20.8,
σ = 8.04) and mixed transformations (x̄ = 22.6, σ = 11.08) than they were for
translational (x̄ = 26.6, σ = 6.5) and rotational (x̄ = 27.8, σ = 8.11). Volumetric
deforming PM-Objects, such as the Hoberman sphere (n = 15), slinky (n = 14),
and the stretch toy (n = 19), were ranked higher for scaling. The Hoberman sphere
performed particularly well for mixed transformation (n = 7), participants used a
‘bubble’ metaphor where the sphere was used as a translational and rotational proxy,
with actuation mapped to virtual object scaling.

3.3.2.3 Editing

For virtual object editing tasks, reconfigurable PM-Objects were mostly ranked higher
(x̄ = 15.15, σ = 7.01) than augmenting PM-Objects (x̄ = 28.85, σ = 5.82). The
fidget cube, in particular, was typically ranked the best across all editing tasks (x̄ =
7.25, σ = 2.5). The high input heterogeneity was often described by participants as
the best attribute of the fidget cube for editing tasks. Constructible PM-Objects,
such as the magnetic cubes or the wacky tracks, were ranked favourably for creation,
duplication, and deletion (n=17; n=13) and for grouping and ungrouping (n=12;
n=13). A common observation is that participants would combine separate pieces
of a physical object together to represent an editing action, such as connecting two
magnetic cubes together as to group the virtual objects they represent. For editing a
virtual object’s colour, the marble in mesh was one of the few augmenting PM-Objects
ranked highly (n = 14) due to participants employing a ‘slider’ metaphor to traverse
the colour spectrum.

3.3.2.4 Modelling

For modelling tasks, there was often a divide in the object ranking between tasks that
were perceived as parameter manipulation, such as coarsening or smoothing a virtual
object or changing part of the mesh’s convexity, and tasks that were spatially more
complex, such as bending or twisting a virtual objects mesh.

Reconfigurable PM-Objects were often ranked higher for smoothing/coarsening
(x̄ = 14.4, σ = 7.57) and extruding/intruding (x̄ = 15.2, σ = 8.29), and augmenting
PM-Objects were often ranked higher for splitting/joining (x̄ = 25, σ = 3.81) and
bending/twisting/tapering (x̄ = 20.4, σ = 13.98). Constructable reconfigurable PM-
Objects were an exception and were ranked favourably for splitting/joining (x̄ = 9, σ
= 5.66). For extruding/intruding, participants often would prescribe a spatial ‘clutch’
metaphor, to compress or expand a virtual objects’ mesh, with reconfigurable PM-
Objects often preferred leveraging discrete input to turn the clutch on and off.
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3.3.2.5 Summary

An interesting observation is that the infinity cube was ranked low for all tasks
(x̄ = 34.38, σ = 4.98). This could be because it is somewhat of a hybrid PM-Object
between reconfiguration and augmentation to the extent that it was difficult to map
its affordances for a given task. Another possibility is that its affordances were too
similar to other cube PM-Objects, such as the Rubik’s cube or the fidget cube, but
the infinity cube lacked a mechanism for discrete input. Collectively, participants
described augmenting PM-Objects as being ‘intuitive’, ‘natural’, and ‘satisfying’
while reconfigurable PM-Objects were described as ‘precise’ and ‘efficient’. Overall,
considering our RQ1.2, reconfigurable PM-Objects were ranked more favourably
across all tasks, however, certain augmenting PM-Objects scored quite well in
specific tasks. For example, the Hoberman sphere was ranked highly for mixed
transformations, and the stretch toy and slinky were ranked highly for bending,
twisting, and tapering.

3.4 Study 2: User-Elicited Design Study

Following the results of the workshop, we have partially addressed RQ1.2, i.e., we
have shortlisted certain PM-Objects for different AR activities in the group workshop
by taking the highest-rated PM-Objects for each task (see Figure 3.7). We curated
the top 4 PM-Objects for each task topic and used them to elicit user-defined gestures
in the follow-up elicitation study, with the intent to answer RQ1.2 and RQ1.3. We
compiled the most agreed-upon interactions into a consensus set which we can later
draw upon for our conceptual examples and general discussion.

3.4.1 Procedure, Tasks, and Participants

We especially selected tasks in transformation, modelling, and editing as we primarily
focus on 3D manipulations. This resulted in 14 tasks using the top 4 PM-Objects
for each one, based on the results from the group study (see Table 3.2 for task list).
The guessability study was conducted with the same participants as the group
study but on an individual basis. As in the previous study, all tasks were virtual
object-centric, but this time we presented the effect of the task by showing a 3D
virtual animation using an AR head-mounted display (HMD) using the same virtual
model of the Stanford bunny [356] used in the prior study. To reiterate, this model
was specifically chosen to aid understanding of the different types of manipulations
and aid the explanation of interactions by having identifiable features (ears, tail, feet,
etc). Participants were asked to describe and demonstrate the gestures and actuation
they would perform using a given object to complete the manipulation. Once again,
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Figure 3.8: The setup for the user-elicited design study. A) Shows the Meta AR
HMD, the study PM-Objects, and the projection space. B) Shows an example AR
interaction animation of a virtual model demonstrated in the projection space. C)
Shows a participant demonstrating a designed gesture for an AR task using one of
the PM-Objects.

they were encouraged to follow the think-aloud protocol and ignore issues of object
tracking or gesture recognition.

The experimental space was divided into two parts: a table (65× 80 cm) which the
participants could use to demonstrate a gesture with an object, and a (70× 70 cm)
circular projection space approximately two meters away from the participant (see
Figure 3.8). Each participant was seated at the table whilst wearing the Meta2 AR
HMD at 2550× 1440 resolution, 60 Hz refresh rate, with a 90°field of view. Two high-
definition cameras were mounted to the flat table from two different viewing angles,
and the HMD camera captured a participant’s gestures. The virtual objects for each
task were positioned on the projection surface using a manually positioned virtual
marker placed by the experimenter to ensure no occlusion with the environment.

After a short reminder of all the PM-Objects and an introduction to the AR
HMD, the experimenter would brief the participant on all 14 tasks as well as which
PM-Objects would be used for which tasks. Tasks were presented to the participant
in order of complexity, with opportunities for breaks after each task. Although the
projection area was outside of a participant’s direct reach they could choose either
to complete the task directly or indirectly as part of the gesture design process. For
each task, participants were given a period to design the chosen gesture and actuation
with the given object. Participants could view the animation as many times as they
needed and would then perform the final gesture and actuation for the experimenter.

In total, 560 individual gestures were elicited by 10 participants performing 14
tasks with 4 PM-Objects for each task. Video recordings of 3 different perspectives
(side-on, top-down, and point-of-view) were analysed: gestures were encoded by 3
independent researchers following the taxonomy defined below, and the qualitative
feedback, given by participants following the think-aloud protocol, was transcribed.
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Topic Task
1. Translation + Rotation

Transformation 2. Translation + Scale
3. Rotation + Scale
4. Mixed Transformation
5. Smoothing

Modelling 6. Coarsening
7. Intruding
8. Extruding
9. Splitting
10. Joining
11. Bending
12. Twisting
13. Tapering

Editing 14. Colour Change

Table 3.2: Refined topics and task list for the user-elicited design study.

3.4.2 Tangible Object Gesture and Actuation Taxonomy

Considering previous literature around gesture taxonomies, we were inspired by
Wobbrock’s original surface taxonomy [419] and Piumsomboom’s AR gestures
taxonomy [308] which we adapted to encompass interaction with tangible objects
for AR. A seven-dimensional taxonomy was developed for object gestures and
actuation, using two dimensions from Wobborck’s taxonomy: Form and Flow, and
two dimensions from Piumsomboom’s taxonomy: Locale and Symmetry. We omit
Binding and Nature from Wobbrock’s taxonomy as all gestures were object-centric,
and physically acted on the virtual object. Instead, we devised three additional
dimensions: Spatial Binding, Actuation, and Configuration. Table 3.3 shows a
breakdown of each dimension. Notably, for each studied object certain gestures
and/or actuation will not be possible for participants to perform. For example, a
Rubik’s Cube cannot be bent, or actuated in a symmetric bimanual fashion. So
while the taxonomy, by design, covers all possible actions within the pool of studied
PM-Objects, each object is not able to have all attributes of the taxonomy.

Form: Similar to Piumsomboom’s taxonomy, we omit one-point touch and one-point
path as these are not relevant as gestures and actuation occurs in 3D space. In
contrast, for this dimension, we focus on the form of PM-Objects rather than
hand gestures which include pose, path, and actuation. The Flow dimension
consists of continuous, when the manipulation happens whilst a gesture or
actuation is being performed, and discrete when the manipulation happens only
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noitautca ro noitacoler tuohtiw detovip si tcejbOesoP cimanyD
Static Pose and Actuation Object is actuated without relocation or pivoting
Static Pose and Actuation with Path Object is actuated and relocated without pivoting
Dynamic Pose and Actuation Object is actuated and pivoted without relocation
Dynamic Pose with Path Object is relocated and pivoted without actuation
Dynamic Pose and Actuation with Path Object is actuated, pivoted, and relocated
Dominant Unimanual Gesture and/or actuation performed only by the
Nondominant unimanual Gesture and/or actuation performed only by the nondominant hand

mrof ralimis htiw sdnah htob yb demrofrep noitautca ro/dna erutseGlaunamib cirtemmyS
Asymmetric bimanual Gesture and/or actuation performed by both hands with different form

ecafrus lacisyhp htiw tcatnoc sekam tcejbOecafrus-nO
tcatnoc lacisyhp on htiw ria-dim ni desu tcejbOria-diM

selacol htob ni desu tcejbOselacol dexiM
detelpmoc si noitautca ro erutseg retfa srucco esnopseRetercsiD

noitautca ro erutseg gnirud srucco esnopseRsuounitnoC
ytitne lautriv a rof yxorp lanoitator dna lanoitalsnart a si tcejbOyxorp lluF

ytitne lautriv a rof yxorp lanoitalsnart a si tcejbOyxorp noitalsnarT
ytitne lautriv a rof yxorp lanoitator a si tcejbOyxorp noitatoR

noitcaretni eht ot tnacifingis yllaitaps si tub ytitne lautriv a ot deppam yllaitaps ton si tcejbOyxorp-non laitapS
noitcaretni rof ytilaitaps sesilitu ron deppam yllaitaps ton si tcejbOcitnameS

Expanded directionally Object is expanded in a certain direction(s)
Expanded omni-directionally Object is expanded in all directions

sexa erom ro eno no detator yllaitrap si tcejbOgnitatoR
desserpmoc ro dezeeuqs si tcejbOgnisserpmoC

noitcerid ralucitrap a ni demrofed ro tneb si tcejbOgnidneB
detautca ton si tcejbOnoitautca oN

Reconfiguration construction Object is constructed or destructed into a new configuration
Reconfiguration non-construction Object is manipulated into a new configuration without construction or destruction

noitarugifnoc ni degnahc ton si tcejbOnoitarugifnocer oN

Actuation

Configuration

Taxonomy of Tangible Object Gestures and Actuation in AR

Form

Symmetry

Locale

Flow

Spatial Binding

Table 3.3: Taxonomy of tangible object gestures and actuation in AR inspired by the
taxonomy for Surface [419] and AR gestures [308]. We have used the same category
names for Form, Symmetry, Locale, Flow, and Spatial Binding but in our work, we
have altered the definitions to work with PM-Objects gesturing. We also have the
addition of Actuation and Configuration as additional means of encoding PM-Objects
gestures.

when a gesture or actuation is completed.

Symmetry: Refers to how the hands behave during a gesture or actuation of a PM-
Object. This dimension was introduced by Piumsomboom et al. and we adapt
it to include both gesture and actuation of a PM-Object [308]. This dimension
consists of unimanual performed by the dominant or non-dominant hand, and
bimanual performed symmetrically or asymmetrically.

Locale: Refers to whether a gesture or actuation was performed in mid-air, on a
physical surface, or both. Again, this is adapted from the Piumsomboom
taxonomy to include gesture and actuation of a tangible object in the 3 different
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locales: mid-air, on-surface, and mixed-locales [308].

Spatial Binding: The first dimension we added for gesture and actuation classifica-
tion, which characterises the spatial relevance a tangible object has on virtual
object manipulation. This dimension is divided into five categories full-proxy,
translation-proxy, rotation-proxy, spatial non-proxy, and semantic. A tangible
object that is used as a full-proxy is mapped one-to-one to a virtual object
spatially in all 6 degrees of freedom. A tangible object that is a translation-
proxy is only spatially mapped to a virtual object’s translational degrees of
freedom, and if a tangible object is a rotation-proxy it is only mapped to a
virtual object’s rotational degrees of freedom. A spatial non-proxy is where the
position or rotation of a tangible object is mapped to an attribute of a virtual
object that is not spatial, i.e. scale, colour, etc. A semantic spatial binding is
where a tangible object’s spatial movement does not influence interaction.

Actuation: Another additional dimension we have included for gesture and actuation
classification. This describes how an object is actuated based on its inherent
affordance. The dimension is divided into six categories expanded directional,
expanded omnidirectional, rotated, compressed, bent, and no actuation. For
example, an object that is expanded directionally may be an organically
deformable object such as Play-Doh, a slinky, or a stretch toy and is deformed
to a particular direction. This can also be achieved mechanically, for example
through an object with a telescopic mechanism. Objects that are expanded
omni-directionally could include, for example, a balloon being inflated or a
Hoberman sphere being expanded and contracted. Objects that are actuated
via rotation can include a mechanical rotation such as a dial being turned or a
side of a Rubik’s cube being rotated, or organic rotation such as Play-Doh being
twisted. Objects that are actuated via compression include organic compression
through deformation, for example compressing a stress ball, and mechanical
compression through a discrete button press. An object can be actuated through
bending organically, for example, bending a slinky or stretch toy, or mechanically
through a joint or hinge. No actuation refers to a gesture for manipulation that
does not include any actuation of the tangible object.

Configuration: The final dimension we introduce. This describes a tangible object’s
capacity to be changed into a different arrangement that is significant for
interaction either via construction, assembling a new object out of components
of a pre-existing object (e.g. Lego or magnetic cubes) or non-construction,
changing the shape of an object without assembling or disassembling a
preexisting object (e.g. reconfiguring a Rubik’s cube). An object with no
reconfiguration capabilities means that its arrangement cannot be changed or
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was not significant for an interaction.

3.4.3 Study 2 Results and Findings

3.4.3.1 Gesture Classification

560 gestures were recorded and classified as shown in Figure 3.9. The most common
characteristics within the seven-dimensional taxonomy across all tangible objects
were static pose & actuation, asymmetric bimanual, mid air, continuous, semantic,
rotated, and non-reconfiguration. For the Form dimension: 52.7% of all gestures
were static pose and actuation, 23.38% dynamic pose, actuation, and path, 8.45%
static pose and actuation with path, 8.27% dynamic pose with path, 5.94% dynamic
pose and actuation, 0.72% static pose with path, and 0.54% dynamic pose. Gestures
performed in the transformation tasks were predominantly static pose and actuation
(29.38%) and static pose and actuation with path (28.75%). Smoothing/coarsening
tasks were 100% static pose and actuation, intruding/extruding tasks mostly
dynamic pose and actuation (76.25%), splitting/joining tasks typically either
dynamic pose and actuation with path (37.5%) or dynamic pose and actuation (35%),
bend/twist/taper tasks mostly static pose and actuation (87.07%), and colour
change was 100% static pose and actuation.

For Symmetry : 65.83% of all gestures were asymmetric bimanual, 17.27% sym-
metric bimanual, 16.19% dominant unimanual, and 0.72% nondominant unimanual.
Gestures performed in the transformation tasks were mostly asymmetric bimanual
(60%), smoothing/coarsening tasks were mostly asymmetric bimanual (75%),
intruding/extruding tasks were mostly either asymmetric bimanual (58.75%)
or dominant unimanual (41.25%), splitting/joining tasks were mostly either
symmetric bimanual (47.5%) or asymmetric bimanual (42.5%), bend/twist/taper
tasks were mostly asymmetric bimanual (87.93%), and colour change was mostly
asymmetric bimanual (67.5%).

For Locale, 92.63% of all gestures were performed midair, 5.22% mixed locales,
and 2.16% on-surface. Gestures performed for all tasks were mostly mid-air locale
(at least 87.93% for each type of task).

For Flow, 93.71% of all gestures were continuous and 6.29% were discrete.
Gestures performed in the transformation, smoothing/coarsening, intrud-
ing/extruding, bend/twist/taper, and colour change tasks were almost entirely
continuous (at least 95%). For splitting/joining tasks 66.25% of gestures were
continuous and 33.75% were discrete.

For Spatial Binding, 38.67% of all gestures were semantic, 26.98% were spatial
non-proxy, 12.77% were spatial rotation-proxy, 12.23% were spatial full-proxy, and
9.35% were spatial translation-proxy. Gestures performed for transformation tasks
were mostly either spatial full-proxy (29.38%), spatial translation-proxy (27.5%), or
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of gesture characteristics, across all participant gestures,
based on the tangible object gestures and actuation taxonomy shown in Table 3.3.
Each stacked bar represents a category in the taxonomy and shows how different
characteristics were distributed across all of the gestures recorded.

semantic (24.38%). Smoothing/coarsening tasks were 100% semantic, intrud-
ing/extruding tasks mostly spatial non-proxy (71.25%), splitting/joining tasks
mostly spatial non-proxy (58.75%), bend/twist/taper tasks were either spatial
translational-proxy (41.38%) or semantic (31.9%), and colour change was either
semantic (70%) or spatial non-proxy (30%).

Over 75% of all gestures involved some form of Actuation of which 34.04% were
rotated, 24.96% compressed, 17.73% expanded directionally, 10.64% bending, 6.67%
no actuation, and 5.96% expanded omni-directionally. Actuations performed for
transformation tasks were mostly rotated (39.47%), smoothing/coarsening tasks
were mostly either compressed (50%) or rotated (47.62%), intruding/extruding
tasks were mostly either compressed (47.57%) or rotated (34.95%), splitting/joining
tasks were mostly no actuation (35.11%), bend/twist/taper tasks were mostly
either rotated (30.65%) or expanded directionally (27.42%), and colour change was
mostly rotated (42.86%).

For configuration, 90.29% of all gestures involved no reconfiguration, 7.01% re-
configuration construction, and 2.7% reconfiguration non-construction. Gestures per-
formed in the transformation, smoothing/coarsening, intruding/extruding,
bend/twist/taper, and colour change tasks were mostly no reconfiguration
(at least 87.5% for each task). Splitting/joining tasks were mostly either no
reconfiguration (56.25%) or reconfiguration construction (42.5%).

3.4.3.2 Gesture Agreement and Consensus Set

Classifying the 560 recorded gestures resulted in 277 unique gestures across objects
and tasks. Following previous elicitation studies, we devised a ‘consensus set’ which is
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Figure 3.10: Gesture Agreement rates per task, per object in the order of agreement.
TX denotes the task, followed by the name of the object used for that task.

comprised of the largest groups of similar gestures that are performed for a particular
task [397]. For our study, each unique gesture was scored 1 point for each participant
that performed the gesture for a maximum of 10 points. To determine the level
of agreement among the defined gestures, an agreement rate was calculated using
Equation 3.1 [397]:

AR(r) =
Pt

Pt − 1

∑
Ps

(
Ps

Pt

)2

− 1

Pt − 1
(3.1)

Where Pt is the total number of gestures and actuation within the task t, Ps is a
subset of Pt containing similar gestures, and the agreement rate AR(r) is between 0
and 1. For example, let us take the virtual object transformation task translation
and scale using the Rubik’s cube. This task contained four gestures, with scores of 5,
2, 2, and 1 points, and the tasks agreement rate AR(t) can be determined as follows:
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10
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(
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+

(
2

10

)2

+

(
1
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)2
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= 0.27 (3.2)

Figure 3.10 shows the agreement rates for all objects across all tasks. For
the consensus set, we used the majority consensus for each task and physical
object, i.e. gesture groups with more than 50% agreement rate. This resulted
in 18 unique gestures that spanned 8 out of 14 tasks. For the remaining 6
out of 14 tasks, we took the most agreed-upon gestures and included them in
the consensus set. The final consensus set contained 25 unique gestures out
of the total 277 unique gestures, with the remaining 252 as the discarded set
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[397, 419]. The consensus set represented 193 out of 560 gestures (193 out of
560 points, 34.46%). Gestures in the set with majority consensus represented
tasks as follows: transformation (11.07%), smoothing/coarsening (12.14%),
intruding/extruding (3.57%), splitting/joining (1.61%), bend/twist/taper
(3.39%), and colour change (2.68%) for a sum of 35.74%. When considering the
agreement rates and the consensus set, it is important to note that some gesture
groups were low in agreement but contained gestures with high individual rates.

3.4.3.3 Findings from the Consensus Set

Out of the 25 unique gestures, 13 were using reconfigurable objects, and 12 used
augmenting objects. In the consensus set, gestures with reconfigurable objects had
an average agreement of 57.9% while augmenting object gestures were 66%. For
reconfigurable object gestures in the consensus set, 1 was for transformation tasks,
6 for smoothing/coarsening, 3 for intruding/extruding, 1 for splitting/joining,
0 for bend/twist/taper, and 2 for colour change. Likewise, 6 of the augmenting
object gestures were for transformation tasks, 1 for smoothing/coarsening, 0 for
intruding/extruding, 1 for splitting/joining, 3 for bend/twist/taper, and 0
for colour change. During the guessability study, participants were encouraged to
follow the think-aloud protocol when designing their gestures, and posthoc analysis of
the observational recordings showed some common themes and interaction metaphors
among participants. Herein, we describe the consensus set per task (shown in Figure
3.11) and address RQ1.2 and RQ1.3.

Transformation: Transformation gestures made up 7 out of 25 in the consensus
set with an average agreement of 82.9%. Augmenting gestures were the most
commonly agreed on for this task, with most participants adopting a ‘proxy’
metaphor for manipulating the virtual object. For example, the physical
object has a 1-to-1 spatial mapping to the virtual object, either directly with
the virtual object projected over the physical object or indirectly with the
virtual object projected at a distance. This was common for both translation
and rotation. However, the scale was often mapped to the physical object’s
actuation such as the Hoberman sphere’s deforming omnidirectional expansion,
the Slinky’s deforming directional expansion, or the Rubik’s cube’s rotational
actuation. Gestures using the Hoberman sphere were the most agreed upon
with many participants either using the ‘proxy’ or ‘bubble’ metaphor, i.e.
the virtual object(s) being manipulated are spatially positioned inside the
Hoberman sphere. While augmenting gestures were common, there was one
wildly agreed upon reconfiguring gesture for scale and rotation using the Rubik’s
Cube. Participants typically treated the Rubik’s cube as a rotational proxy and
used the rotational actuation as a dial for scaling the object.
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Figure 3.11: The ‘consensus set’ of gestures (25 in total) from the user-elicited design
study separated by task. Dashed arrows convey spatial movement and solid arrows
denote PM-Objects actuation or virtual object deformation.
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Smoothing/Coarsening: Smoothing/coarsening gestures were the most common
in the consensus set, making up 8 out of 25 with an average agreement of
75.5%. Reconfiguring gestures are the most common for this task, except
for 2 augmenting gestures using the Marble in mesh. Participants frequently
described this task as a ‘variable’ manipulation task, i.e., changing the polygon
count of the virtual object, hence why all gestures are exclusively actuation
based without utilising the spatial movement of the physical objects. For the
Fidget cube and Rubik’s cube, discrete rotational actuation was generally used
for both increasing and decreasing the smoothness, while the Finger trainer’s
buttons were mapped to either increasing or decreasing smoothness. The Marble
in mesh, as the only augmenting object for this task, was typically perceived and
operated as a ‘slider’ to manipulate the same variable leveraging a combination
of expansion and compression actuation.

Intruding/Extruding: Intruding/extruding gestures made up 3 of the 25 in the
consensus set with an average agreement of 49.3%. Reconfiguring gestures
were exclusively used for these tasks, typically using a combination of spatial
movement and discrete actuation. For the Finger trainer, a ‘clutch’ metaphor
was popular among participants, where the physical object is positioned near the
desired part of the virtual object mesh and a compression actuation is applied
using the buttons to ‘clutch’ and then spatially manipulate the mesh to create
intrusions or extrusions. By contrast, gestures using the Rubik’s cube leveraged
the same spatial positioning, for selecting a desired part of the mesh, but instead
used a ‘dial’ metaphor to intrude using rotational actuation. Some participants
also used this gesture for extruding the mesh it was not the majority consensus.

Splitting/Joining: Splitting/joining gestures made up 2 out of the 25 in the
consensus set and was the least agreed upon with only 26% average agreement.
One was an augmenting gesture with the Slinky, using a granular directional
expansion to indicate the position of the split and the degree of separation. For
example, a participant can indicate the position of the split along an axis of
the virtual object using a combination of the rotation of the Slinky to indicate
the axis and then performing an expansion on a particular ring to indicate the
position of the split. However, some participants indicated that this approach
would be constrained when performing non-linear splits such as a concave or
convex split. Interestingly, a similar approach was not as popular for joining
two virtual objects. The other gesture was a reconfiguring gesture with the
Magnetic cubes, using a ‘proxy’ metaphor to begin with, i.e. one set of magnetic
cubes spatially mapped to one virtual object, and then reconfiguring the two
sets of cubes into one physical object to convey ‘joining’. Some participants
noted magnetism to be a constraining factor for reconfiguring a physical object
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due to the polarity of the individual magnets.

Bend/Twist/Taper: Bend/twist/taper gestures made up 3 out of 25 in the
consensus set with an average agreement of 47.3%. Augmenting gestures were
exclusively used, predominantly leveraging deformation actuation to indicate
both the degree and direction of the bend, twist, or taper. Gestures with the
Slinky were the most agreed upon for the bending task in which participants
would treat the Slinky initially as a rotational proxy of the virtual object and
then directionally expand the Slinky to convey the direction and degree of the
bend. Some participants noted that the manipulation was constraining with
the Slinky as the hands can only expand the object so far and so a ‘clutch’
metaphor was described by some to ‘turn the object on/off’ to allow for user
repositioning. For both twist and taper, gestures using the Marble in mesh were
the most agreed upon. Similar to the Slinky, the Marble in mesh was initially
used as a rotational proxy, to indicate the position of either the twist or taper,
however, the position of the marble within the mesh was used to convey the
degree and direction of either the twist or taper. For instance, when twisting,
the marble position conveys the position or ‘limit’ of the twist in the virtual
object mesh, and the bidirectional rotation deformation of the object indicates
the degree of the twist. Similarly, when tapering, the marble position indicates
the direction and the expansion deformation indicates the degree of the taper.
Participants noted a similar issue with the Marble in mesh that the virtual object
manipulation was constrained by the degree to which a user/PM-Object could
twist or taper. In this case, some participants proposed maintaining a gesture
to increase or decrease the degree of mesh manipulation, akin to holding down
a button to increase or decrease a value.

Colour Change: Finally, colour change gestures made up 2 out of 25 in the
consensus set with an average agreement of 59%. Reconfiguring gestures were
exclusively used, applying discrete actuation to manipulate the RGB values of a
virtual object. For the Rubik’s cube, many participants mapped the RGB colour
values (0-255) to 3 rotational ‘dials’ leveraging either the distinct faces on the
cube or the 3x3 sections (as shown in Figure 3.11). Likewise, the Fidget cube had
3 ‘jog wheels’ that many participants used for increasing and decreasing RGB
values. Many participants described this task as a matter of ‘manipulating a set
of variables’ comparable to the smoothing/coarsening task. Some participants
noted that other colour values such as HSV could be mapped to the same input
and then, using a modal approach, interfaced between by utilising an additional
actuation of the physical object.
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3.5 Conceptual Examples of PM-Tools in AR

While the results from our gesture elicitation study can be interpreted, opera-
tionalised, or applied in various ways, we want to demonstrate (by example [226])
how these results can be used. Using the findings from the gesture consensus set and
common themes brought up in the design workshop, we ideated the interaction
design for 2 physically-modifiable tools (PM-Tools) for object-centric AR tasks
focusing on selection and transformation and 3D Modelling. For each type of task,
we use a combination of the most agreed-upon gestures and popular interaction
metaphors from both the group design workshops and the user-elicited design study.

3.5.1 Example 1: The Bubble

Figure 3.12: ‘The Bubble’ - A conceptual PM-Tool for partial/whole selection and
6DoF transformations based on the consensus set gestures and common interaction
metaphors as expressed by participants.

Based on the consensus set and group study, we conceptualised a PM-Tool for 3D
transformation and selection tasks in AR. A common theme from the user-elicited
design findings was that participants preferred a mixture of direct and indirect
interaction, i.e. transformations with the virtual model(s) collocated with physical
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transformations at a distance. Hence, the Bubble would be designed for both
direct and indirect interactions for transformation and selection. The Bubble is
primarily based on the omnidirectional expansion actuation of the Hoberman sphere,
however, we designed some additional desirable properties based on the Fidget Cube
– mechanical granular deformation and discrete input – to enable some common
interaction metaphors raised in the study. These additional properties would allow a
user to expand the device incrementally so that an exact expansion value from the
Bubble may be mapped to a virtual object scale or a selection area. The addition of
a dynamic gain value would allow for selection and scaling beyond the constraints of
the device. Lastly, discrete input could be incorporated to allow for clutching, modal
interaction, and control over gain values (see Figure 3.12).

Basic Operation: To perform direct selections, a user simply expands the Bubble to
the desired selection area encompassing one or more virtual objects inside and
then presses one of the buttons on either of the ‘clutch’ sections of the object to
confirm the selection. The same process can be used for partial object selection,
expanding the Bubble to the desired selection area and then placing it over
the desired section of the virtual object. For direct transformation, the Bubble
utilises a ‘clutch’ metaphor where a user simply toggles one of the buttons
to enable 3DoF manipulation and scaling using the expansion actuation. For
indirect selections, the Bubble can be used as a raycast pointing device to select
one or more objects at a distance. The object expansion actuation is mapped to
the depth of a raycast cursor [28] and by toggling with one of the buttons can be
locked in place while the expansion of the object is then mapped to the raycast
cursor selection area. A final button press confirms the selection. Partial virtual
object selection can also be done in this way. Indirect transformation works in
the same way as direct manipulation, once a selection is made, but with the
virtual object(s) manipulated at a distance.

Affordance Mapping:

• Omnidirectional expansion: Selection area and scaling control.

• Mechanical granular deformation: Control over selection area, scaling, and
indirect selection of gain values.

• Discrete input : Modal input via button press.
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3.5.2 Example 2: Sculpting Stick

Figure 3.13: ‘The Sculpting Stick’ - A conceptual PM-Tool for simple 3D modelling
based on the consensus set gestures and common interaction metaphors as expressed
by participants.

The second tangible device we conceptualised for simple 3D modelling is the Sculpting
Stick based on a combination of the expandable, rotational, compressible, and bendable
actuation of the Marble in mesh, and the discrete input properties of the Finger trainer
and Fidget Cube (button and dial input). Combining these properties and affordances
enables a user to perform simple 3D modelling interactions such as splitting and
joining meshes/vertices and performing different types of mesh deformation (see
Figure 3.13).

Basic Operation: Using the dial, users can cycle through different modes of the
Sculpting Stick. One mode allows a user to manipulate individual vertices of a
virtual objects mesh by selecting the vertices directly, using the button to toggle
clutching on/off, and then spatially manipulating the vertices. The vertices can
then be attached to other virtual object meshes. Similar to vertex manipulation,
faces can also be manipulated to allow for concave and convex manipulations
of an object’s mesh. Another mode of the Sculpting Stick is the knife tool for
dividing virtual object meshes using a spatial path. This can again be toggled
using the button. Further mesh deformations such as bend, twist, and taper
can be achieved by manipulating the flexible ‘mesh’ tip of the Sculpting Stick
with the degree of the deformation increased or decreased via button input.
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Affordance Mapping:

• Organic Deformation and Actuation: Expandable, rotational, compress-
ible, and bendable input using a flexible tip for organic mesh deformation.
The rotational dial allows for modal interaction.

• Discrete input : Allows for control and recovery of selection and manipula-
tion, as well as control over gain values via button input.

3.6 Discussion

The central goal of this chapter was to establish a method for Tool-making and explore
the mediating role of PM-Tools through a systematic exploration of how physical
configurations, affordances, and spatial relations map to a range of canonical AR
interactions. Herein, we reflect on the methodology, findings on PM-Tools in AR, and
limitations of our work.

3.6.1 PM-Tools Framework, Classification, and Insights

PM-Tools have mostly been explored in AR using point examples [17, 36, 220].
However, tangible AR and PM-Tools inherit similar problems from TUI research,
namely that transferring the insights from one application domain to another remains
fundamentally problematic [45, 129, 199]. To compare TUI concepts in a meaningful
way, there is a requirement to lift them into the same frame of reference using similar
abstraction, exemplars, and vocabulary. While we can use the insights from TUI
literature for tangible AR [125, 126, 191, 189, 338, 387] and while methods for
describing tangible AR interaction do exist [46], it is unclear how to derive insights
from one point example and apply them in another application domain in a principled
manner. This is even more so the case for emerging reconfigurable or augmenting
interfaces such as PM-Tools. Additionally, comparing and operationalising different
tangibles in AR abstracted from interaction context to focus on affordance is by
no means ‘straightforward’ [178]. Our work provides (i) the vocabulary to describe,
generalise, group, and compare a variety of PM-Objects, (ii) a structured methodology
for using exemplar PM-Objects that exist in the real world, and (iii) a curiosity-driven
approach to exploring these devices for canonical AR tasks.

While we mainly focussed on HMD AR, PM-Tools can be utilised for other
mediums of Mixed Reality. Our consensus set of gestures makes use of a variety
of direct and indirect interactions for a variety of manipulation and modelling tasks
on a virtual object. While direct interaction was always a possibility for participants,
indirect gestures are the most common in the consensus set and agreed upon as
the most obvious means of achieving a task. The exception here is for intruding and
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extruding tasks, which were specific to certain areas on a model, suggesting that direct
action is preferred when high accuracy is required. Due to the prevalence of indirect
gestures, our consensus set gestures and even components of our conceptual exemplars
are transferable to other forms of Mixed Reality such as projection AR, fish-tank
VR, and HMD VR. Most designed gestures using the study objects were bimanual
interactions with a mixture of symmetric and asymmetric gestures. We observed
similar behaviour in the bimanual gestures that have been widely documented in
related work [63, 144, 167, 169, 170], in which the hands would often adopt different
roles when actuating a PM-Tool. Due to the prevalence of bimanual gestures, it’s
difficult to see how our insights could be applied to handheld AR without exploring
more objects that afford unimanual interaction - such as the finger-trainer. Another
possibility is to take the properties of augmenting and reconfiguring PM-Tools and
apply these to the actual handheld device as peripheral controls that can be leveraged
when needed for certain AR interactions.

To summarise the takeaways related to the PM-Tools framework, we introduce
and characterise the design space of PM-Tools and explore the possibilities of highly
augmenting/reconfigurable interaction devices, applicable both inside and outside of
HMD AR. We introduce vocabulary, characteristics, and a means of grouping PM-
Objects as well as combining several pre-existing research methods in a novel way to
systematically explore these objects for a given interaction space.

3.6.2 Affordance Mapping

A key problem in any emerging technology is to explore, in a nuanced and systematic
way, how the action possibilities of the technology match up with wider requirements
of the activities and goals of users. Common methodologies, such as guessability
studies or gesture elicitation studies [70, 215, 295, 308, 418, 419] and ‘card-sorting’
[295], are examples of how a mapping between technological capabilities and user
goals can be systematically explored. Our work follows a unique combination of
these methodologies and addresses the key challenge of how to compare a set of PM-
Objects to various fundamental activities within AR. Through the 5-step method
described, we can refine our exploration of PM-Objects over time in terms of the
study objects and the AR tasks themselves. The outcome of exploring such a mapping
is a series of key insights into how various configurations of the reconfiguration and
augmentation design space enables different types of activities in AR. We demonstrate
how affordance mapping with preexisting PM-Objects can be a useful, low-cost, and
prompt activity for designing affordances in tangible interaction devices as shown in
the conceptual examples.

While we acknowledge design guidelines are difficult to achieve, there are some
implications from our findings. Firstly, it’s important to note that we have two axes
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for the analysis of affordance mapping: (i) Collective perception of the applicability of
affordances for a given task (rankings from Study 1), and (ii) participant consensus on
how an interaction should be designed for a given object and task (level of agreement
and consensus set from Study 2). Interestingly, the most ‘applicable’ PM-Objects
(objects ranked higher in Study 1) often had the lowest amount of consensus for how
the interaction should be designed in Study 2. This was particularly prevalent for
more reconfigurable PM-Objects.

In general, reconfigurable PM-Objects were consistently ranked higher for trans-
formation tasks (translate, rotate, and scaling) and augmenting PM-Objects ranked
higher for certain modelling tasks (bending, twisting, and tapering), but the design of
the interactions was not always agreed-upon for reconfigurable PM-Objects (only one
gesture for transformation in the consensus set). This could be due to higher input
heterogeneity leading to less consensus or that there are more intricacies to consider
when designing interaction with reconfigurable objects — the more reconfigurable the
more difficult it is to devise a commonly agreed-upon interaction metaphor.

Another key finding is that as task complexity increased (from transformation
tasks to modelling tasks), consensus generally became lower for both reconfigurable
and augmenting PM-Objects. This could indicate that perceived affordance alone
is not sufficient for participants to generate a common strategy to approach more
complex tasks. Furthermore, our results from the group design workshop and
user-elicited design study, showcase how participants would often discuss combining
characteristics from both augmentation and reconfiguration objects. Discrete input is
almost a universal requirement for complex tasks or modal interaction as participants
would often adopt a ‘clutch’ metaphor for manipulation.

To summarise the takeaways around affordance mapping, we observed several
agreed-upon beneficial characteristics of reconfigurable PM-Objects for transformation
tasks, and augmenting PM-Objects for modelling tasks in AR. While the specific
design of these interactions was not always agreed upon, we see clear PM-Objects
preferences from participants in mapping affordance and designing interactions.

3.6.3 Implications of PM-Tools for AR Interaction

Our work is a first look at how PM-Tools can be used in AR and characterise the
utility of augmenting and reconfigurable objects. The results from the group design
workshops and elicitation study show that certain object affordances were perceived to
be more appropriate for certain tasks. For example, reconfigurable PM-Objects were
consistently ranked higher for transformations and augmenting PM-Objects ranked
higher for certain modelling tasks. This suggests that space-multiplexed interfaces
are more appropriate for complex tasks in AR environments [46], which would be
more analogous to work in the real world: many bespoke tools in the ‘toolbox’
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designed for specific tasks. Current state-of-the-art AR interaction approaches have
a ‘catch-all’ in the form of controllers or hand gestures, and perhaps PM-Tools can
facilitate more experiential interaction through an augmented or highly configurable
form factor offering bespoke affordances for specialised tasks. Moreover, PM-Tools
could have the potential to bridge current predominant interaction paradigms in AR,
with augmenting PM-Objects mediating and supporting more verbose and expressive
input (akin to natural gesture), and reconfiguring PM-Objects providing means for
efficient, granular, and precise input (akin to controller interaction).

In our method section, we introduced the design space of PM-Tools, highlighting
the unexplored potential of highly reconfigurable and augmenting interaction devices.
The workshop results and gesture consensus set show that participants clearly
appropriated different objects with different reconfiguring and augmenting properties
for different tasks. As such, there are benefits to combining PM-Tools characteristics
for complex spatial tasks that demand intricacy yet facilitate expression such as
3D modelling. Our conceptual examples are a first characterisation of highly
reconfigurable/augmenting PM-Tools that leverage the granularity and precision
afforded by reconfigurable objects and the expressiveness of augmenting objects.

This initial characterisation of PM-Tools for AR, opens up new questions for
future work. Firstly, our results showed that there was no common consensus
on input-output coupling for the given AR tasks with the provided PM-Objects.
34.35% of elicited gestures utilised some form of proxy interaction, either rotational,
translational, or full proxy, being mostly used in transformation tasks. However,
the level of I/O coupling described by participants varied considerably depending on
the task, object, and user preference. 26.98% of elicited gestures involved spatial-non
proxy interaction, which was mostly for modelling tasks, with participants often using
the PM-Objects orientation or position to define an area for manipulation.

As with transformation, the level of I/O coupling participants described was not
consistent with some participants preferring to perceive the PM-Objects as a tool
acting upon a virtual object, or the PM-Objects behaving as the virtual object. Future
work would need to explore I/O coupling further considering: particular AR tasks and
applications; demographically diverse users; accessibility; and different types of PM-
Objects. However, currently, it seems desirable to support both direct and indirect
I/O coupling or provide mechanisms for users to control the level of spatial coupling
between a PM-Tool and virtual objects to suit a particular task.

An approach to addressing the issue of I/O coupling is the use of physical objects
in tandem with the physical environment specifically surfaces. Spatial permanence is
an interesting advantage to PM-Tools and there are many spatial models outside of
AR literature, such as the situative space model [303] and proxemic interaction [27,
138]. As such, PM-Tools and tangibles, in general, could help to promote a better
understanding of space in virtual environments. For instance, tracking when an object
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is inside or outside the field of view of a user, tracking the distance between one or
more objects and users, and identifying when objects are within the interaction space
of a user. This coupled with the advantages of PM-Objects explored in this chapter,
could enable interaction devices to adjust the level of I/O coupling, shape-change
their affordances, and even change the mode of interaction as users move throughout
a virtual space. Additionally, there are opportunities for modal interactions when an
object is in mid-air or on a surface. Despite explicitly allowing participants to use
surfaces when designing gestures, all of our consensus set gestures were designed for
mid-air interaction. This could be due to the commonly observed ‘legacy bias’ in
open-elicitation: the recognisable nature of the objects results in objects not being
used with surfaces. It could also be due to different objects being selected for certain
AR tasks so the total number of interactions for one object was limited and could
all be achieved in mid-air. Participants were also not considering the gestures for
prolonged use, where using a surface to avoid fatigue would be useful. Likewise, the
chosen AR tasks may not be conducive to interaction with PM-Objects on a surface.

Furthermore, our work primarily focused on one user acting upon one PM-Object
with one virtual object, but it could be beneficial to have physical devices work in
tandem with natural gestures or with each other to offer both precise input in one
hand and verbose input in the other. Asymmetrical interaction with multiple input
modalities has previously been explored for tablet interaction [170], but it is unclear
if and how asymmetry would work with PM-Tools and gesture, or a series of PM-
Tools multiplexed together. Moreover, our results have shown how certain properties
and affordances are more desirable for certain tasks, hence it could be important to
consider how PM-Tools can be made modular with different tools for AR interaction
constructed at the point of need. Utilising PM-Tools as virtual multi-tools is an
interesting prospect and could help address the lack of ‘reflection’ and ‘recovery’ built
within tangible interaction [178]. Our work only considered user actuation, but PM-
Tools that support a combination of user and computer actuation could provide both
rich input and output and even self-reconfigure depending on the user’s task. Finally,
how PM-Tools affect collaboration in AR environments is also unclear, and if different
types of PM-Tools could affect the division of labour or collaboration styles. Simply
stated, all of these areas need much further exploration concerning PM-Tools and
general tangible interaction in AR.

To summarise the takeaways around PM-Tools for AR, our consensus set of
gestures demonstrates a wealth of interactions that can be realised using PM-Tools
that go beyond virtual object proxies that are so prevalent in related work. Our
conceptual examples are also a first characterisation of what PM-Tools are possible
by incorporating highly reconfigurable and augmenting characteristics. These sorts
of devices are individually powerful when considering specific AR activities such as
modelling and manipulation, but when multiplexed together they contribute to a
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wider AR interaction ecosystem - a ‘toolbox’ for Virtual Environments. We also
highlight remaining challenges outside the scope of our exploration, such as I/O
coupling, and speculate on potential avenues of future work such as leveraging
spatial permanence of tangibles, using physical surfaces for modal interaction, and
the confluence of natural input and PM-Tools.

3.6.4 Limitations and Future Work

There are some limiting factors in our work that require separate research or future
studies to expand on. Firstly, our work primarily focused on a subset of 3D
interactions in AR, however, there are a vast amount of interactions beyond this and
PM-Tools could be applied in a similar manner. For example, spatial permanence,
as described in the framework, can inform new interaction design beyond egocentric
frames of reference in which the spatiality of an object can become intrinsically tied
to interaction and output.

Further to this, our user-elicited design study was conducted with a tabletop
present, however the majority of the designed gestures – especially gestures from
the consensus set – did not utilise the physical surface (only 7.38% of gestures used
a surface). This could be due to the brief nature of the AR tasks, only requiring
around 10 to 20 seconds of physical movement. There could be instances where
PM-Tools and the physical environment could be used in tandem to facilitate new
interactions, for example for prolonged or more precise interactions tangible devices
could be designed to utilise the stability of surfaces, but further exploration is needed.
Beyond interaction design, there needs to be a wider investigation of the application
domains of PM-Tools in AR. We suspect that combining mechanisms for precise and
expressive input in one or more PM-Tools devices could be beneficial for activities
that are simultaneously expressive and precise, such as sculpting or 3D modelling,
but an in-depth exploration and evaluation is needed.

Regarding our user-elicited design study, the consensus set had a much lower
representation, 193 out of 560 points (34.46%), compared to previous elicitation
studies with traditional hand gestures which had 50-60% representation [308, 419].
This could suggest that user-elicitation might not translate as well to designing
interaction with physical objects, in which case new methodologies are required
to better support interaction design with tangibles. We also do not have insight
into participants’ familiarity with the study objects, so it’s unclear how previous
interactions with the objects and participant ‘legacy bias’ influenced their perceived
utility for AR interaction.

Considering future work, this first exploration of PM-Tools for AR has resulted
in some example interaction devices based on a gesture consensus set. To fully
understand the cognitive and physical effects of these devices and evaluate their
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practicality, we need to test them against other forms of AR interaction using
functional prototypes. Additionally, creating prototypes based on our findings would
allow us to investigate challenges related to I/O coupling and spatial permanence.

3.7 Chapter Conclusion

In this chapter, we explored the application of PM-Tools to a range of AR activities,
specifically 3D manipulation and modelling of a virtual object. We answered RQ1
and the sub-research questions by developing a novel classification, vocabulary,
and design space for physically-modifiable objects (PM-Objects) as a vehicle for
exploring physically-modifiable tools (PM-Tools) for AR. Leveraging this framework,
we describe the mapping between a set of 10 selected PM-Objects and AR interactions
through a group design study and guessability study. Our results from these studies
show how physical objects with reconfigurable or augmenting traits can be applied
in AR for complex interactions such as virtual object manipulation, editing, and
modelling. There are a number of conclusions drawn from this work:

Firstly, we found that reconfigurable PM-Objects had characteristics that were
agreed upon for virtual object transformation tasks such as granular expansion and
rotation. Likewise augmenting PM-Objects had characteristics that were agreed upon
for modelling tasks such as organic deformation. In both types of tasks, discrete input
on a PM-Object was seen as useful for employing ‘clutch’ mechanisms.

Secondly, while the choice of which PM-Objects best suited an AR task was often
mostly agreed upon, the design of the specific gesture and actuation of the PM-
Object was much more inconsistent. Gesture designs became less agreed upon as tasks
became more complex and abstract, for example, transformation tasks compared to
modelling tasks, which was especially prevalent for reconfigurable PM-Objects.

Thirdly, it is uncertain how I/O coupling should be designed between a PM-Object
and a virtual object. Some gestures use PM-Objects as direct 1-to-1 proxies, while
others treated the PM-Objects as tools to enact on virtual objects. To provide users
with flexibility, it would be beneficial to offer options to virtually modify the PM-
Tool’s relationship with the virtual object, such as switching the PM-Tool between a
direct representation of a virtual object to a tool to manipulate the object.

Fourthly, our study designs enabled participants to incorporate their physical
environment when creating gestures using the PM-Objects. Participants utilized the
desk surface to support their arms during the gestures but did not actively use it
as part of the designed gestures. As a result, most interactions could be executed
without a surface. This makes the PM-Tools more flexible, not relying on a physical
surface but could be problematic for prolonged use. To address this, we should still
consider incorporating the use of physical surfaces into the design of PM-Tools.

Finally, our work showed how different properties and affordances were useful
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for different AR tasks. Considering this, we discussed how PM-Tools could be
made modular and constructed at the point of need when working inside AR.
Additionally, we also described how treating PM-Tools as multi-tools for virtual work
could be an avenue to address the lack of ‘reflection’ and ‘recovery’ when purely relying
on an interaction devices’ perceived affordance [178].

While we presented a set of conceptual devices based on our findings, these were
not exhaustive and there are still many interesting interaction concepts to be explored.
In the next chapter, we delve deeper into interaction concepts such as blending
natural gestures with tangible interaction, utilizing an object’s ‘spatial permanence’ to
leverage the physical environment, and incorporating multiple PM-Tools in a broader
device ecosystem. Furthermore, while this chapter examined a breadth of form factors
for AR interaction, Chapter 4 delves more in-depth into one specific tangible form
factor — cubes. From our exploration of existing physical objects for AR tool-making,
cubic form factors appeared to be particularly prevalent and, on inspection of related
work [235, 339], have unique benefits for interaction design as well as opportunities
for scalability and modularity which we describe further in Chapter 4 Section 4.1.
Finally, we also aim to address some of the non-trivial technical challenges such as
fabricating and prototyping an instrumented modifiable tool, detecting user input,
and tracking the tool in 3D space.
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Tool-Modifying

The previous chapter showed how particular affordances of physically-modifiable
objects could be appropriated for activities in AR, mediated by a tangible interaction
device. We found that gesture design of a particular interaction was not always
agreed upon and we discussed other potential interaction concepts that require more
exploration. More specifically, these were combining natural gestures and physical
tools, leveraging the physical environment (surfaces), and multiplexing physical tools
together in AR. In this chapter we focus on exploring this design space further with
one specific tangible form factor — cubes — to mediate interaction in AR to address
the second research question (RQ2): How should physically and virtually modifiable
tools be created and operated for Augmented Reality? There are several sub-questions
to RQ2 categorised into two groups based on design and technical challenges:

• RQ2.1: Design challenges and opportunities of modifiable-tools in AR

– How can a physical tool be virtually modified in AR?

– What are the design opportunities for multiple physical tools in AR?

– What are the design opportunities for combining a physical tool with user
gesture?

• RQ2.2: Technical challenges of modifiable-tools in AR

– How can we fabricate a physically-modifiable AR tool?

– How should the tool be instrumented in order to detect user gestures?

– How do we track the AR tool in 3D space?

In this chapter we focus on designing physically-modifiable AR tools (PM-Tools)
using one specific form factor — a cube. Having explored a number of PM-
Objects in the previous chapter, cubic form factors were particularly prevalent in
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the representative set of reconfigurable PM-Objects that were used in the two studies
in the prior Chapter. In addition, the benefits of cubes as tangible interaction
devices have previously been explored [235, 339]. Particularly the work of Lefeuvre et
al. [235] categorises the distinct affordances and properties of cubes by “manipulation,
placement in space, arrangement, multi-functionality, randomness, togetherness,
physical qualities, containers, and pedestal for output”. These benefits have also
been explored in a number of different VR and AR environments [17, 117].

To this end, the goal of this chapter is to instill the principles of physical
and virtual modification into a form factor that is conceptually, technically, and
physically as simple as a cube. In order to address RQ2 and the sub-questions,
we take inspiration from previous work on tangible prototyping kits and present a
first exploration of the emergent design space of combining cubes and their beneficial
affordances with AR and surface-based gestures. We then detail the design of the
cube tool, the hardware implementation and fabrication process, and the components
of the toolkit. Following this, we evaluate the gesture detection capabilities of the
toolkit through three demonstrative applications, displaying the range of surface-
based gestures supported and highlighting the generality of the toolkit. Next, we
extend the toolkit to incorporate spatial tracking of the cubes in 3D through the
principle of tracking the user’s hands (something which is available in most AR/VR
HMDs). Finally, we reflect on and discuss the features and implications of the toolkit.
Part of the work in this chapter was originally published in the Sixteenth International
Conference on Tangible, Embedded, and Embodied Interaction (TEI’22) [310].

4.1 Augmented Reality & Cubes

Consider the design space of combining cubic tools with AR. Cubes are a promising
TUI device, with a history of use as controllers, tokens, and interactive modules.
The design space of cubic tools in AR is guided by the ‘Bricks, Blocks, Boxes,
Cubes, and Dice’ taxonomy of design properties of cubes which were developed
by surveying research, books, and products on cubic interactive tangibles. More
specifically, we focus on a subset of themes from the taxonomy for exploring the
design and interaction opportunities in AR: manipulation as Input, placement in
space as input, Arrangement, Containers, and Pedestal for Output. In this section, we
describe cube affordance in AR in light of this taxonomy and introduce four different
interaction metaphors to apply to cubic tools in AR which include: Cubes as a Spatial
Proxy, Cubes as a Container, and Cubes as a Manipulation Handle. Each interaction
metaphor describes how a cube can be virtually modified to provide different functions
in an AR environment.
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Figure 4.1: Cubic tools as a proxy: A) Direct selection of a virtual object is
performed by physically intersecting a proxy cube with the desired virtual object.
B) Remote selection is performed via raycast, intersecting the ray with the object,
and confirming the selection. C) Exact spatial manipulation is performed after a
direct selection in which the cube directly manipulates a virtual object’s translation
and rotation either from an attached point on the virtual object or through WIM.
D) Relational manipulation is performed after remote selection in which the cube
indirectly manipulates the virtual object’s translation and rotation while maintaining
the relation from the point of selection.

4.1.1 Cubes as a Proxy

Using cubes as spatial proxies for virtual objects is the primary mechanism for
performing 3D manipulations on virtual objects, specifically providing 6 degrees
of freedom (6DoF) for translation and rotation. This interaction metaphor opera-
tionalises ‘manipulation as input ’ and ‘pedestal for output ’ from Lefeuvre et al.’s cubic
tangibles taxonomy [235]. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Tangible Objects in AR have
widely been used as proxies for virtual objects due to facilitating seamless continuity
between displaying and interacting with virtual content, as well as leveraging passive
haptics for improved motor-control and immersion [46]. Hence, this is something that
should be retained for a cubic tool in AR due to the strong affordance for manipulation.
A cube as a spatial proxy for a virtual object can be designed in a number of different
ways but, as described by 3D UI fundamentals, there must be mechanisms for selection
and manipulation:

3D Selection: Before transforming a virtual object, it must be selected from a scene
or set of virtual objects [221]. Different approaches and challenges exist for cube-
based selection. One approach is to intersect the physical cube with a virtual
object, using collision as a means of direct selection. Remote selection, i.e.
virtual objects that are at a distance, requires virtual modification of the cube
to support pointing via raycast or combining it with other inputs such as hand
gestures, voice, or gaze. Confirming a selection usually depends on a discrete
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input mechanism (usually a button in controllers) which can be supported by
surface-based gestures on a cube face. Issues such as target disambiguation
and occlusion in 3D remote selection can be addressed by combining raycast
functions applied in controllers, such as bubble cursors [28, 141], with control-
display gain adjustment via surface-based gestures [68, 312, 317].

3D Manipulation: Cubes can serve as direct proxies for virtual objects providing
a 1-to-1 spatial mapping. An ”exact” mapping is achieved by overlapping a
cube and a virtual object, either by projecting the virtual object as a miniature
onto the cube (WIM [358]), or by attaching the cube to a point on the virtual
object. A ”relational” mapping is where a cube and virtual object’s positions
are relative, allowing for 3D manipulation from a distance or at a larger scale.
Generally for rotation, a cube’s ability to be manipulated in 360◦ using only one
hand [339] is potentially beneficial for supporting complex manipulations with
virtual objects such as mixed transformations. This is something that is not
afforded in standard AR/VR controllers and we refer to this as a cube’s ability
to be regrasped.

Furthermore, for precise manipulations, a cube’s shape clearly represents the
three spatial axes (x,y,z) [221, 235] leading to a more intuitive understanding
of DoF separation [155]. Precision can be further improved by using dynamic
gain control through a combination of two cubes, where one cube controls the
other, which we expand on in Chapter 5. Another way to increase manipulation
precision is to combine the cube with a physical surface to function like a
mouse allowing a virtual object to be dragged around. Realizing these types of
manipulations requires both cube multiplexing and discrete input mechanisms,
such as surface gestures, for spatial clutching.

In summary, using a tangible object as a spatial proxy has been proven to be
an intuitive interaction in Tangible AR and has been explored thoroughly in related
work. However, cubic tools specifically offer a wide range of capabilities and potential
interactions for 3D manipulation by utilizing their form factor, physical surfaces,
multiple cubes, and surface gestures on the faces. In Section 4.6, we showcase two
examples of this interaction and in Chapter 5, we provide a comprehensive overview
of a 3D manipulation technique in AR.

4.1.2 Cubes as a Container

The concept of a Tangible ‘container’ is a central aspect of early TUI research in the
1990s and early 2000s [189]. For example, Ulmer et al.’s work on MediaBlocks [388]
proposed the idea of physical containers that do not actually store digital information
but instead provide a reference or dynamic association to the intangible content such
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Figure 4.2: Cubic tool as a container: A) A user can cycle through the items
stored within a container by utilizing the 3D thumbnail displayed above it. B) Users
can copy an item from one container to another by spatially arranging the cubic
tools next to each other. C) To instantiate an item within the virtual environment,
a user can place the container directly into the designated staging area. D) The
containers can be spatially arranged in an application pipeline, where two containers
hold datasets that are processed by a middle container, resulting in a visualisation
that is stored and displayed in a final container. E) An example of a container used
as a ‘meta instrument’ [31] in which a blank cubic tool has its function configured by
being spatially arranged next to the container.
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as data and media. Typically containers in TUI research are utilised as mediators
between media sources (images, video, audio, etc.) and display devices (projectors,
printers, etc.). More recent work, as reviewed in Lefeuvre et al.’s taxonomy [235], has
proposed cubes to also be ‘pedestals for output’ (display devices) and media sources
such as in the work of Jordà et al. [199]. Combining the increased display capabilities
and 3D tracking of AR HMDs with cubic tools as ‘containers’, yields new possibilities
for interacting with media and information, providing users a means to physically
arrange their virtual workspace of intangible content. As a result, this interaction
metaphor leverages cubes as ‘containers ’, ‘pedestals for output ’, ‘placement in space’,
and ‘spatial arrangement ’ from Lefeuvre et al.’s taxonomy [235].

In AR, media can be displayed in a 3D environment along with virtual models,
scenes, and visualizations, much like in desktop interfaces where we manipulate
documents, images, and applications. A cubic tool functioning as a container in
AR hypothetically has boundless storage for heterogeneous media and information.
Containers should also facilitate interactions we are familiar with from desktop
interfaces such as moving, copying, and deleting information [349] from a container.

There are a number of approaches to designing interaction with cubic containers
in AR. For communicating what a container is storing, we can utilise a cube as
a ‘pedestal for output ’ and use 3D thumbnails directly on or above the containers
showcasing WIM [358] style models of virtual objects, visualisations, images, or
documents. Copying and moving information from one container to another can
be as simple as using the ‘spatial arrangement ’ of two containers next to each other
to move content from one to the other. Gestures, such as motion or surface-based,
can also be utilized for functions such as cycling through container content, swiping
content between containers, or clearing a container by shaking it.

‘Placement in space’ can also be appropriated by containers in AR to seamlessly
add content to a virtual environment. For example providing designated areas in the
physical environment where once a cube is placed, content held within the container
is loaded into the virtual environment. This allows a seamless connection between
WIM interaction [349] with content in a container (e.g. with the 3D thumbnails), and
direct interaction with virtual content that is loaded into the scene from the container.
We can also take inspiration from related work on cross-device interaction [59] and
proxemic interaction [27] when designing containers for transferring content between
display areas (or staging areas in AR) and individual containers.

In addition to storing media, cubic containers in AR can also hold entire virtual
scenes, AR applications, and instructions for configuring other cubic tools. Due to
the boundless nature of containers, any number of virtual objects can be grouped
together and stored as a virtual scene, allowing for the saving and storage of an entire
virtual workspace for future use. Cubic containers can hold running applications
and be arranged to manipulate application parameters, similar to how tokens in the
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ReacTable are used for music production [199] and how tangible programming blocks
are assembled to create program functions [176, 184]. In this way, physical data
pipelines can be set up using the containers to manipulate data in AR. For example
containers with different datasets at the start of a pipeline act as input to other
containers, containers in the middle can filter or transform data, and containers at
the end display the final 3D visualisation.

Finally, a container in AR can store instructions or program scripts to modify
other cubic tools in the device ecosystem, allowing a user to configure a blank cubic
tool by placing it next to the relevant container. This is inspired by Beaudouin-
Lafon’s ‘Instrumental Interaction’ specifically relating to ‘Meta-Instruments ’: the idea
that tools themselves can be objects of interest’ and ’meta-instruments being used to
organise instruments in a workspace’ [31]. Cubic containers can operate as ‘meta-
instruments’ virtually modifying the roles of other cubes in the AR environment.
This is further expanded on in the next Section.

In summary, the use of containers in TUI has been extensively studied and offers
ample possibilities in AR [189, 388]. By combining the attributes of cubes and
AR HMDs and incorporating user gestures, the concept of cubes as containers can
be further explored for various AR applications. We will delve deeper into these
possibilities in subsequent sections.

4.1.3 Cubes as a Handle

As LaViola et al. explains [221], 3D interaction includes system controls to
interact with virtual objects’ abstract components, such as color and texture, or
input parameters, such as text entry. In VR/AR, system controls are typically
achieved through a combination of pointing (via hand controllers or gestures) and
menus/widgets. In Tangible AR, physical controls have been explored for system
control, such as ‘Opportunistic Interaction’[156, 157, 159], which uses the physical
environment. System control has even been explored for cubic form factors such as
the work of Van Laerhoven et al. [393]. The ‘cube as a handle’ interaction metaphor
refers to using a cubic tool for system controls in AR and can be designed in a number
of ways. We propose three types of cube handles: spatial, gestural, and hybrid.

Spatial handles control AR parameters by moving the cube in space, either
absolutely or relative to other cubic tools. This utilizes a cube’s affordance
for arrangement and placement in space [235]. For example, a cube on a surface
can act as a slider to increase or decrease a virtual object’s scale or can be used
to define the boundaries of a virtual area.

Gestural handles control parameters through motion gestures (such as shakes) or
surface-based gestures (such as taps and swipes) using a cubic tool. This utilizes
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Figure 4.3: Cubic tool as a handle: A) A cubic tool used as a spatial handle to
define a virtual workspace area, and B) as a slider to scale a virtual object. C) A
cubic tool used as a gestural handle to change the colour of a virtual object, with 3
different faces acting as sliders for red, green, and blue values. D) A cubic tool used
as a hybrid handle in which the cube intersects a point on the virtual object’s mesh,
a tap gesture selects the point, and the point is extruded to a desired position.

the multifunctionality property from the taxonomy, such as providing discrete
touch input on certain faces. For example, using the cube to control a virtual
object’s color, with three cube faces acting as touch-based sliders for red, green,
and blue values.

Hybrid handles use a combination of spatial and gestural input to control param-
eters. For instance, a virtual object’s mesh can be stretched and extruded by
aligning the cube over the mesh, tapping a face to select the part of the mesh,
and moving the cube and mesh in the desired direction.

For all handle types, their function can be communicated in AR using the cube’s
affordance as a pedestal for output. This can be achieved by projecting a tool
thumbnail or description over the physical cube. Additionally, handles can also be
combined with other cube interaction metaphors, proxies and containers, to enable
new interactions or improve performance:

Combining Handles and Proxies: Combining two cubes for proxy interaction can
increase user expression and precision. One cube can act as a handle while the
other serves as a direct proxy for the virtual object. The work of Hinckley et
al. [170] demonstrates the benefits of hand asymmetry when performing pen-
based interactions on a tablet, with one hand providing fine grain control while
the other performs more coarse movements. The same principle can be applied
by combining cubic handles and proxies in a bimanual technique. One cube
can provide direct manipulation of the virtual object, while the other allows for
control over the coupling between the cubic proxy and the virtual object, such
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as adjusting the c/d gain or toggling DoF constraints. A more detailed example
of this principle is implemented in Chapter 5.

Combining Handles and Containers: Combining a handle and container cube
enhances explicit control over container functions, such as cycling items, deleting
content, and duplicating content, essentially enabling ad-hoc construction of
virtual workspaces. For example, a cubic container placed on a physical surface
might hold a virtual scene, and a handle placed next to it can be used to
configure the boundaries of that virtual scene when it is spawned into the virtual
environment. For more complex containers, like those containing applications,
handles can be used to configure input/output faces, load/unload applications,
or manipulate input variables in a container pipeline.

Using Handles as ‘Meta-Instruments’: Handles can also be used to modify other
cubic tools such as changing one cube from a proxy, to a container or to a
handle. As discussed, this can be accomplished by using containers that store
different cubic tool functions and by placing a blank tool near the container.
Alternatively, a handle can be defined by a virtual environment area where
once placed, a cubic tool will be automatically modified to a different function.
Additionally, by utilizing a cube’s multifunctional affordance, different faces on
a handle can be mapped to different tool functions, and placing another cube
on one of these faces will modify its function, similar to a configuration port.

In summary, cubic tools can serve ’as handles ’ to provide mechanisms for system
control. Handles can also be used in tandem with other interaction metaphors to
enable new types of interaction or increase performance by utilising the benefits
of bimanual interaction. As with containers, handles can also be used as ’meta-
instruments’ [31] to configure other cubic tools being used in the AR environment.

4.1.4 Summary and Technical Challenges

To summarise, we have partially addressed RQ2.1. There are a number of different
interaction metaphors that can be applied to cubic tools in AR, inspired by the wealth
of literature on TUI [338] and the unique affordances of the cube form factor [235,
339]. While other form factors certainly have the capability to support these kinds
of interaction metaphors, cubes have the unique capacity to support all of them
simultaneously when multiplexed across several identical devices. Moreover, a cube’s
stability when positioned and arranged on physical surfaces makes it an ideal starting
form factor to explore physical surface-supported activities in AR. We also argue that
a cube can be used as a starting point to explore the virtual modification of tools and
over time through empirical study, more specialised form factors may arise that are
better suited to certain functions.
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Reflecting on the design space of cubes in AR, there are a number of sensing and
tracking challenges that need to be addressed in order to realise the proxy, container,
and handle interaction metaphors. Firstly, it is crucial that the cubes can be tracked
in 3D space without relying on computer vision. The interaction metaphors described
rely on the assumption that an AR environment will have an understanding of where
the cubic tools are positioned, and the cubic tools themselves will be able to sense
one another. Tracking the cubic tools using computer vision is problematic due to the
user’s hands or other cubes occluding one another and commercial AR HMDs perform
computer vision tracking only from the user’s point of view, making it problematic
when performing indirect interactions with the cubes (i.e. when a virtual object is
‘over there’). To address these challenges, we detail the design of a prototype cubic
tool in Section 4.3 and describe how 3D object tracking can be achieved without
entirely relying on computer vision in Section 4.5.

Another technical challenge involves detecting touch gestures on the cubic
tools themselves, as several interaction metaphors require this input. However,
before delving into the technical challenges, it is necessary to outline the potential
interactions that can be achieved by combining a cubic tool with touch-based surface
gestures, which will be the focus of the next section.

4.2 Cubes & Surface Gestures

After describing the interaction metaphors that can be applied to a cubic tool in AR,
now we look at the potential interactions that a user can perform on a cube itself.
The design space is divided into surface-based input, combining gestures, interactions
beyond gesture, and output space.

4.2.1 Surface-based Input

The design space of single and multi-touch surface gestures is based on cubic tangible
and surface-based computing literature [235, 419]. The surface interactions described
in Figure 4.4, while not an exhaustive list, demonstrate the range of touch gestures
that can be performed on a simple cube: single touch gestures such as taps, swipes, and
path gestures, and multi-touch gestures such as multi-finger taps and pinch gestures.
Due to the stable form factor of cubes and the inherent graspability, these gestures
can be performed in hand or while the cube is at rest. By combining cube affordance
and simple surface-based gestures, common TUI metaphors can be mimicked: swipes
to represent a slider, taps as button input, path traces as directional input or as a
dial, and pinch gestures to replicate common touchpad input.
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Figure 4.4: A visualisation of the interaction and output space combining cubes and
surface-based gestures.

4.2.2 Combining Gestures for Input

Cubes are multiplexers of interaction by virtue of their form factor. Each face, while
appearing identical to one another, can be leveraged as a separate area for input and
even configured on the fly depending on the context of interaction. In the case of
surface-based gestures, a cube can support simultaneous and heterogeneous surface-
based gestures on any face. Further to this, a cubic tangible can support modal or
state-based interactions depending on whether the cube is on a surface, in hand, or
actively touched on a particular area.

4.2.3 Other Interactions

There are multitudes of other interactions that are significant for the design space of
cubic tangible interaction. Based on the work of Lefeuvre et al. [235], cube affordance
alone has interesting properties such as manipulability, spatial arrangement, and
multi-functionality which we discussed in the previous section. However, more
interactions are capable when you instrument an object using a particular sensing
approach. For example, capacitive sensing enables the detection of proxemic
interactions, such as non-surface-based gestures, or even other capacitive devices.
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4.2.4 Output Space

Depending on the interaction context, different advantages of cube affordance can be
leveraged in addition to surface-based interactions. As described previously, a cube’s
dimensionality, manipulability, and ability to be a pedestal for output make them ideal
candidates as interaction devices in AR. While we just focus on AR HMD interaction,
combing the benefits of cube affordance with gesture detection can produce a wide
variety of unique interactions across a number of display mediums.

Moreover, the inherent tangibility of cubes makes them an ideal interaction device
to support multi-user collaboration, having the ability to be freely passed from one
user to another, be placed in the physical environment, or even act as a mediator
when users might not have the same display capabilities (for example one user in VR,
one in HMD AR, and another using mobile AR).

As mentioned, cubes are also suited in output spaces that leverage physical
surfaces, such as AR, desktops, or tabletops. The stability and space afforded by
surfaces not only allow users to easily arrange and configure cubes but also combine
surface gestures simultaneously on different faces. In this case, a cubic tool can
transition from a manipulable object in hand, to an in-situ and fixed controller.

4.2.5 Summary and Technical Challenges

We have addressed the final part of RQ2.1 by highlighting the number of interaction
possibilities that exist when combining cubic tools, surface-based gestures, and AR
display capabilities (see Figure 4.4). For RQ2.2 however, sensing a wide array of
surface-based gestures without adorning the user or using external tracking is complex
to fabricate and often lacks scalability. Instrumenting tangibles with capacitive
sensing is a popular approach in related work [335], however, gesture recognition
using capacitive sensing is also non-trivial and requires different sensing configurations
depending on the surface gesture being detected. To address this we developed a
toolkit that provides a method for fabricating modular capacitive cubic tools that
detect distinct on-surface gestures which we describe in the next section.

4.3 Toolkit Design

To address key challenges that exist in fabricating interactive cubic tools and to
explore the questions in RQ2.2, we developed a toolkit which we refer to as
TangibleTouch [310] (Figure 4.5). The goal of this toolkit is to provide a rapid
fabrication method that uses simple single-extrusion 3D printing to support the
prototyping of modular and physically-modifiable cubic objects. The cubes have
interchangeable capacitive faces with different sensor configurations designed for
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Figure 4.5: The TangibleTouch toolkit composed of: A) Capacitive face design space,
B) modular hardware platform, C) software platform to train surface gestures, and
D) deployable interactions to any Unity application.

surface-based gesture recognition. Additionally, the toolkit aims to provide a software
platform for digitally configuring the faces of a cube, training a particular face to
detect one or more surface gestures using machine learning, and a means of deploying
those interactions in a variety of interaction contexts and applications. The toolkit
consists of 3 parts:

1. A face design space for divvying up the surface area of a cube to design for
single and multi-touch gesture recognition using capacitive sensing.

2. An extendable hardware platform using conventional 3D printing that allows
for interchangeable faces with different capacitive configurations.

3. A software platform that provides a user interface to add and configure
interactive faces to a cube, record data of surface gestures and train a machine-
learning model for gesture detection. These can then be deployed as interactions
to a variety of different Unity-based applications.
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Figure 4.6: Capacitive face design space showing the configuration of sensors and the
touch interactions afforded.

4.3.1 Face Design

To guide the design of the capacitive faces, we started with five general interactions
that we wanted to detect using the lowest number of touch-sensitive areas: tap, swipe,
pinch, path, and hover (see Figure 4.4). Figure 4.6 shows a number of different sensor
configurations, varied by the number of interactive areas and their placement on a
given face, followed by which surface gestures these can support. The concept for each
face design follows a principle of low complexity in terms of the number of discrete
touch areas. Instead, we rely on the multiplexed nature of a cube, with dedicated
faces for particular interactions. While the toolkit can support more complex face
designs, we focus on 10 simple face designs with 4 different sensor quantities (0, 1,
2, and 4), and 4 different face configurations: square, radial, rectangle, and cross.
Figure 4.6 demonstrates how these variables determine if a surface gesture can be
supported. For example, face2 supports a tap but not a swipe as opposed to face3
which supports a tap or swipe but requires double the amount of touch areas. For
detecting a swipe gesture in practice, face3’s sensor0 is triggered at the start of a
swipe gesture and sensor1 at the end and vice versa for a different swipe direction.
Generally, if more complex gestures are to be detected the number of touch areas on
a single face increases, or if a face needs to support more than one surface gesture.
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Figure 4.7: The toolkit’s hardware components and design. A) The face design
and fabrication, B) the cube components and modular design, and C) the controller
design, and connection to the conductive faces.

Another example is that both face3 and face5 support swipes, but the directionality of
the swipe relative to the rest of the cube would be different, i.e. face3 cannot support
‘top-to-bottom’ swipes whereas face5 can.

4.3.2 Hardware Platform and Fabrication

The hardware platform for TangibleTouch (see Figure 4.7) consists of three main
components all of which can be fabricated using a conventional, single-extrusion 3D
printer: i) non-conductive face bases, ii) conductive face components, and iii) cube
chassis. In the face design, we explicitly chose to design the conductive and non-
conductive parts to be printed separately to make fabrication more viable for single-
extrusion printers, which are generally more accessible and commercially available, as
opposed to dual-extrusion printers. We also use a capacitive sensor board, Arduino
microcontroller, and lithium battery to instrument the cube.

Non-conductive face bases and cube chassis can be printed using generic PLA or
ABS. The conductive components can be printed using either conductive PLA or ABS
with a conductance of at least 4.6*102 Ohms/cm. For the tangible cube prototypes
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Figure 4.8: The snap connectors to mount capacitive faces.

we developed using the toolkit, the non-conductive parts were printed using white
Filamentive PLA, and the conductive parts were printed using U3 conductive ABS
with a conductance of 4.64*102 Ohms/cm. We recommend ABS for the conductive
components as acetone can be used as a means of adhering the conductive pieces
to the non-conductive base plate giving reliable adhesion with less impact on the
surface capacitance. Conductive PLA can be used, and can often provide better
conductivity, but an adhesive agent is needed to mount conductive components to
the non-conductive face base plate, which may affect the surface capacitance. All
3D printed parts were printed on an Ender3 V2 at 50mm/s and a layer height of
0.16mm. The cube chassis took 8 hours to print and each face base plate took 30
minutes (11 hours total for non-conductive parts). Conductive part print times can
vary depending on the surface coverage, from 30 minutes to 1 hour.

Dupont cables were used to connect the conductive parts to the capacitive sensor
board, by heating a male connector using a soldering iron and inserting it into the
mounting points. The prototype conductive components were measured at around
30kohm resistance across the conductive surface, and 10kohm from the conductive
surface to the connecting cable. We also tested ProtoPasta conductive PLA mounted
to the base plate using hot glue, which measured at 6kohm resistance across the
conductive surface and 4kohm from the surface to the connecting Dupont cable.

Once conductive components are mounted to the face base plate and the cables
have been connected to the conductive mounting points, the face can be simply
attached to the cube chassis using ‘snap-fit’ connectors and the cables routed to
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the 12-channel capacitive sensor board (see Figure 4.8). In this case, a single cube
can have a maximum of 12 discrete touch areas and using the modular faces can be
distributed in any manner across the cube. For example, 2 faces with 4 touch areas,
2 faces with 2, and 2 with 0 or 6 faces with 2 touch areas.

We used an Adafruit MPR121 12-Key Capacitive Touch Sensor breakout board
for detecting capacitance, connected to an Adafruit Feather nRF52840 Express
microcontroller powered by a small 3.7v 110mah lithium polymer battery, all of which
can be mounted inside the cube chassis using M2 screws and nuts. The Adafruit
Feather has low-energy Bluetooth capabilities for transmitting data to other devices,
which using a 110mah battery, can run for 11 hours on a single charge.

We experimented with an additional gyroscope module that also has space for
mounting within the cube chassis. The purpose of this is to make configuring the
cube using the software interface easier, as a designer can determine which faces map
to the digital representation by simply tilting the cube. However, this is optional and
is not necessary for configuring the cube.

4.3.3 Software Platform

The TangibleTouch software platform is used to digitally configure the cube with the
appropriate interactive faces, train a particular surface gesture for a given face using
machine learning, and deploy the trained model of a surface gesture to an application
(see Figure 4.9). The software platform consists of three modules: i) An interface
library, ii) a gesture-training library, and iii) a data processing and hardware library.

4.3.3.1 TT Interface and Configuration

The Unity-based interface can be loaded as a scene in a developer’s application to then
configure a cube, train gestures, and deploy interactions packaged as Unity events,
which applications can subscribe to. On loading the interface, a designer scans for
Bluetooth devices or selects the cube directly if connected via UART. Once the cube is
found and selected, the designer is taken to the configuration screen. Here, a designer
can see the virtual representation of the cube device with 6 blank faces and a side
panel with faces of varying sensor configurations. If a gyroscope module is connected
to the cube, then the virtual cube will mimic the rotation of the physical cube to
decipher the face positions, otherwise, a developer can manipulate the cube using the
mouse. Developers can easily add additional face configurations by invoking the face
class and providing a ‘.obj’ file.

To first configure the cube, a developer needs to select each face on the virtual
model and assign a face configuration. Once all face configurations have been assigned
the designer then cycles through each interactive touch area on the virtual model
and touches the corresponding capacitive areas on the physical cube to calibrate the
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Figure 4.9: The software platform to configure, design, train, and test surface gestures
including some examples of deployable interactions.

sensor channels on the capacitive sensor to the face configurations. If a previous
configuration has been made, then a designer can load this into Unity from file by
selecting the ‘Load Previous’ button. A cube configuration is cleared by clicking the
‘Reset Cube’ button. Once a designer is happy with their cube configuration, they
can move to the gesture-training screen by clicking ‘Continue’.

A designer adds a new gesture to the cube by uniquely naming the gesture and
selecting ‘Add New Gesture’. An optional keyboard binding can be added for that
gesture that will be triggered on gesture detection. The designer then selects the
newly added gesture and selects ‘Record Gesture’. Now the designer performs the
desired gesture 20 times, each with a sample size of 200 over a 3-second window. The
number of gesture samples, the sample size, and the duration can all be altered, but
these were the most optimal settings considering the time to set up and accuracy.
Once any number of new gestures are recorded, the model can be retrained to include
the newly added gestures by selecting ‘Train Model’. ‘Start Detection’ then deploys
the trained model, firing Unity events or triggering keyboard input depending on
whether any gestures are detected. Developers can have an external class subscribe
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to the events fired by the gesture detection class, with each event containing a unique
gesture name. Figure 4.9 shows an example of recording data for a swipe gesture and
then deploying this interaction to a simple slider.

4.3.3.2 TT Data Processing and Gesture Training

For the capacitive sensor board, the default firmware settings were sufficient for the
most part, but after testing it was found that the non-conductive base plate covering
the conductive areas causes the baseline signal to not adjust quickly enough when a
sensor is touched, which affected the performance of gesture detection. Setting the
filter delay register (MPR121FDLF) to the maximum value of 255 greatly improved
the touch sensitivity and baseline stability.

Gesture detection was implemented using TensorFlow 1, a recurrent neural
network, incorporated into the Unity environment using a standalone Python
program. Once the model is ready to be trained, recorded data is loaded from a
CSV file, and any non-configured sensors are zeroed. To account for a user holding
the cube or the cube resting on a surface while performing a gesture, any sensor
channels that are triggered for more than 40% of a gesture sample are disregarded
and zeroed. The model itself consists of 5 layers.

First, the data goes through feature extraction, consisting of maximum and
minimum pool layers. These are typically used to down-sample and extract features
from images by partitioning them into a set of non-overlapping rectangles and, for
each such sub-region, outputs the maximum/average or minimum. In this case, max-
pooling is used to increase the sequence length to smooth out any anomalous samples.
As max-pooling decreases the number of lows, i.e. timesteps where the sensors are
not touched, between touches, min-pooling had to be performed to increase these
gaps between touches. Setting the strides to 2 also down-sampled the data from 200
timesteps to 96. Pool sizes were selected by experimentation.

The main processing is done via the Gated recurrent unit (GRU) layer. We chose
GRU as related work shows better temporal performance while maintaining equivalent
accuracy [85]. Best accuracy was achieved with a unit count of 3 * the number of
labels. A Gaussian noise layer was added to prevent overfitting and an RMSprop
optimizer was used, with a learning rate of 0.02. Nadam and Adam’s optimizers were
also tested, but they were worse for prediction accuracy. Learning rates up to 0.03
can be used to improve the speed at the cost of less stable changes between epochs.
A learning rate schedule was used to decrease the learning rate over time.

Categorical cross-entropy was used as the loss function and Softmax was used
as the activation for the output layer. The model is trained over 50 epochs with a
batch size of 32. The batch size can be increased to increase speed, but it will reduce

1TensorFlow: https://www.tensorflow.org/
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the maximum accuracy that could be achieved and the model will converge slower,
requiring more epochs. The epoch count can also be decreased, at the cost of stability.
An average accuracy of 93% was recorded, with the validation and training producing
similar accuracy. The trained gesture is then loaded as a frozen graph.

For live gesture detection, the capacitive data is filtered and then sent to the
model by using TensorFlowSharp 2. TensorFlowSharp is a runtime that allows for
TensorFlow models to run from C# and therefore in Unity. Two 100-sample rolling
windows were used for continuous detection, one with 100 latest samples and the other
with 100 samples from the previous window. Once a gesture is detected, a Unity event
is fired with the corresponding gesture name. Finally, the toolkit source code and 3D
models of the hardware components are entirely open source 3.

4.3.3.3 Gesture Detection Accuracy

To test gesture detection accuracy, we conducted a small preliminary study involving 4
participants. Participants would test 3 pre-trained gestures, double-tap finger, double-
tap hand, and finger swipe, and a custom gesture created and trained themselves
(for a total of 40 recordings). The entire study was done using the 2-sensor radial
face configuration. Each of the 4 gestures was tested 20 times by each participant.
Detection accuracy for the double-tap finger was 93%, the double-tap hand was 100%,
the finger swipe was 85%, and the custom gesture was 85%.

4.4 Applications of Physically-Modifiable Tools

Reflecting on RQ2.2, the proposed TangibleTouch toolkit provides a modular and
scalable fabrication method for producing physically-modifiable cubic tools, with
interchangeable capacitive faces that support a range of surface-based gestures. In
this section we showcase a number of interactions using a cubic tool designed with the
toolkit, ultimately showing how the interchangeable faces can be used to physically
modify the same form factor to offer new functionalities across different applications.
We employ a Type 1 evaluation strategy [226] to demonstrate the feasibility of
the toolkit and its ability to rapidly prototype a cubic tool with surface gesture
interactions. We created three exemplar applications developed in Unity and deployed
them across 3 different output spaces: Model Inspector (Augmented Reality), 2D
Platformer (Desktop), and a Media Player (Public display). Figure 4.10 shows the
generative breadth of the TangibleTouch toolkit, illustrating different touch gestures
used in each application.

2TensorFlowSharp: https://github.com/migueldeicaza/TensorFlowSharp
3TangibleTouch Toolkit: https://github.com/TangibleTouch/Toolkit
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Figure 4.10: Left: Model Inspector application in AR, Middle: 2D Platformer
application on a desktop PC, Right: Media Player application on a public display.

4.4.1 Application 1: Model Inspector

This application allows the cube to manipulate a 3D model, loaded into Unity, via
rotation and scaling. The cube designed for this application uses 4 blank faces and
2 interactive faces: a 4-sensor square, and a 2-sensor rectangle. The model inspector
was deployed in AR, using a Microsoft Hololens2 as shown in Figure 4.10(Left). A 3D
model is rotated by performing a circular path gesture on the cube’s 4-sensor square
face, with the direction of rotation mapped to the direction of the gesture performed.
The user can cycle through the 3 different axes for rotation, roll, pitch, and yaw, by
tapping either of the two sensors on the rectangle face. Object scaling is performed
by swiping from one sensor on the rectangle face to the other, and the direction of the
swipe determines whether the object grows or shrinks. The Model Inspector allows
users to manipulate and separate the rotational degrees of freedom of a virtual model
over distance.
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4.4.2 Application 2: 2D Platformer

This application demonstrates a simple platformer game controlling a 2D character to
jump, move, draw a bow, and release an arrow. The cube uses 2 interactive faces and
4 blank faces: a 4-sensor cross, and a 2-sensor radial. The application was deployed
to a desktop PC shown in Figure 4.10(Middle). In this application, we make use of
the key mapping function in the toolkit software to map touch input on the cube’s 4-
sensor square face to key bindings in Unity, W, A, S, and D, for character movement.
The user can perform an additional action of drawing the bow by swiping in any
direction on the 2-sensor radial face and then firing the bow by releasing the finger
from the sensor.

4.4.3 Application 3: Media Player

The final application demonstrates a simple media controller for playing, pausing,
forwarding, and rewinding a video deployed on a public display. The cube designed
for this application makes use of 4 blank faces and 2 interactive faces: two 2-sensor
radials. This application also makes use of the key mapping function to work with
web-based video players. As shown in Figure 4.10(Right), a user can double-tap the
centre of one radial face with a single finger to toggle pause and play and perform a
whole-hand double tap to fast forward. The same whole-hand gesture is performed
on the other radial face to rewind a video.

4.5 Expanding the Toolkit for 3D Tracking

Revisiting the research questions for this chapter, we have addressed the design
challenges and opportunities of modifiable tools in AR (RQ2.1) and have produced
a toolkit that partially addresses the technical challenges (RQ2.2). To fully realise
the design of cubic tools in AR, there are a series of technical challenges regarding
3D spatial object tracking and user touch input for which we need to expand the
TangibleTouch toolkit.

One of the most common methods of tracking objects and detecting user
interaction is computer vision, for which both marker and marker-less approaches are
used in AR [386, 301]. However both approaches have issues with occlusion, especially
in handling objects. Other work has tracked objects via sensor instrumentation [183,
192], but this can be problematic for spatial tracking as IMUs are susceptible to drift.
Alternatively, object tracking has been achieved using external tracking setups such
as lighthouse tracking [277] and infrared trackers which are commercially available
but are restrictive in terms of their integration with other form factors, such as cubes,
and are also subject to occlusion. More recent work has combined multiple tracking
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Figure 4.11: The expanded TangibleTouch toolkit to incorporate 3D spatial tracking
using computer vision for calibration, AR hand-tracking, and onboard IMU in the
cubic tool. A) Shows the new Cubic tool prototype with a side panel removed and
a fiducial marker for calibration. B) The AR setup, in this case, we use a video
see-through AR display and lighthouse-based hand trackers. C) The onboard micro-
controller design includes a Razor 9DoF IMU (SAMD21 microprocessor), an XBEE
56B WiFi module, Adafruit MPR121 capacitive sensor, and a 1200mah LiPo battery.

modalities to overcome some of the disadvantages of individual approaches [183, 396].
We incorporate a fusion of these tracking approaches in order to appropriately track
interactive cubes in 3D and explore them for interaction. Our tracking system consists
of three parts: 1) An AR HMD with computer vision capabilities, 2) a set of bespoke
instrumented cubes, and 3) user hand tracking.

For the AR HMD, we used an HTC Vive Pro Eye VR headset combined with a
Zed Mini camera mounted to the front of the headset to provide a video see-through
display and computer vision capabilities. The camera resolution was 1920x1080 with
a vertical FOV of 54°and a horizontal FOV of 85°sampled at 60hz. For the cubes, we
adapted the TangibleTouch toolkit [310] to incorporate additional sensors to enable
full 3D tracking of cubes without relying on computer vision during interactions.
This involved replacing the microcontroller with a Razor 9DoF IMU (SAMD21
microprocessor), adding an XBEE 56B WiFi module, and increasing battery capacity
to 1200mah LiPo. We used the same Adafruit MPR121 capacitive sensor from the
toolkit and opted for the radial face layouts for each face of the cube, resulting in 2
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touch sensors per face. We adjusted the toolkit’s cube chassis to house the additional
components and the resulting cubes measured 6cm3. The IMU data was sampled at
40hz and sent over WiFi using UDP on a local network to a UDP server within a
Unity application simultaneously running the AR environment. Finally, we utilise the
HTC Vive lighthouse tracking for the user hand tracking with wrist-mounted HTC
Vive trackers which are sampled at 60hz. An overview of the tracking setup is shown
in Figure 4.11. While we use this specific tracking setup, the tracking principles can
be applied to other AR HMD setups that have hand tracking and computer vision
capabilities of which there are a variety [246, 266, 390].

4.5.1 3D Spatial Tracking

The cubes are calibrated using a computer vision marker (OpenCV [376]) which
translates the IMU rotational coordinates into Unity coordinates by calculating the
difference between the two quaternions and records the baseline values for the IMU
and capacitive sensor data (see Figure 4.12). Now we have an understanding of
the cube’s initial position in space, we rely on a combination of hand tracking and
the cubes’ IMU to enable 3D tracking, with the main positional tracking achieved by
attaching and detaching the cube to the user’s hand trackers as shown in Figure 4.13.

First, we check the cube’s last known position to the hand trackers and once
within a distance of 20cm we then check the cube’s accelerometer data. First, we take
the calibrated baseline IMU values and normalise the raw signals to that baseline
value. Second, we take the normalised signal of the accelerometer values and apply a
basic median filter with a rolling window size of 3, which was sufficient for removing
noise, and then apply a OneEuro Filter with a rolling window size equivalent to the
IMU frequency (35-40hz). To account for baseline drift in the accelerometer, we
calculate a gravity vector for each axis signal and then calculate the magnitude of
acceleration. To determine whether a cube should be attached to or detached from a
hand tracker we look at the variance of the magnitude of acceleration over time using
a rolling window size of 10. A cube is attached to the closest hand tracker if: it is not
currently attached, it is within the distance threshold to a tracker, at least one of the
cube’s capacitive surfaces is registering touch input, and the variance of acceleration
magnitude exceeds 0.0003m/s2. Likewise, a cube is detached from the tracker if: it is
currently attached if none of the cube’s capacitive surfaces are being touched, and if
the variance of acceleration magnitude is below 0.00005m/s2.

While this approach allows for full 3D spatial tracking from an initial calibrated
position, there are disadvantages to this tracking approach in terms of positional
accuracy. Firstly, there is a degree of latency in detecting interactions due to: sending
IMU data from the cubes over a WiFi network, processing and filtering the raw
data, and applying thresholds to the variance of acceleration. Through testing, we
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Figure 4.12: The calibration process for enabling 3D tracking of the cubic tools.
A/B) First, a cube’s fiducial marker comes into the user’s line of sight and the
virtual representation of the cube is snapped to that location. C) The virtual cube’s
rotation is aligned with the physical cube based on the computer vision and IMU
data. D) The cube is ready to be positionally tracked.

found delays of up to 300(ms) in detecting when a cube should be attached and
detached from a hand tracker, which lead to inaccuracy in positional tracking of
up to 10(cm), but this was highly dependent on the movement speed of the user’s
hand. There is also the question of user grasping and hand pose - which can vary
depending on the type of hand tracking employed. Despite the positional inaccuracies
we observed, an approximate cube position is always maintained when using the
system as positions are recalculated as soon as users interact with the cubes. This
is a suitable approach for applications where exact positional tracking is unnecessary
but in the cases where improved positional accuracy is required, computer vision can
be employed as a corrective measure to re-calibrate cubes ’on-the-fly’ as and when
their markers are in view of the user. As such, depending on the application different
tracking methods can be used more or less without relying entirely on one approach.

Another challenge of this tracking approach is accounting for users moving a cube
from one hand to another while it has already been attached to a tracker. However,
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Figure 4.13: The process to attach a cube to a hand tracker. A) The hand tracker and
cube virtual positions are separate. B) The user picks up he cube and the acceleration
variance starts to increase. C) The acceleration variance of the cube reaches the upper
threshold and the cube’s position is attached to the hand tracker. D) The user places
the cube down and begins to move their hand away — the acceleration variance first
increases and then decreases as the cube is stationary. E) Finally, the acceleration
variance drops below the lower threshold, and the cube position is set to the position
of a previous frame accounting for the delay in threshold detection.

we use motion correlation between the user’s hand acceleration and the acceleration
of the cube to disambiguate which hand the user is holding the cube in. For the
matching process, we use Pearson’s correlation coefficient with the cube and hand
tracker acceleration magnitude as input, with a sliding window of 30 frames (0.75
seconds) with the tracker acceleration data offset by 30 frames (0.33 seconds) which
gave the best match overall. We then compare the correlation values and attach
the cube to the hand tracker with the best match. Using motion correlation for
attaching/detaching the cube was overall less performant than the method described
above, so we only employ motion correlation when a cube is already in hand.

4.6 Applications of Virtually-Modifiable Tools

After mapping out the possibilities of cubic tools in AR in Section 4.1, let us
operationalise these concepts into concrete examples of AR applications. We
developed two demonstrative applications in AR using the cubic tools: AR Workspace
and AR Maps. Each application employs the different interaction metaphors applied
to cubic tools (proxies, containers, and handles) described previously.
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Figure 4.14: The AR Workspace Application: A) The user divides the workspace by
placing an ‘area definer’ cube, tapping a face, and dragging. B) A virtual object is
placed in a container by physically colliding a container cube with an object. C) A
virtual object is ‘remotely’ selected by a ray from a handle cube intersecting with
an object and the user tapping a designated face. The user can then manipulate
the object in 6DoF. D) ‘Direct’ selection of a virtual object by physically colliding a
handle cube with the object, then providing 6DoF manipulation.

4.6.1 Application 1: AR Workspace

This application integrates proxy, handle, and container cubic tools to enable the
seamless blend of a physical and digital workspace. Using the cubic tools the virtual
workspace can be organised and divided in a similar capacity to how we organise
our physical workspaces. The cubic tools can also be used for file handling of
virtual objects and scenes, replicating the desktop-like functions of ‘copy’, ‘move’,
and ‘delete’. Additionally, the cubic tools allow for 3D object manipulation, aligning
with the current expectations of AR environments.

4.6.1.1 Dividing the Workspace

Due to a cube’s ability to be spatially arranged [235], the cubic tools can exploit
existing physical surfaces in the AR environment as a scaffold to organise and divide
the virtual workspace. A handle cubic tool configured as an ‘area definer’ can detect
the presence of a physical surface when it is placed down through the capacitive
sensors on the bottom face. Once placed, a user can tap the top capacitive sensor
and start defining the virtual area to the desired size by dragging the cube across the
surface and then tapping the top sensor once more. In the example in Figure 4.14,
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the user is creating a 2D rectangular area, but the area could also be configured to
be any shape or dimension by changing parameters in the ‘area definer’ functionality.

Additionally, in Figure 4.14 the user is creating a virtual object staging area in
which a proxy cubic tool in this area that collides with a virtual object will copy
and select the virtual object for 3D manipulation. However, we can imagine that an
‘area definer’ can be configured to create different types of areas in which the physical
cubic tools and virtual objects can behave differently on entering. For example, a
modelling area in which a proxy cube is instead used to manipulate the vertices of a
virtual object’s mesh instead of the entire model, or a display area in which a handle
cubic tool placed there can be operated as a slider to rotate a virtual model.

4.6.1.2 Manipulating Virtual Objects

A cube’s ability to be manipulated [235] is utilised for moving and modelling
virtual objects in AR workspace. A cubic tool configured as a proxy in the AR
workspace provides basic interactions such as 3D selection and manipulation (shown
in Figure4.14), operating similarly to how cube proxies are described in Section 4.1.1.
A proxy cubic tool can select a virtual object either directly, by intersecting the cube
with the desired object, or remotely, by first toggling a raycast pointer by holding the
top face sensor for 2 seconds and then selecting the first virtual object intersecting
with the ray by tapping the same top face sensor. Once selected, the proxy cubic tool
can then manipulate the virtual object in terms of translation and rotation either in an
‘exact’ or ‘relational’ manner depending on the selection. These fundamental functions
of selection and manipulation that a proxy cubic tool provides can be expanded to
incorporate other functions such as multiple object selection and manipulation, in
which aspects of the ‘area definer’ can be leveraged to select many virtual objects
simultaneously.

4.6.1.3 File Handling

A cube’s ability to be a container and pedestal for output [235] is leveraged for basic
file handling in AR such as storing and instantiating virtual objects and scenes.
Virtual object(s) stored within a cubic tool container is represented as a 3D thumbnail
projected above the cube as shown in Figure 4.14. A user can cycle through the items
stored within a container by swiping from left to right on the cube’s top face sensor.
An item stored within a container, whether it be a single virtual object or a collection
of them, can be instantiated into the scene by tapping on a designated side-face
sensor on the cube. An item can be instantiated into the scene whilst remaining in
the container any number of times. Virtual objects in the AR environment can be
stored within a container by intersecting the cube with a desired virtual object and
tapping the side-face sensor.
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Furthermore, multiple virtual objects and even the entire scene, including defined
virtual areas, can be stored by placing the container on a physical surface and holding
both the top face and designated side face sensors, essentially ‘pulling’ the entire scene
within the container. As a first example of container cubic tools, file handling in AR
Workspace could be expanded further to incorporate additional functions of containers
described in Section 4.1.2. For example, supporting other types of data (documents,
data files, audio, video, etc.), deleting items from a container, copying items to other
containers, or combining containers together to operate as data pipelines.

4.6.2 Application 2: AR Maps

This application also leverages the interaction metaphors of cubic tools, similar to
AR workspace, but with a greater emphasis on surface-supported work. It provides
users with a virtual map that can be created on a physical surface and manipulated
using cubic tools. The cubic tools also enable 3D street views of the 2D map, marker
placement, route sketching, distance measuring, and map file handling. With the
ability to save maps into container cubes and load them onto a physical surface, the
AR maps application offers an intuitive way to manage maps and explore street views
in a 3D environment entirely facilitated by cubic tools (shown in Figure 4.15).

4.6.2.1 Map Controls

We expand the concept of using physical surfaces to scaffold virtual workspaces
introduced in AR Workspace further by primarily utilizing a physical surface as the
projection space for an AR map. The cube’s ability to be spatially arranged [235]
serves as the primary means of controlling the map. To create a map, a container
cube with a stored map object can be placed on any physical surface. The user taps
the top face sensor and adjusts the map size by dragging the cube across the surface,
similar to the ‘area definer’ handle in AR Workspace. Panning the map is done by
using a handle cubic tool assigned as a ‘map controller’ - the cube is placed on the
map directly, which is detected by the bottom face sensor, and dragged across the
map to navigate to a desired location. Clutching the map control can be achieved by
simply lifting the cube off the physical surface.

To zoom in and out of the map, a second ‘map controller’ cube is introduced on
the physical surface. A common input mapping for scaling and zooming is varying
the distance between input points [264], using the metaphor of ‘stretching a piece of
rubber’ [428]. Therefore, to zoom in, the cubes are simultaneously moved away from
each other, and to zoom out, the cubes are simultaneously moved toward each other.
The zooming function can be disabled by simply lifting the second cube out of the
map space. The map can also be explored in a street-view mode by reassigning the
‘map controller’ cube as a ‘street viewer‘ by swiping a designated side face sensor,
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Figure 4.15: The AR Maps Application: A) A user creates a map from a cube
container by placing it on a physical surface, tapping the top face sensor, and dragging
it to the desired size. B) The user saves a map to a cube container by first placing it
on the map, and then tapping the top face sensor which saves the map, represented
as a 3D thumbnail. C) Map panning using a ‘map controller’ handle. Placing the
cube down and dragging pans the map from that point. D) The user introduces a
second ‘map controller’ on the physical surface to perform zooming, moving the cubes
towards zooms out the map, and away zooms in. E) The user uses a ‘street-viewer’
handle cube which projects 3D models of the 2D map that the cube is currently on.
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Figure 4.16: The AR Maps Application (continued): F) The user uses a ‘marker
placer’ cube to place down markers on points of interest by tapping a designated cube
face. G) The user uses a ‘route planner’ cube in a similar manner to the ‘marker
placer’ except the markers are connected by a route. H) The user uses a ‘distance
measure’ cube to first place down an anchor point on the map, by tapping a designated
face sensor, and then drags the cube to a desired location. The distance measure is
shown above the anchor point.

which cycles the different map functions. The ‘street viewer’ cube can then be placed
directly on the physical surface, and a 3D model of the corresponding portion of the
map will be projected above it, leveraging the cube’s affordance as a pedestal [235].
The street view can be explored by dragging the cube around the 2D map.

In addition to the map controls shown in Figure 4.15, there are various other
functions that can be added. For example, map rotation could be achieved by using a
cube as a ‘dial’ on the physical surface. Similar to the AR Workspace ‘area definer’,
different map shapes, sizes, and types can also be explored, such as topographical
maps. The projected WIM model using the ‘street viewer’ cubic tool can also be
treated as a manipulable virtual object. For instance, a proxy cube can be used to
select the WIM model projected above the ‘street viewer’ cube and then lifted out of
the map space, allowing the user to scale it and inspect it more closely.

4.6.2.2 Markers, Routes, & Distance

We further leverage a cube’s affordance to be spatially arranged [235] by allowing
users to annotate an AR map with markers, routes, and distances — shown in Figure
4.16. To do so, a handle cubic tool can be assigned as a ‘marker placer’ by cycling
through the different map functions via a swipe on a designated side face sensor. Once
assigned, the user can place the cube on a physical surface and tap the top face sensor
to place a marker on the cube’s current location, with the ability to place multiple
markers on a single map. To delete a marker, the user simply taps the top face sensor
of the ‘marker placer’ cube when it intersects with an existing marker. Although
this function operates similarly to cubic containers, it is conceptually different as the
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markers themselves are not the primary objects of interest, but rather annotations on
an object of interest. They cannot be directly manipulated, and as such, the ‘marker
placer’ cube is classified as a handle, although this functionality could also be designed
from the perspective of a container.

To further enhance the functionality of AR maps, we have a ‘route planner’ tool
that allows users to create custom routes by placing numbered markers on the map.
A cubic tool can be operated as a ‘route planner’ first by cycling to that function as
described previously. Once assigned, the ‘route planner’ cube operates similarly to
the ‘marker placer’ cube, but instead of placing markers, it creates numbered markers
that are connected by a line, forming the route. To place a route marker, the user
simply places the cube on the physical surface and taps the top face sensor. If the
cube intersects with an existing route marker, it will delete it and recalculate the
route accordingly. For example, if a route exists between markers 1, 2, and 3, and
marker 2 is removed, the route will be reformed to connect markers 1 and 3, and the
markers will be renumbered to reflect the new route.

Lastly, a cubic tool can be assigned as a ‘distance measure’ by cycling to that
function as described previously. Once assigned, a user can place the ‘distance
measure’ cube on the AR map on the physical surface and tap the top face sensor to
establish an anchor point. The cube can then be dragged around the map surface,
and a measurement line will be projected between the anchor and the cube, displaying
the calculated distance above the anchor. To make the measurement line permanent,
a user taps the top face sensor again. To remove it, a user intersects the cube with
the anchor and taps the top face sensor once more.

4.6.2.3 File Handling

Finally, an AR map can be saved and loaded, including any annotation markers or
routes, in a similar manner to the containers described previously in the AR workspace
application and in Section 4.1.2. To load a saved map, a user places the container
onto a physical surface, taps the top face sensor, and drags the cube across the surface
to the desired map size. To save a map, a user intersects the container cube with the
map and taps the top face sensor. This will create a new item within the container
and remove the map from the scene.

4.7 Discussion

Prototyping tangible objects with touch capabilities is complex, and designing for
intricate surface-based gestures is non-trivial. Additionally, 3D tracking of physical
objects in AR without computer vision is difficult to achieve and requires objects to
be instrumented. Our toolkit, TangibleTouch, addresses these challenges by providing
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an extendable and modular hardware platform, that leverages cube affordance, and a
software platform for configuring and designing tangible gesture interfaces across many
different output spaces. Designers using the toolkit can: i) design their own bespoke
sensor configurations for a cube, ii) create, train, and test in real-time a machine-
learning model for a set of surface gestures using the provided interface components,
and iii) deploy interactions to a variety of applications built in Unity.

We demonstrated how the toolkit can be expanded to include additional sensors
and microcontrollers (such as IMUs and WiFi Modules) to improve sensing capabili-
ties. Additionally, our 3D tracking approach of leveraging a combination of AR HMD
hand-tracking, computer vision, and instrumented physical objects can be extended
to include other form factors and types of objects. Future work can potentially look
to reducing the required space for the sensors so that even everyday objects could be
instrumented for tracking to further expand on opportunistic controls [156].

Focussing on the aspects of the toolkit for designing surface gestures, expert
designers can build upon the capacitive face design we introduced in the hardware
platform, to build entirely new face configurations for different or more complex
surface gestures. The TangibleTouch interface and cube configuration software can
support any number of face designs, and gestures can be trained with any sensor
configuration. To ensure accessible fabrication, we designed the toolkit components
to be produced entirely using single extrusion 3D printing.

Additionally, we show the toolkit’s ability to rapidly prototype using accessible
fabrication methods. Designers can multiplex surface gestures in a single artefact
by simply using the discrete faces inherent to the cubic form factor. The modular
nature of the cube allows for on-the-fly reconfiguration of the interaction device, ideal
for exploring a breadth of interactions during the prototyping stages of a tangible
interface. Also, the abstract nature of cubes means that any designed gestures can
often be transferrable to other, more complex tangible form factors.

Using three demonstrative applications that include a number of different sensor
configurations and surface-based gestures, we highlight the generality of interactions
supported through physically-modifiable tools. The two AR applications (AR-
Workspace and AR-Maps) demonstrate that by using the toolkit, the interaction
metaphors of virtually-modifiable cubic tools can be realised in AR. However, tool
modification as supported by the toolkit prototypes do not provide mechanisms for
physical shape change as part of an interaction, something that we explored in
the previous chapter. Instead, the cubic tools we developed are modified between
interactions and applications, allowing a cube to be repurposed to detect different
surface gestures while maintaining its shape. As a result, the concept of tool-modifying
is more complex than first anticipated, and we explore this nuance of physically-
modifiable tools further in Chapter 6 (Section 6.2.1).
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4.7.1 Building upon TangibleTouch

There is a clear avenue for future work building on the foundational elements of
TangibleTouch. Firstly, to develop more face designs in terms of capacitive sensor
configurations but also explore face surface texture, form, and colour. By using the
same modularity principles, there is potential to not only design and explore further
surface gestures, but also explore haptic experiences and output. For example, to
differentiate and communicate gesture mappings to faces or better convey desired
interactions to novice users through the materiality and affordance of a face. To
achieve this, more sophisticated fabrication approaches could be incorporated to
expand the toolkit design space further.

In terms of leveraging cube affordance in tangible interaction, our toolkit has
scratched the surface. The highly decoupled nature of the toolkit enables surface-
based gesture detection to be incorporated with additional sensing approaches or
devices such as proximity sensors and visual displays. Furthermore, our initial
characterisation of the interaction space briefly touched on the implications of
multiple cubes. The interplay between multiple interactive cubes and their utility in
collaborative tasks warrants exploration in and of itself. The cube form factor could
be condensed, by adjusting the level of instrumentation, opening up a design space
for 100s of stackable, miniaturised cubes that can be configured into new and unique
geometries. Finally, while we have evaluated TangibleTouch through demonstrative
applications [226], future work could employ different evaluation methodologies such
as case studies, a usability study, or heuristic evaluation.

4.8 Chapter Conclusion

In this chapter we explored the design of physically and virtually modifiable tools for
AR focussing on one specific form factor — cubes. We answered RQ2 and the sub-
questions by first mapping out the design space for physically and modifiable cubic
tools in AR and devised a set of interaction metaphors – proxy, container, and handle.
Accompanying this we described the potential for interaction when combining a cubic
tool and user touch gestures. Using these design spaces as a road map, we then
developed and expanded upon the TangibleTouch toolkit, enabling the fabrication of
instrumented and modifiable cubic tools. Prototypes developed by the toolkit are
capable of detecting a wide array of surface gestures. We also presented a novel 3D
tracking approach using instrumented cubes, AR HMD hand tracking, and computer
vision, something which can be applied to any instrumented object in the future. From
this chapter, there are a number of conclusions that can be drawn and opportunities
for further exploration:

Firstly, by using our TangibleTouch toolkit designers can prototype and develop
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bespoke surface-based gestures for tangible interfaces using a modular and easily
fabricated hardware platform. The provided software framework also abstracts away
complex data processing and machine learning and reduces testing complexity by
using a run-time environment to detect designed gestures in real time. Both the
hardware and software platforms are highly decoupled and extendable for expert
designers to create other capacitive face designs, incorporate additional sensors,
and implement them into any Unity-based applications — something which we
demonstrated by incorporating 3D tracking.

Secondly, our design space exploration of tools in AR and the applications
presented in this chapter give a broad overview of what interactions are possible with
the cube form factor, how a tool can be physically modified for different interactions,
how different interaction metaphors can be applied to virtually modify a tool, and
how the physical environment can be leveraged for support. Despite the examples
presented, there are a number of ways specific interactions can be designed, for
instance, 3D manipulation using gain and DoF control using the cubes, beyond what
we have already explored. Likewise, it is unclear if certain interaction designs are
better suited for the cubic tools over other designs.

Thirdly, while cubic tools have a broad range of interactions that cannot be
achieved using current state-of-the-art AR tools (hand-controllers), it is unclear if
cubic tools can perform better, the same, or worse in certain canonical AR activities
such as 3D manipulation. A clear next step is to comparatively evaluate the cubic
tools against pre-existing interaction techniques.

Finally, we found through the development of our toolkit that physically-
modifiable tools can be designed and interpreted in different ways. For example,
in chapter 3 we specifically focussed on physically-modifiable tools that shape-change
during an interaction, and instead the toolkit produces physically-modifiable tools
that are designed to be reconfigured between interactions while maintaining the same
form factor. This is something that is discussed further in Chapter 6 (Section 6.2.1).

In the next chapter, we use the prototypes we developed in this chapter to probe
variations of a specific interaction technique for precise 3D object manipulation that
we designed using cubic tools. The technique itself combines the handle and proxy
interaction metaphors discussed in this chapter and utilises some of the key benefits
of using cubic tools such as leveraging physical surfaces, regraspability, and bimanual
interaction. We explore variations of this interaction technique through empirical
study, analyse interesting behavioural phenomena around user handedness that arise
when using the technique, and finally comparatively evaluate the cubic tools against
state-of-the-art AR/VR techniques — hand-controllers.
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Chapter 5

Tool-Using

In the previous chapter we explored physically and virtually modifiable tools in AR
focussing on one form factor — cubes. We described different interaction metaphors
and surface-based gestures that can be performed with cubic tools in AR and created
a fabrication and prototyping toolkit. We then developed a number of applications
to demonstrate the validity and generality of the toolkit and showcase the interaction
metaphors in AR. After showing the breadth of interactions available for a cubic
tool, in this chapter, we explore and evaluate a specific interaction technique for
3D manipulation of virtual objects developed using the toolkit from the previous
chapter. The technique itself uses two cubic tools, one operating as a 1-to-1 spatial
proxy for a virtual object and the other as a handle operated on a physical surface
to control the control-display gain (C/D gain) between the proxy and the virtual
object. Theoretically, this allows for more efficient and precise translation, rotation,
and scaling of virtual objects in 3D over very small or large distances.

To address the final research question around Tool-Use (RQ3) How do newly
designed tools compare to existing interaction techniques and methods for Augmented
Reality? we conducted three empirical studies to explore the design and behavioural
phenomena surrounding the technique, and the technique’s performance to two
VR/AR hand-controller techniques. We begin by describing the interaction technique
in detail before introducing the first study of the chapter which compares 3 different
designs for controlling the C/D gain when using the cube interaction technique. The
next study then explores the role and influence of user handedness when operating the
interaction technique as, theoretically, a user can control how much work either hand
does when performing manipulations by increasing or decreasing the gain factor. The
final study then compares the performance of the cube technique for 3D manipulation
tasks against two techniques designed for VR/AR hand controllers as a baseline.
The tasks themselves are based on virtual object alignment, sometimes referred to
as docking tasks [72, 104, 211, 264], and range in manipulation size from very large
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(meters) to small (centimeters). In the three studies, performance is compared using a
combination of task time, accuracy, user workload/effort, and user hand movements.
Finally, we end the chapter by reflecting on the study results and discussing the
implications of our findings.

5.1 Technique Design and Implementation

To showcase how a simple form factor such as cubes can be used for complex
interactions in AR, we developed a bimanual technique using two interactive cubes
to precisely manipulate virtual objects in terms of translation, rotation, and scale.
Previous work from Buxton and Myers on bimanual manipulation found that users
were able to perform tasks in parallel and even split tasks between two hands,
demonstrating a significant performance increase over one-handed techniques [63].
Hinckley et al. further expanded on this with labour division across different input
modalities controlled by the dominant and non-dominant hands respectively [170].
For precise interactions, providing spatial constraints [155] and altering the control-
display (C/D) gain [316] are two popular approaches, with C/D gain showing a
decrease in task time and workload while maintaining precision [7, 50, 68, 375]. In
particular for virtual environments, some interactions would not even be possible
without adjusting the C/D gain [312, 334, 432]. Considering this, we set out to develop
a virtual object manipulation technique that could support precise interactions in
AR by combining the benefits of bimanual interaction, C/D gain control, and the
advantageous affordances of the cubic form factor such as surface stability and one-
handed manipulation (re-graspability. As such the technique consists of 3 parts:

1. The manipulation cube

2. The configuration cube

3. Control-Display (C/D) gain

The two cubes are designed to be operated simultaneously in separate hands with
the manipulation cube designed to be used primarily in-hand and the configuration
cube used in conjunction with a physical surface, such as a desk or table.

5.1.1 Using the Technique

To select a virtual object, the manipulation cube emits a ray that can be used to
point at the desired object which can then be selected by tapping the top sensor of
the configuration cube. Once a selection has been made the principle of the technique
is that the manipulation cube is used to directly manipulate virtual objects, with the
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Figure 5.1: The cube interaction technique for precise 3D object manipulation
consisting of a manipulation cube (MC - red) and a configuration cube (CC - blue).
A) The MC acts as a direct spatial proxy in translation and rotation, while the CC is
a rotational dial to increase and decrease the control-display gain between the MC and
the virtual object. B) The scale of the virtual object is based on the lateral movement
of the CC and the C/D gain — moving the CC away from the MC increases the virtual
object scale multiplied by the gain, and vice versa moving towards decreases the scale.
C) Is an example of how the C/D gain affects virtual object translation.

selected object mimicking the translation and rotation of the cube. The virtual object
mapping, in this case, is an exact mapping, where the movement of the physical cube
moves the virtual object a set distance at a constant rate [221]. Exact mapping for
direct manipulation in VR/AR is a fairly common approach but is limited when
moving virtual objects at room or voxel scale. In this case, an algorithm-based
mapping can be used to apply a scaling factor between the virtual object and the
physical cube to either increase the precision or reach of the user [221]. The Go-Go
interaction technique [312] is a classic example of an algorithm-based mapping where
the virtual hand of the user moves exponentially faster when the physical hand is
extended beyond a predetermined distance threshold.

In the case of our technique, we use the configuration cube to explicitly control
the gain factor while a user is moving a virtual object with the manipulation cube
which is shown in Figure 5.1. The gain factor is increased/decreased by rotating
the configuration cube while it is on a surface either clockwise or anti-clockwise in
relation to the user, similar to a dial. A gain value of 1 will result in an exact
mapping between the virtual object and manipulation cube. Increasing this value will
increase the reach of the user with physical movements resulting in larger movements
of the virtual object, decreasing this value will increase the precision of the user with
physical movements resulting in smaller movements of the virtual object. Users can
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see the gain value projected on their heads-up display.
The last spatial transformation our technique enables is object scaling, which is

achieved by a distance mapping between the configuration cube and the manipulation
cube. Since an exact mapping is not physically possible for scaling, the most common
mapping resorts to the variation in the distance between two input points [264],
employing the metaphor of ‘stretching a piece of rubber’ [428]. In the case of our
technique, the user moves the configuration cube along a physical surface away or
towards the manipulation cube to increase or decrease the virtual object scale. The
same gain factor is used for both translating and scaling a virtual object and, similar to
translating an object, a large gain value will increase a user’s reach with the movement
of the configuration cube resulting in larger amounts of scaling/shrinking of the virtual
object. Likewise, a small gain value will increase the precision of the user with physical
movements resulting in smaller amounts of scaling/shrinking of the virtual object.

Notably, the gain factor affects translating and scaling a virtual object but not
rotating. In our pilot testing, we found it much simpler to maintain the direct mapping
rather than apply the gain factor for rotation as it was less cognitively overwhelming.
Instead, we leverage the cube’s ability to be re-grasped in one hand to enable full
360-degree rotation. While using the technique, if the user needs to reposition the
configuration cube on the surface, to a more comfortable position or to do consecutive
scaling, the user can ‘clutch’ by lifting the configuration cube off the surface, move
the cube in the air, and place it back down — similar to how a desktop mouse can be
‘clutched’. Finally, after performing the manipulations, a user can deselect the virtual
object by tapping on the configuration cube’s top sensor.

5.1.2 Technique Implementation

The direct mapping of the manipulation cube to the virtual object for translational
movements is achieved using the following equation, where G denotes the gain value,
V P is the current virtual object positional vector, and MD is the difference between
the manipulation cube current and last frame positional vectors.

V P = V P − (MD ×G)

To determine whether we should scale a virtual object, we check to see whether the
configuration cube is moving and in what direction - away or towards the manipulation
cube. Algorithm 1 demonstrates how we determine whether to scale an object. First,
we threshold the Acceleration Variance, AV , of the configuration cube to see if the cube
is moving. Then, we sum the Total Displacement, TD, of the configuration cube over 4
frames by measuring the current Distance to Manipulation Cube, DMC, and the last
Distance value, LDMC. Next, we threshold the TD to see if the configuration cube
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Algorithm 1 Scaling a Virtual Object

1: for 4frames do
2: if AV >= AV Threshold then
3: TD+ = DMC − LDMC
4: if TD <= TowardThreshold then
5: V OS+ = SF ∗G
6: else if TD >= AwayThreshold then
7: V OS− = SF ∗G
8: end if
9: end if
10: end for

is moving away or towards the manipulation cube to finally increment or decrement
the Virtual Object Scale V OS by a Scale Factor SF multiplied by the gain.

5.1.3 Control-Display Gain Factor Design

While we have discussed the mapping between the manipulation cube and the virtual
object, we also have to consider the mapping of the configuration cube’s movement to
the control of the gain factor. This can be designed in a number of ways and we chose
three different gain control designs based on related work and common interaction
metaphors. The different designs are shown in Figure 5.2.

5.1.3.1 Absolute

The first gain mapping (Figure 5.2-A) is calculated based on the angular displacement
of the configuration cube from an original calibrated directional vector. The angular
displacement, AD, is measured between a directional vector at the calibrated rotation
and the same directional vector from the current rotation of the cube, with this
displacement value mapping directly to a gain value, G. G.MIN and G.MAX
represents the smallest and largest value the gain factor can be, with AD.MIN and
AD.MAX represents the angular displacement values that correspond to G.MIN
and G.MAX.

G =
G.MIN + (G.MAX −G.MIN)

(AD.MAX − AD.MIN)× (AD − AD.MIN)

5.1.3.2 Acceleration

The second gain mapping (Figure 5.2-B) is calculated based on the angular velocity
of a directional vector from the configuration cube. The directional vector’s angular
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Figure 5.2: The three different gain designs for the cube interaction technique. A)
Absolute gain — the cube’s rotation is mapped to a specific gain value. B Acceleration
& Adaptive gain — The cube’s rotational acceleration is mapped to the gain, the larger
the acceleration the bigger the gain increase/decrease. C Adaptive gain — Inspired
by the Go-Go interaction technique [312], the distance of the user’s hand from their
chest multiplies the gain factor. If their hand is beyond the thresholdDT the resulting
gain value increases exponentially.

velocity, V AV , is measured between the current and previous frame of IMU data,
with the angular velocity mapping directly to a gain value, G. Similar to Absolute
gain, G.MIN and G.MAX represents the smallest and largest value the gain factor
can be, with V.MIN and V.MAX represents the vector angular velocity values that
correspond to G.MIN and G.MAX.

G = G+

(
G.MIN + (G.MAX −G.MIN)

(V.MAX − V.MIN)× (V AV − V.MIN)

)
5.1.3.3 Adaptive

The third gain mapping (Figure 5.2-B & C) is calculated in the exact same manner
as the Acceleration gain, using the angular velocity of a directional vector V AV from
the configuration cube to the Acceleration gain. The factor, GGF , is calculated using
the distance of the manipulation cube to the center of the user’s chest DC, a distance
threshold from the user’s chest DT , and a base factor F . The result of this is that the
gain increases exponentially as the manipulation cube moves further from the distance
threshold DT . We designed the adaptive gain this way due to behaviour we observed
from users during internal testing and the design of the manipulation technique. To
move a virtual object a large distance, a user will first increase the gain rapidly using
one hand on the configuration cube and then move the manipulation cube with the
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other hand pushing the virtual object as far as they can reach. Then, if they have not
reached the target, they will ’clutch’ by decreasing the gain down to zero and moving
the manipulation cube and their arm back to a comfortable position. Finally, they can
increase the gain once more to continue moving the virtual object. The key aspect
of this gain design is that we assume once a user’s arm is stretched out, they will
want to freeze the object in place as quickly as possible to more readily return to a
comfortable position. As such, once the user’s arm is extended over a certain distance
threshold, the same rotational movement of the configuration cube will increase and
decrease the gain more rapidly as opposed to the user’s arm being close to their body.

G = G+

(
G.MIN + (G.MAX −G.MIN)

(V.MAX − V.MIN)× (V AV − V.MIN)

)
+GGF

GGF = DC + (F × (DC −DT )2

5.2 Study 1: Gain Techniques User Study

To get a better understanding of how accurately and efficiently users can manipulate
virtual objects in terms of translation, rotation, and scale we did a preliminary study
using the three different gain designs: absolute, acceleration, and adaptive. The study
involved users completing a series of virtual object ‘docking’ tasks [72, 104, 211, 264]
where a virtual object is aligned to an identical target virtual object that differs in
translation, rotation, and scale. The same virtual model of the Stanford bunny [356]
described in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.1 was used for this study to ensure that there were
sufficient features on the model for participants to understand the docking/alignment
they had to perform by simply looking at their controlled virtual object and the target.

This study was also used as an opportunity to inform our two other study
designs (described in Section 5.3 and 5.4), further refining the interaction technique,
identifying any interesting participant behaviour using the technique, and elucidating
additional AR interface elements to aid task completion. In particular, we want
to understand how the 3 gain designs perform compared to one another across a
number of small and large manipulations in terms of the positional accuracy, rotational
accuracy, scaling accuracy, and task time. Additionally, we quantify the amount of
hand movement and hand rotation for all tasks to understand how different gain
designs affect how much users move their hands while using the technique. Finally,
we recorded participants’ perceived workload for each gain design using NASA-TLX.

We recruited 6 participants (4 identified as male and 2 female) with an age of 25-34
(mean: 28.5, SD: 3.15). 4 participants had used VR and AR head-mounted displays
occasionally, while 2 participants reported daily use. 5 participants were right-handed
and 1 participant was ambidextrous. The study followed a within-subject design with
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the gain technique, translation size, scale size, and rotation size as factors. For the
gain technique there were 3 levels (absolute, acceleration, andadaptive), 2 levels for
target translation size (small = 10-99cm and large = 100-250cm), 2 levels for target
scale size (small = 30-50cm and large = 70-90cm), and 2 levels for target rotation size
(small = 0-50◦ and large = 70-180◦). The chosen values and ranges for translation,
scale, and rotation were motivated by a number of factors. Firstly, the small and large
ranges are primarily characterised by being within or beyond comfortable reaching
distance. For example, small and large rotations were configured to be within and
beyond comfortable wrist rotation [73], with small and large translation and scaling
configured to be within and beyond the average human reach [174]. We wanted to
first see if the gain function is being leveraged by participants when targets are within
and beyond reaching distance.

For rotation specifically, we wanted to observe if participants would re-grasp the
cube in hand (only using one hand) while aligning to a target — leveraging one of the
key advantages of the device’s form factor. Finally, we look at the interaction between
the gain technique and the size of manipulation the participants were performing to
see if there was an impact on alignment speed or accuracy. The order of conditions was
permuted using a counterbalanced Latin square design, with the target values being
randomised with their specified ranges. For example, for a small scale, rotation, and
translation the target could be 50cm distance, 40cm larger, and 45 degrees rotated
compared to the control object. Whether a target scale was bigger or smaller than
the control object was randomly chosen and the target rotation was altered in all 3
Euler axes. As a result, there were a total of 2 × 2 × 2 × 3 = 24 permutations with
one set of repetitions for a total of 48 trials per participant (48×6 = 288 total trials).

5.2.1 Apparatus, Tasks, and Procedure

The study was conducted with the HTC Vive Pro equipped with the Zed Mini video
see-through AR camera, 60hz, resolution 2560 x 720, FOV 90° horizontal, 60° vertical,
and 100° diagonal max. The study space consisted of a large enclosed tracking space
using the HTC Vive Lighthouses and a waist-height table for participants to use the
interactive cubes on. Participants remained seated at the table throughout the study
and their hands were fitted with two HTC Vive Trackers. Two interactive cubes were
used for this portion of the study and were calibrated using fiducial markers to the
Vive tracking setup prior to the study, with the capacitive sensor calibrated while the
cube is at rest on the table surface. The interactive cubes used in the study are as
described in the previous chapter (Section 4.5). Participants were free to decide how
to arrange the cubes in their hands before the study, but were asked to maintain their
handedness arrangement throughout the study — for example, the manipulation cube
in the dominant hand. Data from the interactive cube’s IMU and capacitive sensors
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Figure 5.3: The setup used in all three studies. The left image shows the room and
equipment setup. A) The two cubic tools used to perform the cube 3D manipulation
technique. B) The Vive hand trackers that the participants wore. C) The HTC Vive
Pro Eye headset is equipped with the Zed Mini video see-through camera. The middle
image shows the participant’s perspective during a trial. D) The target virtual object
the participant hand to align the control object with (F). E) The visual cue text to
aid a participant with the alignment task. G) The gain visualiser on the participant’s
heads-up display. The speed-o-meter visual was used in Study 2 and Study 3, but
only the text was shown in Study 1. The right image is a user during a mock trial.

and head and hands position/rotation were recorded at a sample rate of 60hz inside
Unity. Before conducting the study with participants, internal pilot testing was first
used to decide the parameter values for the different gain techniques. Figure 5.3
shows the study setup along with the participant’s perspective whilst wearing the
HMD. For all three gain designs the gain minimum value is G.MIN = 0.01 and the
gain maximum G.MAX = 18.0.

Absolute Gain: The angular displacement minimum AD.MIN = −20.0◦ and the
angular displacement maximum AD.MAX = 270◦.

Acceleration Gain: The velocity of the directional vector minimum V.MIN =
0.6◦/s and the maximum V.MAX = 53◦/s.

Adaptive Gain: The same values for V.MIN and V.MAX are used as in the
acceleration gain. For the centre of the chest, DC, we measure from the
point 15cm below the HMD position. The value for DT is chosen as 2

3
of

the participant’s arm length, typically 30-35cms, and the factor F = 1.

To test our three different gain designs, participants performed a series of
alignment tasks inspired by similar previous work in AR manipulations [111] and
docking tasks [104]. During a task, participants are shown two versions of the same
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virtual object and instructed to align the grey object (a control object which they
manipulate with the cubes) over the blue transparent object (the target). Control
objects were always automatically selected for the participant at the start of a trial.
We included several cues to aid with alignment and placement, shown in Figure 5.3,
that were projected next to the target object displaying the distance, scale difference,
and angular distance between the control object and the target. The visual cue text
would start to turn green from white once the control object is within a distance of
20cm, an angular difference of 20◦, and a scale difference of 20cm. For this study,
we applied self-defined termination of the task, something which is often applied [38,
76, 111], as we wanted to characterise the ceiling of accuracy. As such participants
were instructed to align the control object as close to the target as possible, with a
secondary objective to be as quick as possible.

Prior to the study, participants completed a basic demographics form, followed
by a 10-minute induction to the study, AR system, and cube interaction techniques.
Participants would then perform 3 sessions of trials, 16 trials per session, with 1 session
for each gain technique. Before starting a session of trials with a gain technique,
participants were given 5-10 minutes of test trials to become accustomed to the
interaction and gain control technique. During the test trials, participants were
instructed to decide on a particular handedness arrangement — i.e. manipulation
cube in their dominant hand and configuration cube in the other — which they had
to maintain throughout the actual trials. There were opportunities to take breaks
between sessions and between individual trials. During a trial, participants would
perform an alignment and instruct the experimenter once they were satisfied with
their accuracy to end the trial. Each trial was capped in terms of time to 90 seconds,
at which point the trial would automatically end. Upon completion of a session,
participants were asked to complete the provided NASA-TLX form and share their
thoughts with the experimenter on the gain technique they had just used.

5.2.2 Study 1 Results

The measures for this study were task time, positional accuracy, rotational accuracy,
scale accuracy, hand movement and rotation, and perceived workload and usability.
The analysis was performed with a four-way repeated measures ANOVA (α = 0.05)
with Gain Technique, Translation Size, Rotation Size, and Scale Size as independent
variables. QQ plots were used to validate the normality of the data. If the
assumption of Sphereicity was violated as shown with Mauchly’s test, Greenhouse-
Geisser corrected values were used for analysis. In the case of significant results,
Bonferroni-corrected posthoc tests were used. Effect sizes are reported as partial eta
squared (η2p). RAW NASA-TLX scores were analysed using Friedman tests and, in the
case of significant results, Bonferroni-corrected Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used
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Figure 5.4: The mean task time in seconds of each gain technique. n = 6

for posthoc analysis. Temporal filtering was used to remove outlier trials which we
define as trials that exceeded the 90-second cap for completion. In total, 40 trials were
discarded (13.89%) and after outlier filtering only 3 of the 144 cells had missing values
for the four-way repeated measures ANOVA. These missing values were replaced with
the maximum value over all participants for each measurement: task time, positional
accuracy, rotational accuracy, scale accuracy, hand movement, and hand rotation.
Any additional significant outliers identified in SPSS were winsorized.

5.2.2.1 Task Time

To understand how quickly participants could align a control object to a target using
the cube interaction technique and to understand if the gain technique influenced the
efficiency of alignment, we measured the task time for participants to complete an
alignment. Task time is measured from the start of the trial to the moment when
participants are satisfied with their alignment and instruct the experimenter to end
the trial. The results found no significant 4-way, 3-way, or 2-way interactions between
any of the conditions when measuring task time. Likewise, there were no significant
differences in task time between the 3 different gain techniques (F (2, 10) = .120,
p > .05, η2p = .024). Absolute gain had the lowest average task time (M = 52.79,
SD = 2.02), followed by Acceleration gain (M = 53.83, SD = 2.91), and Adaptive
gain (M = 54.368, SD = 1.97). However, there was a significant main effect of
translation size: small (10-99cm) and large (100-250cm) translation (F (1, 5) = 7.443,
p < .05, η2p = .598). On further inspection, small translations were significantly faster
(M = 49.22, SD = 0.63) than large translations (M = 58.1, SD = 2.95). However,
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the same effect was not observed for different rotation sizes (F (1, 5) = 1.365, p > .05,
η2p = .214) or scale sizes (F (1, 5) = .628, p > .05, η2p = .112).

5.2.2.2 Accuracy

To understand the alignment accuracy participants could achieve using the cube
techniques and to understand if the gain design influenced alignment accuracy, we
took 3 different measures: positional, rotational, and scale difference. The positional
difference is measured as the distance, in centimeters, between the control object’s
point of origin to the target’s point of origin. The rotational difference is measured
as the angular difference, in degrees, between the control object’s rotation and the
target’s rotation. Scale difference is measured as the difference in scale magnitude, in
centimeters, between the control object and the target.

The results found no significant 4-way, 3-way, or 2-way interactions between any
of the conditions when measuring positional differences. Likewise there were no
significant main effects in positional difference between the 3 different gain techniques
(F (2, 10) = .203, p > .05, η2p = .039). Acceleration gain and Adaptive gain
had the lowest average positional difference (Acceleration, M = 4.2cm, SD = .5-
Adaptive, M = 4.2cm, SD = .6), followed by Absolute gain (M = 4.4cm, SD = .7).
However there was a significant main effect for translation size: small (10-99cm) and
large (100-250cm) translation (F (1, 5) = 14.843, p < .05, η2p = .864). Participants
were significantly more positionally accurate in small translations (M = 3cm,
SD = .3) versus large translations (M = 5.5cm, SD = .8).

For rotational difference, the results found no significant 4-way or 3-way inter-
actions between the conditions, but a significant 2-way interaction was found for
GainTechnique × RotationSize (F (2, 10) = 4.930, p < .05, η2p = .670). However
pairwise comparison showed no significant simple effects between the different gain
techniques or rotation sizes. There were no significant main effects for different gain
techniques on rotational difference: absolute (M = 6.67◦, SD = .899), acceleration
(M = 5.82◦, SD = .791), and adaptive (M = 5.89◦, SD = .511).

For scale accuracy, the results found a significant 4-way interaction between the
conditions (F (2, 10) = 4.995, p < .05, η2p = .500). On further inspection, there
were significant simple effects for scale accuracy for the Acceleration and Adaptive
gain techniques, specifically when comparing different sizes of manipulations. For the
Acceleration gain small translations differences were significantly more accurate
when aligning scale than large translation differences, and likewise small rotations
were significantly more accurate than large rotations. However, interestingly the
inverse was true for rotation size with the Adaptive gain, with large rotation
differences being significantly more accurate than small rotation when aligning scale.
This was only prevalent for manipulations that had exactly small scale and small
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(a) The mean position alignment accuracy
of each gain technique in meters.

(b) The mean rotation alignment accuracy
of each gain technique in degrees.

(c) The mean scale alignment accuracy of
each gain technique in meters.

Figure 5.5: The mean alignment accuracy of each gain technique for position (Figure
5.5a), rotation (Figure 5.5b), and scale (Figure 5.5c). n = 6

translation differences. The results showed no significant main effect in scale accuracy
for the 3 different gain techniques (F (2, 10) = .278, p > .05, η2p = .053): Absolute
(M = 3.1cm, SD = .5), Acceleration (M = 3.0cm, SD = .4), and Adaptive
(M = 2.8cm, SD = .2).

5.2.2.3 Movement, Workload, and Usability

To understand how different gain techniques influenced physical movement, user
workload, and usability we measured the total physical hand movement and rotation of
both hands using the hand-mounted Vive trackers and recorded participant’s NASA-
TLX scores for each technique. We define total hand movement as the total distance
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(a) The mean hand movement of each gain
technique in meters.

(b) The mean hand rotation of each gain
technique in meters.

(c) The mean RAW NASA-TLX workload
value for each gain technique.

Figure 5.6: The mean user movement and workload. n = 6

the hands moved during a trial in meters, and total hand rotation as the tallied
rotational movement of both hands during a trial in degrees. While these measures
give an indication of physical movement, we stress that these are not objective
measures of physical fatigue but rather a measure to compare with the self-reported
workload in the NASA-TLX.

For total hand movement, the results found no significant 4-way, 3-way, or 2-
way interactions between any of the conditions involving the gain techniques and,
likewise, there were no significant main effects between the 3 different techniques
(F (2, 10) = 1.378, p > .05, η2p = .216). Acceleration gain had the highest average
hand movement (M = 2.125m, SD = .170), followed by Absolute gain (M =
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1.968m, SD = .085), and then Adaptive gain (M = 1.861m, SD = .74). However,
there was a significant main effect for different translation sizes (F (1, 5) = 23.999, p <
.05, η2p = .828), with large translations involving significantly more hand movement
(M = 2.235m, SD = .107) than small translations (M = 1.734m, SD = .067).

For total hand rotation, we found no significant 4-way, 3-way, or 2-way interactions
between any of the conditions involving the gain techniques and, likewise, there were
no significant main effects between the 3 different techniques (F (2, 10) = 2.035, p >
.05, η2p = .289). However, there was a significant main effect for different translation
sizes (F (1, 5) = 10.686, p < .05, η2p = .681) and rotation sizes (F (1, 5) = 10.706, p <
.05, η2p = .682). Large translations involved significantly more hand rotation (M =
1641.155◦, SD = 101.205) than small translations (M = 1311.728◦, SD = 42.272),
with the same being observed for large rotations (M = 1546.244◦, SD = 67.458)
versus small rotations (M = 1406.639◦, SD = 57.544).

Friedman tests using the RAWNASA-TLX workload metric revealed no significant
differences between the 3 different gain techniques for the overall workload (χ2(2, N =
6) = .333, p > .05). Additionally, there were no significant differences for Mental
Demand (χ2(2, N = 6) = .5.778, p > .05), Physical Demand (χ2(2, N = 6) = 2,
p > .05), Temporal Demand (χ2(2, N = 6) = .818, p > .05), Performance (χ2(2, N =
6) = 2.7, p > .05), Effort (χ2(2, N = 6) = 1.238, p > .05), or Frustration (χ2(2, N =
6) = .381, p > .05).

5.2.2.4 Trial Observations and Participant Strategy

Based on observations in the trial, we further investigated individual trials to elucidate
participants’ strategies to the manipulation tasks when using the cube technique
as well as differences in operating the different gain techniques. Participants were
observed adopting a general approach when using the cube technique to move virtual
objects to a target which consisted of planning, moving, refining, reassessing, and
correcting. An example of this strategy is shown in a trial by P3 in Figure 5.7a. The
four different phases of the strategy are defined as:

• Planning Phase: Participants take time to compare the target and the control
object and decide on initial movements for position, rotation, and scale.

• Movement Phase: Participants enact on their plan to align the two objects. This
is characterised by large decreases in the distance, angular difference, and scale
difference between the control object and the target. The order and manner in
which these movements occur is dependent on the target and the participant’s
approach. Generally, there are two approaches to the movement — synchronous
and asynchronous, described below. In cases where the control object is already
close to the target for a given type of manipulation, the movement phase is
skipped and the participant goes straight to refinement.
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(a) A typical participant strategy (P3)
to the alignment tasks. Object manip-
ulation consists of a planning phase, a
synchronous movement phase for all 3
manipulations, a segmented refinement
phase, and finally a correction phase to
complete the alignment.

(b) An example trial from P3 of using the
gain to clutch the control object while
moving. 1) The user increases the gain
rapidly. 2) The user begins a large
translation to the target. 3) The control
object reaches the target. 4) The user
reduces the gain and adjusts their posture
for comfort. 5) The gain is increased once
more for refinement.

(c) An example of how different ma-
nipulations can affect each other. A)
P1 is attempting to align the rotation
of the control object but is affecting
the position. B) P1 realises this and
compensates by reducing the gain to not
cause a further change in position. C) P1
continues aligning the rotation.

(d) An example from a P5’s trial using
the adaptive gain technique. Changing
the scale of the virtual object uninten-
tionally decreases and increases the gain
factor.

Figure 5.7: Trial data from different participants. a) shows a typical strategy for the
alignment task. b) shows a participant moving and clutching the control object. c)
shows one manipulation affecting the accuracy of another. d) shows an example of
scaling the control object affecting the gain factor.
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(a) Asynchronous movement of aligning the
control object to the target.1. The user
adjusts the scale to the target size. 2. The
control object is moved toward the target.
3. The rotations are aligned. This is
followed by segmented refinement for first
scale and then rotation.

(b) Synchronous movement of the object
in translation, rotation, and scale. 1.
Manipulations are started and aligned over
time simultaneously, 2. the rotation is
aligned first, 3. followed by the distance, 4.
and then scale. This is followed by a period
of segmented refinement — mostly rotation.

Figure 5.8: Two example trials, P2 (left) and P5 (right), showing Asynchronous and
Synchronous movement of a control object using the cube technique.

• Refinement Phase: This phase typically succeeds the movement phase after a
large set of changes have been made to the control object’s position, rotation,
and/or scale. Refinement is characterised by small manipulations of the control
object over a longer period of time. This phase is usually heavily segmented
with participants focussing on one type of manipulation at a time.

• Correction Phase: While reassessment occurs throughout the alignment of the
control object, the correction phase requires reassessment to recover from errors
induced by the refinement phase. Due to the refinement phase being heavily
segmented, participants can sometimes induce errors in one type of manipulation
while performing another. For example, if trying to refine the object position,
a participant may unintentionally rotate the object.

While these were the general behaviours we observed during the study, not every
strategy matched with Figure 5.7a. Some Participants would perform movements for
a manipulation, e.g. translation, then refine this before moving on to the next large
movement. However, this would sometimes be costly in terms of efficiency as the
subsequent large movements would induce errors in previously refined manipulations.
Figure 5.7c shows an example of how adjusting rotation impacted translation during
a movement if the gain factor is too high.
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Figure 5.9: Left shows asynchronous movement - (1.) rotation, (2.) position, and (3.)
scale. This is then followed by synchronous refinement (4.) of position and rotation
which is shown in more detail on the right. The user then refines the scale (5.)

Participants using the ’clutching’ behaviour (shown in Figure 5.7b) were universal.
This is a behaviour that came up in testing and something that we designed the
adaptive gain to streamline. This clutching is characterised by an initial large increase
of the gain, followed by a large manipulation of the object in either translation or scale
to better match the target. Once the desired position or scale is achieved the gain is
then rapidly decreased to ’freeze’ the object in place. The user can then readopt a
more comfortable position and plan for the refinement step. The gain is then steadily
increased slightly while a refinement manipulation is performed. As mentioned, there
were different variations of the movement phase observed shown in Figure 5.8:

• Asynchronous Movement : Each type of manipulation movement (translation,
rotation, and scale) are started and completed before moving on to the next
manipulation. Figure 5.8a shows how a scale movement is completed, followed
by a positional movement, followed by a rotational movement.

• Synchronous Movement : Each manipulation movement is started simultane-
ously and may/may not be completed simultaneously. Figure 5.8b shows
positional, rotational, and scale movement started simultaneously but ended
at different times depending on the alignment to the target. The refinement
phase is still segmented.

These different movement approaches were not always mutually exclusive. Figure
5.9 shows a participant using a combination of synchronous and asynchronous
movement at different times during an alignment. One observation of an unintended
interaction prevalent in the adaptive and acceleration gain techniques is that scaling
an object would occasionally alter the gain and vice versa (see Figure 5.7d).
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5.2.3 Study 1 Discussion

The key results to inform the subsequent studies are that the expected task time
would be between 52-55 seconds, the expected positional accuracy (approximately)
would be 4cm, the expected rotational accuracy would be 6◦, and the expected
scale accuracy would be 3cm. The study results demonstrate that the different
gain technique designs did not have a significant impact on the overall efficiency
and accuracy of the cube technique when performing virtual object manipulations.

Reflecting on the significant results, translation size had a significant impact on
task time, hand movement, and hand rotation. This implies that while having access
to gain control does allow for larger translations more quickly with less effort, it does
not equalise the required time and effort of the user between targets that are ‘within’
and ‘outside’ of the user’s reach. Translation size also impacted positional accuracy,
with larger translations being significantly less accurate. This could mean that the
visual cues guiding the alignment displayed at the side of the target might need to
be improved to equalise positional accuracy when the target is more difficult to see.
A counterpoint to this is that translation size did not have a significant effect on
scale or rotational accuracy. Instead, this significant difference might indicate that
there is decreased positional accuracy as the target distance increases when using
the cube technique, which could be accounted for with interface elements such as
improved visual cues or object ‘snapping’. Interestingly rotation size did not have any
significant effect on task time or rotational accuracy which could be a consequence of
the cube providing re-graspability — the ability to orientate the cube using one hand.
On the other hand, while there was not significantly more hand movement there was
significantly more hand rotation for targets with larger rotational differences. This
suggests that while re-graspability helps maintain rotational accuracy across different
target orientations, it does not equalise the amount of physical hand rotation.

Considering scale accuracy, the acceleration and adaptive techniques had signif-
icantly worse accuracy for certain target conditions, but the same was not true for
absolute gain. This could be a consequence of the unintended interactions when scaling
an object which was observed in some of the trials when using the acceleration and
adaptive gain. Figure 5.7d shows how the gain could change while scaling an object,
but also vice versa was observed. In some cases when participants would rapidly
increase or decrease the gain, the scale of the virtual object would unintentionally be
changed. This could be due to users accidentally moving the cube along the surface
while rotating it rapidly, which the system falsely detected as a ‘scale’ motion. It could
be beneficial to decouple the scale and gain functions more for the cube technique,
however, this issue was less prevalent in the absolute technique. The fact that both
acceleration and adaptive gain rely on the cube’s angular acceleration could mean
that this unintended interaction is more prevalent using these techniques. As such for
acceleration and adaptive gain, it could be that a more sophisticated implementation
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is required rather than simply thresholding the cube’s angular acceleration.
Another interesting result is that larger target scale sizes did not have a significant

impact on task time, accuracy, or physical movement. This implies that the gain
control is working as intended for different target scale sizes, equalising the required
time and physical movement while maintaining accuracy. However, the range of
scale sizes we explored was limited (30cm - 90cm). To better understand the
efficacy of the cube technique at scaling virtual objects, more scale sizes could be
tested. Furthermore, as per the NASA-TLX results, the gain techniques did not have
significantly different perceived workloads. We can infer that the specific design of
the gain control does not influence the overall workload of the manipulation tasks.
Additionally, the added complexity of the adaptive gain technique — utilising the
distance of the manipulation cube from the user — did not result in higher mental
demand but equally did not yield significantly less perceived physical demand. While
not significant, it is notable that the adaptive gain did have lower mean hand
movement than the other two techniques. The ‘clutching’ behaviour observed during
developmental testing was widely observed in the study (Figure 5.7b), which means
the adaptive design was not unfounded just not significantly beneficial.

Despite the lack of significant results for the three gain techniques, several
participants provided verbal feedback on their experience with some of the techniques.
P1, P4, and P6 expressed sentiments of the adaptive gain being ‘too confusing’. P2
mentioned that they “didn’t notice the difference” between acceleration and adaptive
gain. Finally, P1 commented that the acceleration gain felt ‘less precise for controlling
the gain’ than the other two techniques. Additionally, most participants felt that the
current textual representation of the gain factor on the HUD did not convey the gain
value or the impact it would have on the control object clearly enough. Participants
suggested something more visual that can be registered easily in the periphery and
be understood at a glance such as a ‘speed-o-meter’ or ‘power-bar’.

5.3 Study 2: Handedness using the Technique

The dominant hand has been established as more proficient in fine motor movements
[11, 58, 268]. Typically in bimanual actions, the dominant hand is specialised for
planning and controlling limb trajectory [329], with the non-dominant hand having
advantages in force compensation and preserving posture [26]. Hand laterality is
at its greatest in bimanual actions that require fine motor control, such as writing,
with the non-dominant hand playing a supportive role [144]. Various studies have
also shown that during symmetric bimanual actions with unilateral fatigue, task
performance can be maintained with the non-fatigued hand compensating for the
fatigued hand regardless of handedness [116, 160]. In Virtual Environments, as in the
physical world, the hands are used both symmetrically and asymmetrically depending
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on the interaction mechanisms. For controller-based interaction, the most common
interaction method using physical objects, both hands are designed to be tethered to
the controllers holding them continuously while in the Virtual Environment. This is
a limiting factor for prolonged and/or precise interactions. During actions, there is
no opportunity for one hand to physically support the other leading to simultaneous
fatigue of both hands.

Considering this there are two distinct advantages to the cube interaction
technique. Firstly, the configuration cube is designed to be operated on a physical
surface providing spatial stability during the interaction. This means that a user can
manipulate the gain or scale of an object to a desired value with one hand, then switch
tasks with the same hand while the configuration cube retains its state. This allows the
user to switch between asymmetric and symmetric bimanual actions on the fly. The
second key advantage is that the required precision of the hand using the manipulation
cube can be altered on demand by adjusting the C/D gain. This is useful during
complex manipulation tasks that require precision, but also useful for distributing
the physical labour of both hands while maintaining the handedness arrangement
during an interaction. For example, for prolonged interaction the hand using the
manipulation cube will fatigue over time and precision will inevitably degrade. This
can be mitigated by manipulating the gain factor and altering the required precision
of the fatiguing hand.

With both these physical and virtual factors to aid with the distribution of labour,
we theorise that the handedness arrangement should not impact task performance
using the cube technique. For example, if the less precise non-dominant hand is using
the manipulation cube the required amount of physical movement and precision can
be controlled and compensated for by the dominant hand using the configuration
cube. This is the case for translation and scaling tasks but not rotational tasks as
there is a 1-to-1 mapping of the manipulation cube’s orientation to the virtual object.
It is also unclear if users will prefer a particular handedness arrangement or if user
strategy will change due to the hands having naturally asymmetric roles in bimanual
actions. To gain a better understanding of the interaction between the cube technique
and handedness, we conducted a task-based behavioural study to answer these two
sub-questions:

• Does handedness using the Cube Technique affect task performance?

• Do Users have a preferred handedness arrangement for the Cube Technique?

Similar to the previous study in Section 5.2, we compare handedness arrangements
across a number of small and large virtual object manipulation tasks in AR. As in
Section 5.2, the study involved users completing a series of virtual object ‘docking’
tasks [72, 104, 211, 264] where a virtual object is aligned to an identical target
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virtual object that differs in translation, rotation, and scale. Once again, we used the
same low-poly Stanford bunny virtual model [356]. To measure task performance we
record task time, total hand movement and hand rotation, and participant’s perceived
workload through NASA-TLX. We recorded participants’ handedness preference, if
there was one, and the reasoning behind their preference. Finally, we recorded both
physical and virtual object positions for each trial to posthoc visualise participants’
approach to aligning a virtual object over time using the cubes.

We recruited 10 participants (7 identified as male, 3 as female) with an age
range of 22-40 (M = 30.5, SD = 6.1). 7 participants had used VR or AR
HMDs occasionally, 1 participant reported weekly use, 1 reported daily use, and
1 participant had never used VR or AR HMDs before. 9 participants were right-
handed and 1 participant was left-handed. The study followed a within-subject
design with the handedness arrangement, translation size, scale size, and rotation
size as factors. For the handedness arrangement, there were 2 levels: Manipulation
cube in the dominant hand andManipulation cube in the non-dominant hand. The
same levels for the target translation size, rotation size, and scale size were used as
in the pilot study: smalltranslation = 10-99cm and largetranslation = 100-250cm,
smallrotation = 0-50◦ and largerotation = 70-180◦, and smallscale = 30-50cm
and largescale = 70-90cm. The chosen values and ranges for translation, scale, and
rotation were motivated by the same factors in the pilot study — manipulations
within and beyond comfortable reach — to encourage the use of the gain function
during the study. The order of conditions was permuted using a counterbalanced
Latin square design, with the target values being randomised with their specified
ranges in the same manner as the pilot study. As a result, there were a total of
2× 2× 2× 2 = 16 permutations with one set of repetitions for a total of 32 trials per
participant (32× 10 = 320 total trials).

5.3.1 Apparatus, Tasks, and Procedure

The study was conducted with the same apparatus described in Section 5.2 using
an HTC Vive Pro equipped with the Zed Mini video see-through AR camera, 60hz,
resolution 2560 x 720, FOV 90° horizontal, 60° vertical, 100° diagonal max. The
same study space was used — a large enclosed tracking space using the HTC Vive
Lighthouses and a waist-height table for participants to use the interactive cubes on
(shown in Figure 5.3). Participants’ hands were fitted with two HTC Vive trackers.
Two interactive cubes were used for this portion of the study and were calibrated using
fiducial markers to the Vive tracking setup prior to the study, with the capacitive
sensor calibrated while the cube is at rest on the table surface. The interactive
cubes used in the study are as described in Chapter 4 Section 4.5. Data from the
interactive cube’s IMU and capacitive sensors and head and hands position/rotation
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were recorded at a sample rate of 60hz inside Unity. For this study, we updated
the Heads-Up display and added a speed-o-meter style visualisation for the Gain
factor (see Figure 5.3). We decided to use the Absolute gain design based on the
results from our gain technique study (described in Section 5.2) and adjusted the
minimum and maximum gain values to G.MIN = 0.01 and G.MAX = 20.0. We also
constrained the handedness of participants for this study so that once a handedness
arrangement was assigned, participants were not allowed to use both hands on either
of the cubes — only the assigned hands.

Participants performed a series of alignment tasks in the same manner as the
previous study. During a task, participants are shown two versions of the same virtual
object and instructed to align the grey object (a control object which they manipulate
with the cubes) over the blue transparent object (the target). Control objects were
always automatically selected for the participant at the start of a trial. For this
study, we applied automatic termination of a trial based on the pilot study results
and the mean accuracy of users with the technique. A trial would be successfully
completed and terminated by the system once the control object was aligned to the
target object within 4cm positional difference, 6◦ rotational difference, and 3cm scale
difference. The trial would be also be terminated if participants exceeded 90 seconds.
As such participants were instructed to align the control object as close to the target
as possible, with a secondary objective to be as quick as possible. We included the
same visual cues to aid with alignment and placement which were projected next to
the target displaying the distance, scale difference, and angular difference between
the target and the control object (see Figure 5.3). The visual cues start to turn green
once the control object is within a distance of 20cm, an angular difference of 20◦,
and a scale difference of 20cm. The visual cues were the most saturated when at the
minimum alignment values for position, rotation, and scale.

Prior to the study, participants completed a basic demographics form followed
by a 10-minute induction to the study, AR system, and cube interaction technique.
Participants would perform 2 sessions of trials, 16 trials per session, with 1 session for
each handedness arrangement. Before starting a session of trials, participants were
given as much time to practice the technique and tasks as they needed to become
accustomed to the technique. Participants were free to take breaks between sessions
and individual trials if necessary. Upon finishing a session participants were asked to
complete the provided NASA-TLX form for that handedness arrangement. After both
sessions participants completed a preference questionnaire to share their thoughts on
their preferred handedness arrangement if they had one.
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5.3.2 Study 2 Results

The measures for this study were task time, hand movement, hand rotation, and
perceived workload and usability. We did not record alignment accuracy as trials
were automatically terminated by the system once the control object was within
4cm positional difference, 3cm scale difference, and 6◦ rotational difference. The
analysis was performed with a four-way repeated measures ANOVA (α = 0.05) with
Handedness (Manipulation cube in dominant vs. non-dominant hand), Translation
Size, Rotation Size, and Scale Size as independent variables. QQ plots were used
to validate the normality of the data. If the assumption of Sphereicity was violated
as shown with Mauchly’s test, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected values were used for
analysis. In the case of significant results, Bonferroni-corrected posthoc tests were
used. Effect sizes are reported as partial eta squared (η2p). RAW NASA-TLX scores
were analysed using Friedman tests and, in the case of significant results, Bonferroni-
corrected Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used for posthoc analysis. Temporal
filtering was used to remove outlier trials which we define as trials that exceeded the
90-second cap for completion. In total, 71 trials were discarded (22.19%) and after
outlier filtering only 12 of the 160 cells had missing values for the four-way repeated
measures ANOVA. These missing values were replaced with the maximum value over
all participants for each measurement: task time, hand movement, and hand rotation.
Any additional significant outliers identified in SPSS were winsorized. We also asked
participants which handedness arrangement they preferred and to provide reasoning
for their chosen ranking.

5.3.2.1 Task Time

To understand how handedness affects participants’ ability to align a control object
to a target using the cube interaction technique, we measured the task time for
participants to complete an alignment. Task time is measured from the start of the
trial to the moment when participants align the control object to the target within
4cm positional difference, 6.0◦ rotational difference, and 3cm scale difference. The
results found no significant 4-way, 3-way, or 2-way interactions between any of the
conditions when measuring task time. Likewise, there were no significant differences
in task time between the 2 different handedness configurations (F (1, 9) = 1.391,
p > .05, η2p = .134). The manipulation cube in the dominant hand had a lower
average task time (M = 53.026, SD = 3.024) as opposed to in the non-dominant
hand (M = 58.035, SD = 3.698). However there was a significant main effect of
translation size (F (1, 9) = 52.220, p < .001, η2p = .853), with small translations were
significantly faster (M = 49.786, SD = 2.897) than large translations (M = 61.275,
SD = 2.583). This result corroborates our finding from the gain technique study with
translation size significantly impacting task time.
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Figure 5.10: The mean task time for each handedness arrangement. n = 10

5.3.2.2 Movement and Workload

To see if different handedness arrangements influenced the total physical movement
and user workload we measured the total physical hand movement and rotation of both
hands using the hand-mounted Vive trackers and recorded participant’s NASA-TLX
scores. Total hand movement and total hand rotation are defined in the same way
as the previous study (Section 5.2) — total hand movement is the total distance the
hands moved during a trial in meters and total hand rotation is the tallied rotational
movement of both hands in degrees. For total hand movement, the results found
no significant 4-way, 3-way, or 2-way interactions between any of the conditions and,
likewise, there were no significant main effects between the 2 different handedness
arrangements (F (1, 9) = .725, p > .05, η2p = .075). The manipulation cube in the
non-dominant hand had the highest average hand movement (M = 2.091m, SD =
.149) versus the dominant hand (M = 1.940m, SD = .113). However, there was
a significant main effect for different translation sizes (F (1, 9) = 14.811, p < .05,
η2p = .622) and rotation sizes (F (1, 9) = 6.069, p < .05, η2p = .403). Large translations
involved significantly more hand movement (M = 2.180m, SD = .103) than small
translations (M = 1.851m, SD = .111) and the same was true for large rotations
(M = 2.105m, SD = .098) versus small rotations (M = 2.105m, SD = .111).

For total hand rotation, the results found no significant 4-way, 3-way, or 2-way
interactions between any of the conditions involving handedness and there were no
significant main effects between different handedness arrangements (F (1, 9) = 1.973,
p > .05, η2p = .180). However, there was a significant main effect for different rotation
sizes (F (1, 9) = 16.780, p < .05, η2p = .651) with large rotations involving significantly
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(a) The mean total hand movement for each
handedness arrangement in meters.

(b) The mean total hand rotation for each
handedness arrangement in degrees.

(c) The mean RAW NASA-TLX workload
value for each handedness arrangement.

Figure 5.11: Mean movement and workload for each handedness arrangement. n = 10

more hand rotation (M = 1663.598◦, SD = 147.260) than small rotations (M =
1950.472◦, SD = 138.960).

Friedman tests using the RAWNASA-TLX workload metric revealed no significant
differences between the different handedness arrangements for overall workload
(χ2(1, N = 10) = .500, p > .05) although the manipulation cube in the dominant
hand received a lower average workload score (M = 46.500, SD = 17.576) than the
non-dominant arrangement (M = 49.333, SD = 11.061). Additionally, there were no
significant differences for Mental Demand (χ2(1, N = 10) = .500, p > .05), Physical
Demand (χ2(1, N = 10) = .143, p > .05), Temporal Demand (χ2(1, N = 10) = .500,
p > .05), Performance (χ2(1, N = 10) = .111, p > .05), Effort (χ2(1, N = 10) = .500,
p > .05), or Frustration (χ2(1, N = 10) = .000, p > .05).
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Figure 5.12: Total user preference for each handedness arrangement. n = 10

5.3.2.3 User preference and feedback

Figure 5.12 shows how many participants preferred each handedness arrangement.
The majority of participants (6) preferred the manipulation cube in the dominant
hand, 2 participants preferred the opposite arrangement, and 2 participants had no
preference. Participants that voted for the manipulation cube in the dominant hand
generally preferred it due to having finer motor control and less fatigue. P1 noted
that the “fine motorics” of the dominant hand were better suited to “fine-tuning the
position” of the control object, with P10 supporting this—“It felt easier to maneuver
the rabbit in my dominant hand”. Both P4 and P6 noted that using their dominant
hand for manipulation felt “intuitive”. P8 mentioned they felt “more successful
and quicker overall” with their dominant hand, but also commented that they “felt
comfortable with both hands after a few trials”. P1 also mentioned not having a “strong
preference”. P7 suggested that their “non-dominant hand fatigued a lot quicker” than
their dominant hand when using the manipulation cube. P7 also said that, despite
their preference, they think they were “more performant with the non-dominant hand”
using the manipulation cube, but speculated that this could be a “learning effect”.

Participants (P3 and P9) that preferred the opposite arrangement, the manipula-
tion cube in the non-dominant hand, decided this because they felt the scaling and
gain control required the dominant hand due to them being novel or new interactions.
P3 commented that the “rotating and moving of the object was not as important” while
the “gain regulation and scaling required more attention” as it was a “new interaction
that required more conscious effort”. P9 supported this by saying the manipulation
cube in the “non-dominant hand was mentally less stressful”. Participants who had
no preference, P2 and P5, still mentioned that their dominant hand had “slightly
better control” but could not decide whether this would be better assigned to the
manipulation cube or the configuration cube. Participants P6 and P7 noted
that specifically “scaling was easier with the dominant hand” using the configuration
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cube. P9 also shared this sentiment but attributed it to having a different mental
model of how the scaling should work — “my brain was thinking moving the cube
right would make it [the object] bigger”.

Outside of preference, participants had an opportunity to share thoughts about
the cube interaction technique as a whole. P1 and P4 both stated that the cube form
factor “influenced” their usage of the technique. P1 specifically discussed how the
dimensions of the cube would lead them “to align the cube to the table as it felt the
nicest in my hand” while scaling. This would lead to unintended gain increases which
were too large for the intended scaling. Interestingly, P1 said they were “less aware
of this when controlling the gain with their dominant hand”. P4 explains how they
struggled to “grasp at times during the task” the mapping of the cube to the “much
more complex shape” they were manipulating. P2 states that the most “difficult
aspect of the tasks was rotation” alignment and P3 suggested that the “gain should
influence the rotation”. P5 suggests that handedness would not be an issue outside
the experiment setup due to one cube being spatially stable on a physical surface—“it
makes it easy for whichever hand is holding the manipulation cube up and therefore it
doesn’t quite matter which hand is used”. Finally, P10 notes that “the further it [the
target] was, the harder I found the orientation in particular”, “It felt much easier to
accomplish the task when the rabbit was closer to me”.

5.3.3 Study 2 Discussion

Reflecting on the questions we posed for this study, our hypothesis was that
handedness would not impact task performance using the cube technique which we
measured as a product of task time, movement, and workload. From the results,
we can see there were no significant differences between handedness arrangements
in terms of task time, user hand movement, and self-reported NASA-TLX scores
for virtual object alignment tasks. While the dominant hand has been established
as more proficient at fine motor control in related work [11, 58, 268], our results
demonstrate that for 3D manipulations using the cube technique, there was not
a significant performance difference. This suggests that users may account for the
reduced motor control in the non-dominant hand when using the manipulation cube
by utilising the configuration cube to adjust the C/D gain to maintain performance
during alignment.

As demonstrated by the similar NASA-TLX scores, explicit gain control and
algorithmic mapping [221] can be applied to asymmetric bimanual interactions using
cubic tools with the goal to more evenly distribute workload between the hands during
different AR activities. This principle could also be applied to other form factors and
may yield similar benefits, something which we explore in the next section. Although
no significant differences in workload were found based on NASA-TLX scores, it
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remains unknown if both handedness arrangements experience equal levels of fatigue
and if explicit C/D gain control has similar benefits for both handedness arrangements
when using the cube technique. To further elucidate whether handedness performance
can be equalised by giving the user control over C/D gain, future work could measure
fatigue in the hand using the manipulation cube by using the consumed endurance
model [164]. Additionally, if explicit gain control can maintain performance for users
with less precise motor skills (i.e. when using the non-dominant hand), it could be a
way to compensate for user fatigue over prolonged interactions.

Interestingly, we found that while users could not change the gain for virtual object
rotation, there were no significant differences in task time between the handedness
arrangements for different rotation conditions. This indicates that the cube’s re-
graspability can be utilized equally by both handedness arrangements. However, we
observed that hand movement was significantly greater for large rotations compared
to small rotations, suggesting that while the cube’s re-graspability equalizes the time
needed to align objects, it does not result in reduced hand movement.

Considering user preference, participants mostly preferred the dominant hand
controlling the manipulation cube for virtual object alignments which could be a result
of more precise motor control in the dominant hand [11, 58, 268]. However, multiple
participants with this preference commented that this was not a strong preference with
some describing how they became comfortable with both hands after a few trials. The
participants that preferred the opposite arrangement reasoned that this was due to the
gain and scale control being ‘unfamiliar ’ interactions that required more ‘attention’.
This could be a product of user familiarity with VR as the participants that preferred
this orientation used VR/AR occasionally or never. Likewise, this difference in
preference could also be caused by different user approaches to the alignment tasks.
For example, some users may choose to focus their efforts on regulating the gain more
with the configuration cube to reduce the work of the manipulation cube.

Outside of handedness, our study uncovered several insights into the cube
interaction technique itself. Participants reported that the cube’s form factor
influenced their use of the technique, with some suggesting that the cube’s clear
dimensions [235] led them to align the configuration cube more with the physical
surface paying less attention to the gain factor value. Another participant suggested
that the mapping between the cubic tool and virtual object was difficult to understand
due to their very different apparent form factors, and another described how re-
grasping the manipulation cube was difficult. Despite explicit gain control enabling
users to manipulate virtual objects with less movement, our results showed a
significant difference in task time and movement for different translation sizes, which
was also observed in the previous study.

Finally, there were several limitations with our study opening up avenues to
explore the cube interaction technique further. For example, while we gained an
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understanding of expected user accuracy using the cube technique in Study 1,
employing automatic task termination in this study reduces our understanding of the
upper limit of user accuracy with different handedness arrangements. We partially
infer this upper limit from participant task time, it is possible that higher accuracy
can be achieved with one-handedness arrangement over the other if task time was
unlimited. As mentioned previously, future work could look at measuring the fatigue
of different handedness arrangements using the consumed endurance model, but also
future work could consider more longitudinal AR activities in context. While it would
have not been possible in our study setup, another avenue for future research could be
to further explore the benefits of explicit gain control by comparing techniques with
and without this function. This would further elucidate the advantages of explicit
gain control, regardless of the interaction or applied AR task.

5.4 Study 3: Technique Comparative Evaluation

After having explored different facets of the cube interaction technique in depth,
we now consider how the cube technique compares to state-of-the-art manipulation
techniques for AR. We conducted a comparative evaluation using the cube technique
and two interaction techniques designed for the HTC Vive Controllers (described
in Figure 5.13 and 5.14). The first controller technique was operated unimanually
and the other bimanually. To meaningfully compare the techniques, both controller
techniques were designed to have the same capabilities as the cube technique in terms
of virtual object manipulation and gain control. This was to ensure that users were
still able to complete the manipulation tasks with each technique. We also refrained
from implementing the controller techniques with widgets or menus and relied purely
on the input mechanisms provided on the physical devices. The controller techniques
are described in Section 5.4.1.

Specifically, this study looks at how the cube technique performs across small and
large virtual object manipulations when compared to the two controller techniques.
We leveraged the same ‘docking’ tasks described in the previous two studies (Section
5.2 and 5.3) and used the same Stanford bunny [356] virtual model for all tasks.
To measure task performance we record task time, total hand movement and hand
rotation, and participant’s perceived workload through NASA-TLX. We also asked
participants to rank the three interaction techniques based on their preferences and
explain their reasoning. Finally, we recorded both physical and virtual object positions
during a trial to posthoc visualise participants’ approach to aligning a virtual object
using the three different techniques.

We recruited 12 participants (8 identified as male, 4 as female) with an age of
25-44 (mean: 31.58, SD: 5.62). 7 participants had used VR and AR head-mounted
displays occasionally, 3 participants had never used VR/AR HMDs, 1 participant
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reported weekly use, and 1 participant reported daily use. 11 participants were right-
handed and 1 participant was ambidextrous. The study followed a within-subject
design with the interaction technique, translation size, scale size, and rotation size as
factors. For the interaction technique, there were 3 levels (cube technique, unimanual
controller, andbimanual controller). The same levels for the target translation size,
rotation size, and scale size were used as in the gain technique and handedness study:
smalltranslation = 10-99cm and largetranslation = 100-250cm, smallrotation =
0-50◦ and largerotation = 70-180◦, and smallscale = 30-50cm and largescale =
70-90cm. The chosen values and ranges for translation, scale, and rotation were
motivated by the same factors — manipulations within and beyond comfortable
reach [73, 174] — to encourage the use of the gain function during the study for all 3
interaction techniques. The order of conditions was permuted using a counterbalanced
Latin square design, with the target values being randomised with their specified
ranges in the same manner as the gain technique and handedness study. As a result,
there were a total of 3× 2× 2× 2 = 24 permutations with one set of repetitions for
a total of 48 trials per participant (48× 12 = 576 total trials).

5.4.1 Apparatus and Techniques

The study was conducted with the same apparatus as the two prior studies. We
used an HTC Vive Pro equipped with the Zed Mini video see-through AR camera,
60hz, resolution 2560 x 720, FOV 90° horizontal, 60° vertical, 100° diagonal max. The
same study space was used — a large enclosed tracking space using the HTC Vive
Lighthouses and a waist-height table for participants to use the interactive cubes
on. Participants remained seated at the table throughout the study and their hands
were fitted with two HTC Vive trackers. Based on the results of the handedness
study (described in Section 5.3) we allowed participants to decide their handedness
arrangement for each technique which they maintained throughout the trials. All
data from the interactive cubes, controllers, hand trackers, and AR headset were
recorded at a sample rate of 60hz inside Unity. In order to understand the advantages
and disadvantages of the cube form factor, e.g. using a cube with a physical surface
to adjust the gain and scale factors, and manipulating virtual objects unimanually
and bimanually, we compared our technique to two controller-based methods. The
different technique conditions are as follows:

5.4.1.1 Cube Technique

Two interactive cubes were used for this study and were calibrated using fiducial
markers to the Vive tracking setup prior to the study, with the capacitive sensor
calibrated while the cube is at rest on the table surface. The interactive cubes used in
the study are described in Section 5.1 and the operation of the technique is described in
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Figure 5.13: The unimanual controller technique using an HTC Vive VR controller.
A) The controller operates as a spatial proxy for a virtual object in translation and
rotation. B) Pressing or holding Up on the D-pad increases the gain and Down
decreases the gain. This influences the translation and scale but the rotation retains
a 1-to-1 mapping. C) The scale is increased by holding the Trigger, which freezes
the object in place, and moving the controller away from the user (stretching) [428].
Scale is decreased in the same manner but moving the controller towards the user
(squeezing) [428].

Section 5.1.1. We decided to use the Absolute gain design based on the results from
our gain technique study (described in Section 5.2). The min and max gain values
were set to G.MIN = 0.01 and G.MAX = 20.0. We also constrained the handedness
of participants based on our results from the handedness study (Section 5.3) but
participants could decide their handedness before the study — i.e. the dominant
hand assigned to the manipulation cube. To visualise the gain factor, the same speed-
o-meter visual was used on the Heads-Up display (See Figure 5.3).

5.4.1.2 Unimanual Controller

This technique, shown in Figure 5.13, uses a single HTC Vive controller as a proxy for
the virtual object with the object mimicking the position and rotation of the physical
controller. The controller is designed to primarily be operated in the dominant hand,
but the non-dominant hand can be used to support during a manipulation. Similar
to the cube technique, there is a gain factor that is visualised on the HUD as a
speed-o-meter and this can be increased by pressing/holding Up on the D-pad and
decreased with Down on the D-pad. To scale a virtual object, the user must press
and hold the trigger to enter a ’scaling mode’ where the virtual object freezes in
place. The user then moves the controller away from themselves to enlarge the object
and towards themselves to shrink the object — all while holding the trigger. This
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Figure 5.14: The bimanual controller technique using two HTC Vive VR controllers.
A) One controller operates as a spatial proxy for a virtual object in translation and
rotation. The other controller provides system controls for increasing and decreasing
the gain by pressing Up/Down on the D-pad. B) The scale is increased by holding
the Trigger on the controller that controls the gain, which first freezes the object in
place. Then moving the controllers away from each other increases the object scale
(stretching) [428]. Scale is decreased in the same manner but moving the controller
towards each other(squeezing) [428].

scaling method leverages a similar ’stretching’ and ’squeezing’ metaphor implemented
in the cube technique but instead uses the position of the controller relative to the
user. Both the position and scale of the virtual object are influenced by the gain
factor but the rotation retains a 1-to-1 mapping with the controller. As mentioned
the participant must operate the controller in their dominant hand and they can use
their non-dominant hand to support, but during the study, they were instructed to
not switch the controller to a different hand.

5.4.1.3 Bimanual Controller

This technique, shown in Figure 5.14, uses two HTC Vive controllers operated in
separate hands. This technique operates similarly to the cube technique, with the
controller in the dominant hand as the manipulation controller and the controller in
the non-dominant hand as the configuration controller. The virtual object mimics
the position and rotation of the manipulation controller. As with the other two
techniques, there is a gain factor that is visualised on the HUD as a speed-o-meter
and this is manipulated with the configuration controller. The gain is increased by
pressing/holding Up on the D-pad and decreased with Down on the D-pad. Scaling
of a virtual object is done by pressing and holding the trigger of the configuration
controller to enter a ’scaling mode’ where the virtual object freezes in place. The
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object is then scaled by moving the configuration controller away from the other
controller to enlarge the object, and towards to shrink the object — while holding the
trigger. This scaling method leverages a similar ’stretching’ and ’squeezing’ metaphor
implemented in the cube technique. Both the position and scale of the virtual object
are influenced by the gain factor but the rotation retains a 1-to-1 mapping with the
manipulation controller. During the study, participants were instructed to not switch
either controller to a different hand. The manipulation controller must be operated
in their dominant hand and the configuration controller in their non-dominant hand.

5.4.2 Tasks and Procedure

Participants performed a series of alignment tasks in the same manner as the gain
technique and handedness study. During a task, participants are shown two versions of
the same virtual object and instructed to align the grey object (a control object which
they manipulate with the cubes) over the blue transparent object (the target). Control
objects were always automatically selected for the participant at the start of a trial.
We applied automatic termination of a trial based on the gain technique study results
and the mean accuracy of users with the cube technique. A trial would be successfully
completed and terminated by the system once the control object was aligned to the
target object within 4cm positional difference, 6◦ rotational difference, and 3cm scale
difference. The trial would also be terminated if participants exceeded 90 seconds. As
such participants were instructed to align the control object as close to the target as
possible, with a secondary objective to be as quick as possible. We included the same
visual cues to aid with alignment and placement which were projected next to the
target displaying the distance, scale difference, and angular difference of the target
and the control object (see Figure 5.3). The visual cues start to turn green once the
control object is within a distance of 20cm, an angular difference of 20◦, and a scale
difference of 20cm. The visual cues were the most saturated when at the minimum
alignment values for position, rotation, and scale.

Prior to the study, participants completed a basic demographics form followed by
a 10-minute induction to the study and AR system. Participants would perform 3
sessions of trials, 16 trials per session, with 1 session for each interaction technique.
Before starting a session of trials, participants were given as much time to practice an
interaction technique with some example trials to become accustomed. Participants
were free to take breaks between sessions and individual trials if necessary. Upon
finishing a session participants were asked to complete the provided NASA-TLX form
for that particular interaction technique. After all three sessions, participants ranked
the three interaction techniques and shared their thoughts in a questionnaire on their
chosen ranking.
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5.4.3 Study 3 Results

The measures for the comparative evaluation were task time, hand movement, hand
rotation, and perceived workload and usability. As in the handedness study we
did not record alignment accuracy as trials were automatically terminated by the
system. Termination was triggered once the control object was within 4cm positional
difference, 3cm scale difference, and 6◦ rotational difference. The analysis was
performed with a four-way repeated measures ANOVA (α = 0.05) with Interaction
Technique (Cubes, Unimanual Controller, and Bimanual Controller), Translation Size,
Rotation Size, and Scale Size as independent variables. QQ plots were used to validate
the normality of the data. If the assumption of Sphereicity was violated as shown with
Mauchly’s test, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected values were used for analysis. In the
case of significant results, Bonferroni-corrected posthoc tests were used. Effect sizes
are reported as partial eta squared (η2p). RAW NASA-TLX scores were analysed using
Friedman tests and, in the case of significant results, Bonferroni-corrected Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests were used for posthoc analysis. As in the other studies, temporal
filtering was used to remove outlier trials which we define as trials that exceeded the
90-second cap for completion. In total, 90 trials were discarded (15.63%) and after
outlier filtering only 16 of the 288 cells had missing values for the four-way repeated
measures ANOVA. These missing values were replaced with the maximum value over
all participants for each measurement: task time, hand movement, and hand rotation.
Any additional significant outliers identified in SPSS were winsorized. We also asked
participants to rank the interaction techniques based on their preference and provide
reasoning for their chosen ranking.

5.4.3.1 Task Time

As in the two previous studies, we recorded task time to compare the cube interaction
technique efficiency against the two controller techniques when aligning the control
object to a target. Task time is measured from the start of the trial to the
moment when participants align the control object to the target within 4cm positional
difference, 6.0◦ rotational difference, and 3cm scale difference. When analysing the
normality of the results, we found a positive skew in the distribution. We accounted
for this by transforming the data using the square root of the aggregated means purely
for statistical analysis. The actual recorded means are reported otherwise.

The results found no significant 4-way interaction, however, there was a signif-
icant 3-way interaction for InteractionTechnique × TranslationSize × ScaleSize
(F (2, 22) = 6.759, p < .05, η2p = .381) and InteractionTechnique × RotationSize ×
ScaleSize (F (2, 22) = 6.193, p < .05, η2p = .360). For InteractionTechnique ×
TranslationSize × ScaleSize, the pairwise comparison showed that for small
translations and large scales the cube technique was significantly slower (M =
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Figure 5.15: The mean task time of each interaction technique. n = 12

42.991, SD = 2.593) than the unimanual controller technique (M = 34.718,
SD = 3.075). All techniques were significantly slower for large translations versus
small translations for conditions with both small scales and large scales. The
unimanual controller was the only technique to be significantly faster for small
scales (M = 46.008, SD = 3.385) versus large scales (M = 56.983, SD = 3.243) with
a large translation.

For InteractionTechnique×RotationSize× ScaleSize, the pairwise comparison
showed that for small rotations with large scales the cube technique was signifi-
cantly slower (M = 53.200, SD = 3.570) than the bimanual controller technique
(M = 40.362, SD = 3.487). For the bimanual controller technique large rotations
with a small scale (M = 40.601, SD = 3.682) were significantly faster than with
a large scale (M = 48.259, SD = 3.482). Additionally for the same technique,
large scales with small rotations (M = 40.362, SD = 3.487) were significantly faster
than large scales with large rotations (M = 48.259, SD = 3.482). Surprisingly,
the inverse was true for the cube technique with small rotations (M = 53.200,
SD = 3.570) being significantly slower than large rotations (M = 44.022, SD =
2.861) with large scales. The results found no significant 2-way interactions involving
different techniques however, as observed in the prior studies, translation size was a
significant main effect (F (1, 11) = 91.518, p < .05, η2p = .893), with large translation
(M = 51.703, SD = 3.074) taking significantly longer than small translations
(M = 38.198, SD = 2.205). Interaction Technique was not a significant main
effect on task time (F (2, 22) = 1.889, p > .05, η2p = .147).
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(a) The mean total hand movement for each
interaction technique in meters.

(b) The mean total hand rotation for each
interaction technique in degrees.

(c) The mean RAW NASA-TLX scores for overall workload and each workload type per
interaction technique.

Figure 5.16: The mean user movement and workload for each interaction technique.
n = 12

5.4.3.2 Movement and Workload

To compare the relative physical movement and user workload between the three
techniques we measured the participant’s total physical hand movement and rotation
of both hands using the hand-mounted Vive trackers. We also recorded participants’
responses to the NASA-TLX questionnaire for each technique. Total hand movement
and total hand rotation are defined in the same way as the two prior studies —
total hand movement is the total distance the hands moved during a trial in meters
and total hand rotation is the tallied rotational movement of both hands in degrees.
When analysing the normality for both hand movement and hand rotation, we found
both sets of results had a positive skew in distribution. The hand movement data was
transformed using the square root of aggregated means and the hand rotation used the
logarithm of aggregated means, both of which resulted in a more normal distribution
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across conditions. Again, the transformation is purely for statistical analysis with the
actual recorded means reported.

For total hand movement the results found no significant 4-way interaction
but, as in the task time analysis, there was a significant 3-way interaction for
InteractionTechnique × TranslationSize × ScaleSize (F (2, 22) = 12.390, p < .05,
η2p = .530). Looking at the pairwise comparison showed that for small translations
with large scales the cube technique required significantly more hand movement
(M = 1.369m, SD = .058) than the unimanual controller technique (M = 1.168m,
SD = .047). The cube technique required significantly more hand movement
for small scales with large translations (M = 1.494m, SD = .064) versus small
translations (M = 1.279, SD = .041), which was also the case for large scales
with large translations (M = 1.564m, SD = .068) versus small translations (M =
1.369m, SD = .058). For the unimanual controller technique, this was only
true for large scales with small translations (M = 1.168m, SD = .047) versus
large translations (M = 1.562m, SD = .102). For the bimanual controller
technique, the inverse was true with small scales with small translations requiring
significantly less hand movement (M = 1.171m, SD = .061) versus large translations
(M = 1.424m, SD = .076). The results also found a significant 2-way interaction
for InteractionTechnique × RotationSize (F (2, 22) = 4.036, p < .05, η2p = .268).
However, the only significant result from pairwise comparison showed that the
bimanual controller technique had significantly more hand movement for large
rotations (M = 1.397m, SD = .068) versus small rotations (M = 1.295m, SD =
.059). As in the previous studies and with task time, there was a significant main
effect involving translation size (F (1, 11) = 31.033, p < .05, η2p = .738), but none for
interaction technique (F (2, 22) = .986, p > .05, η2p = .082).

For total hand rotation, no significant 4-way interaction was found but the same
significant 3-way interaction was found for hand movement for InteractionTechnique×
TranslationSize × ScaleSize (F (2, 22) = 4.476, p < .05, η2p = .289). This time the
pairwise comparison showed no significant simple main effects between the interaction
techniques. Otherwise, similar main effects were observed for hand rotation as in
hand movement. The cube technique required significantly less hand rotation for
small translations versus large translations for both small scales (small translation
- M = 1367.67◦, SD = 174.35, large translation - M = 1735.00◦, SD = 213.90)
and large scales (small translation - M = 1520.27◦, SD = 216.71, large translation -
M = 1967.09◦, SD = 250.87). For the unimanual controller technique, there was
significantly less hand rotation in large scales with small translations (M = 1495.44◦,
SD = 197.85) versus large translations (M = 2444.47, SD = 317.85). The bimanual
controller technique had significantly less hand rotation in small scales with small
translations (M = 1252.19◦, SD = 142.69) versus large translations (M = 1778.57◦,
SD = 209.84). The results found no significant 2-way interactions but there were
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two significant main effects involving translation size (F (1, 11) = 24.011, p < .05,
η2p = .686) and rotation size (F (1, 11) = 5.508, p < .05, η2p = .334), but no significant
effect of interaction technique (F (2, 22) = 1.109, p > .05, η2p = .092).

Friedman tests using the RAWNASA-TLX workload metric revealed no significant
differences between the different interaction techniques for the overall workload
(χ2(2, N = 12) = 1.167, p > .05), see Figure 5.16c. Additionally, there were no
significant differences for Mental Demand (χ2(2, N = 12) = .531, p > .05), Physical
Demand (χ2(2, N = 12) = 4.043, p > .05), Temporal Demand (χ2(2, N = 12) = 1.050,
p > .05), Performance (χ2(2, N = 12) = .974, p > .05), Effort (χ2(2, N = 12) = 2.513,
p > .05), or Frustration (χ2(2, N = 12) = .195, p > .05).

5.4.3.3 User preference and feedback

Based on participant’s preferred ranking (shown in Figure 5.17), 5 participants
most preferred the cube technique, 5 participants for the bimanual controller,
and 2 participants for the unimanual controller. Considering the comments of
participants that ranked the cube technique the highest, 3 participants mentioned
the benefits of using the cube on a physical surface. P2 mentioned that “there is
a gorilla arm problem” with the controller techniques and that the controllers were
“quite clunky”. P2 emphasises “it is nice that the gain cube is on the table, controlling
the effort of the other arm”. P1 supports this— “It didn’t feel natural to put one
controller down if I wanted to use both hands for rotation. However, in the cube
technique, it felt fine to leave one cube on the table and help my dominant hand”.
Additionally, 4 participants mentioned that they preferred the cube specifically for
rotating and orientating the virtual object. P1, P6, P8, and P12 all mentioned that
the cubes were “best for rotating” with P1 also noting that the “controllers were
troublesome for rotating”. However, P1, P2, and P8 stated that they preferred the
controllers for the button-based scaling and gain control but this was not enough to
rank the controller techniques higher.

Participants that preferred the bimanual controller the most expressed two
reasons for their ranking— They preferred the separated and button-based input for
scaling and manipulating the gain, and the controller techniques were more responsive.
P3, P4, and P10 described how the buttons and triggers provided “finer control” over
the gain and scaling “than the cubes”. P3 specifically said the “unimanual controller
was the most awkward” with too many controls “all in one hand”. P10 also referenced
the better separation of gain and scale in the bimanual controller—“I had more
control over each separate function”. Other participants, P3 and P5, suggested that
the higher latency of the cube technique resulted in ranking the bimanual controller
technique higher—“the cubes are good but lack a fast response” (P5) and “there is
more delay” (P3). However 4 participants mentioned that they preferred the cube
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Figure 5.17: User preference for each interaction technique from most preferred to
least preferred, as well as the mean ranking. n = 12

technique specifically for rotating and moving the virtual objects—“cube interaction
was the most comfortable for manipulating position” (P4), “cubes were a lot better
for rotation since the shape moved much more easily in my hand” (P9). Participants
also criticised the controller form factor for rotations—“I needed to use my other
hand to support the controller in positions where the weight was unevenly distributed”
(P9), “controller is awkward to manipulate when rotating and moving” (P3). The
two participants that preferred the unimanual controller the most also mentioned
that having the button-based control for the gain and scale was beneficial but also
that having the one hand free to support the other was preferable—“I could use one
hand purely to support my other when doing micro gestures” (P11). Once again, both
participants mentioned that the cube technique was preferable for rotating and
translating—“The cubes felt slightly easier to handle” (P11).

When providing additional comments, 8 out of 12 participants discussed combining
techniques and altering the cube form factor to improve the cube interaction
technique. 4 participants suggested combining the controllers and the cubes with
the cube manipulating the control object and the controller used to refine gain or
sometimes scale. P1 said “Ideally, I would have a cube in my dominant hand and a
button interaction (for the gain) in my non-dominant hand” and P4 supported this—
“I would have like a controller/cube combo as physical buttons are easier for the fine
adjustments”. P10 commented “the cubes would have been my preferred method if
there was a button to activate the gains control and deactivate the scale control like
on the controllers”. P2 mentioned that the ’freezing’ of the object by pulling the
trigger in the controller methods was useful and would be useful in the cube technique
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Figure 5.18: Two example trials of gain and scale functions interfering with one
another when using the cube technique.

“allowing you to move your arm if the gain is low” more during scaling. Another 4
participants suggested altering the cube form factor or technique. P11 suggested
that the graspability would be better if “cubes were smaller” and P12 said that the
uniform nature of the cubes made it difficult for them “to get a sense of orientation”
in relation to the control object. P12 followed this up with “if it had something that
I can take as a reference point” instead of feeling out the rotation. P3 and P6 both
suggested that the “gain and scale” should be “decoupled” more, with P3 suggesting
a “modal-switch”.

5.4.3.4 Trial Observations

Considering the performance measures analysed and the qualitative feedback from
users, we highlight observations from exemplar trials. As observed in the gain
technique study (section 5.2), scaling the control object and adjusting the gain using
the cube technique would occasionally interfere with one another shown in Figure
5.18. Despite the refinement of the gain after the gain technique study, opting for the
absolute design, the close coupling of scale and gain in the cube technique appears to
induce unintentional interactions for some users in certain target conditions. Figure
5.18-right is an example of how unintentional gain changes can sometimes lead to
overshooting the target.

After reviewing participants’ qualitative feedback on their technique preference,
we compared the cube technique with the controller techniques when performing
particular manipulations shown in Figure 5.19. Particularly, participants discussed
gain and scale control as something they preferred in the controller techniques and
Figure 5.19-left shows an example of scaling the control object in an exemplar trial.
The scaling in the cube technique was often slower and more incremental than the
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Figure 5.19: Left compares the cube technique and the bimanual controller scaling
behaviour from two separate trials for P5. In the cube technique, scaling is more
incremental over a longer duration whereas the bimanual controller is more direct over
a shorter duration. Right compares the bimanual controller behaviour when aligning
rotation to the target for small and large rotational differences. In small rotations,
the controller can directly reach the target rotation with minimal re-grasping of the
controller, followed by refinement. In large rotations the participant reaches the
threshold of their wrist rotation and has to re-orientate the controller with one or
both of their hands which is time-consuming.

controller techniques which were often quicker. However, a large proportion of the
participants preferred the cube techniques for moving and rotating. In relation to
this, Figure 5.19-right shows a small versus large rotation for the bimanual technique.
During large rotations, participants often had to account for the non-uniform shape
of the controller and had difficulty orientating the controller in hand to achieve the
target rotation which would often be timely (more than 15 seconds in Figure 5.19-
right). This was particularly prevalent for the bimanual technique as users could make
use of their free hand in the unimanual technique to support the rotation.

Despite the controller techniques often being more direct in scaling than the cube
technique, a very prevalent behaviour in all participants was overshooting the target
when scaling (see Figure 5.20). This was the case for both controller techniques but
was mostly observed in scaling manipulations, not translation or rotation. This was
not observed as much when scaling with the cube technique. This could suggest that
designing one gain factor to simultaneously influence the two types of manipulation,
scale and translation, could be sub-optimal for the controller techniques. However,
the correction/recovery from overshooting the target was typically direct and, as the
lack of significant differences in task time between the techniques suggests, did not
impact participant performance.
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Figure 5.20: Several example trials from P1, P4, P7, and P9 demonstrating large
overshoots (highlighted in red) followed by refinement (highlighted in green) when
scaling the virtual object using the bimanual and unimanual controller techniques.

5.4.4 Study 3 Discussion

After thoroughly exploring cubic tools and the designed interaction technique in
the two previous studies, let us directly address RQ3 following the results of our
comparative evaluation. Our findings show that participants performed similarly in
virtual object alignment tasks using both the designed cube technique and the state-
of-the-art hand-controller techniques. However, participant preference was divided,
with some preferring the bimanual controller technique and others the cube technique.
Further analysis reveals several points for discussion and potential conclusions.

Firstly, a number of performance metrics and observations suggest that the scale
and gain functions were too closely coupled in the cube technique. Considering task
time, the unimanual and bimanual controller techniques were significantly quicker on
average in alignment conditions with larger scaling. For movement, this was also the
case when comparing the cube technique to the unimanual controller also in alignment
conditions with larger scaling. In our posthoc observations we found that for some
participants the gain and scale were influential on each other, in a similar manner to
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what we found in Study 1. This is also supported by participant comments with many
expressing that the gain and scaling control was preferred in the controller conditions,
with more control over ‘each separate function’, and some even explicitly stating gain
and scale should be decoupled in the cube technique. For our specific technique and
AR tasks, this could suggest that spatial handles are not as preferred or proficient
for system control [221] versus discrete input afforded by buttons and triggers on
controllers, but this would require further exploration and evaluation. On the other
hand, the unimanual controller was also criticised for its lack of separation between
the scale and gain, despite being assigned to separate input elements, but this was
only mentioned by P3.

Secondly, beyond system control, most participants said they much preferred
the cube technique as a proxy for the virtual object versus the controller techniques.
Several participants noted that the cube was much easier for rotation, suggesting that
‘re-graspability ’ played a role. This aligns with the findings of Englmeir et al. [111]
who found a sphere form factor was preferred for manipulation tasks over standard
VR/AR controllers. Participants described the controller form factors as “clunky”
for proxy-based interaction and noted that their weight was unevenly distributed,
making manipulations more challenging. The controllers also did not afford placement
on the physical surface provided in the study space. In the bimanual controller
technique, even when one controller was not being used, participants still held it,
which sometimes hindered the alignment task. To support this, our observations
showed an example of a participant having to compensate for the difficult form factor
of the controller during rotation. Although participants preferred the cube as a proxy,
our quantitative measures did not show a significant difference in performance. As to
our design, many participants felt comfortable moving and adjusting the configuration
cube on the physical surface and also felt comfortable leaving it on the surface to
control the manipulation cube with both hands, something which is afforded by cubic
tools and physical surfaces.

Thirdly, it is possible that the closely coupled gain and scaling control in the
cube technique is not the limiting factor, but rather a limitation of the technique’s
implementation. In our study, the cube technique used simple thresholds on
acceleration, as determined by pilot testing and previous studies. However, this
resulted in some unintentional interactions due to differences in user movements
especially when controlling scale and gain. To improve the robustness of the
technique, a machine-learning classifier could be applied to the fusion of sensor data,
similar to our toolkit’s surface gesture recognition. Some participants also mentioned
experiencing more latency when rotating with the cube technique compared to the
controller techniques, but despite this, they maintained a strong preference for the
cubes for rotation due to its ‘re-graspability ’.

Our observations of the controller techniques found that participants were often
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overshooting the target when scaling. Unlike the limitations of the controller form
factor which is difficult to address to improve rotation, this overshooting is likely down
to the design of the interaction technique. As mentioned prior, it could be that there
would be improved performance if the scale and translation had separately controlled
gain values. On the other hand, the technique scaling could be too sensitive for some
users. Either way, overshooting the target scale did not appear to have a significant
impact on task time or movement as participants were often quick to recover.

Fourthly, our study revealed that participants preferred the controller techniques
for system control, specifically gain control, while preferring the cube technique
for 3D manipulation tasks like translating and rotating the virtual object. This
suggests that a combined form factor, incorporating the best of both techniques,
could potentially provide a more optimal experience. This idea was also supported
by the study participants, with several expressing that they would have preferred a
controller for gain control while using a cube for manipulation.

The study aimed to evaluate the performance of basic cubic tools that are virtually
modified compared to state-of-the-art controller techniques. Future research could
consider evaluating physically-modifiable tools with a combination of form factors,
ranging from simple shapes like cubes and spheres to more complex form factors such
as those conceptualised in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5). Furthermore, our study aimed
to investigate the use of PM-Tools that can be reconfigured between interactions.
However, future research could delve into exploring physical modification during
interaction as an input mechanism, as previously explored in Chapter 3. Additionally,
while Chapter 4 presented several ways tools can be virtually modified through various
interaction metaphors, the methods for virtual modification discussed in Chapter 3,
such as using handles or containers, have not yet been empirically investigated.

Lastly, further research is needed to understand the impact of explicit gain control
on 3D interaction in AR, as mentioned previously in Section 5.3.3. It remains unclear
if different tools would benefit differently from access to gain control. For instance,
cubic tools may benefit more or less compared to hand controllers, which may be
better suited to using raycast techniques for manipulation. This would shed light
on whether virtual capabilities are more or less influenced by the form factor of a
tool and if it is capable of physical modification, which would be consistent with our
understanding of perceived affordance [178, 282, 284].

To summarise, there are several noteworthy advantages and disadvantages between
the techniques. The cubic tool technique performed very similarly to the controller-
based techniques according to our performance and self-reported measures. It is also
important to note that while cubic tools have the capacity to support controller-
style interaction techniques for 3D manipulation, they provide unique interactions
not usually afforded to traditional AR controllers such as combining with the physical
environment to provide a spatial handle and virtual containers. This highlights the
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need for further exploration and refinement of current AR controllers with our results
showing that even basic tool form factors, such as a cube, can provide competitive
results and in some cases outperform.

5.4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we delved deeper into a specific interaction technique for precise
3D manipulation, implemented using the physically-modifiable cubic tools developed
in Chapter 4. We answered RQ3 by first empirically exploring the design and
behavioural phenomena around the technique, with respect to gain design and
handedness, and then directly comparing the cubic tools against AR/VR hand-
controllers inspired by the current state-of-the-art techniques. Our three lab studies
yielded several conclusions.

Firstly, for virtually modifiable tools, there are a number of different ways to
design an interaction that may result in better performance. In our first study, we
looked at three different methods for implementing gain control using a cubic spatial
handle all utilising a ‘dial’ metaphor on a physical surface. While we expected some
differences in performance between the different gain designs, our results found only
minor differences between the techniques. However, this study was crucial to our
understanding of the average efficiency and accuracy of the cubic tools for precise 3D
manipulation. User behaviors, such as synchronous and asynchronous alignment and
gain ‘clutching‘, were also identified.

Our second study evaluated the impact of handedness on the use of bimanual,
asymmetric cube tools. Results showed that different handedness arrangements
performed similarly due to explicit gain control and precision in manipulating a cube
bimanually. These findings were not only important for informing the design of our
cube technique for the comparative evaluation, but they also pose interesting questions
for future research. For example, applying gain control to other tools and interactions,
and using gain control to mitigate and compensate for physical fatigue.

Thirdly, we explicitly addressed RQ3 by performing a comparative evaluation
to understand how the cubic tool interactions compare with state-of-the-art AR
techniques such as hand controllers. We can conclude that the cubic tools performed
similarly and in some cases outperformed the hand-controller techniques due to their
proficiency in ‘re-graspability ’. We also highlighted the preference for discrete input
mechanisms for system control, over using spatial handles, and the opportunities for
combining tool form factors in future work.

The next Chapter reflects on the work presented in this thesis, revisits the research
questions, and discusses limitations and opportunities for future work.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

In the preceding chapters, we explored the use of physical tools for 3D interaction
in AR through the different concepts described by Napier [275]: Tool-Making, Tool-
Modifying, and Tool-Using for AR. In this chapter, we revisit our proposition of
physical tools as the salient form of interaction for the future of AR and reflect on
the research questions we posed in Chapter 1. We then discuss the outcomes and
limitations of the work and studies throughout the thesis. Finally, we look at the
opportunities for future work to expand knowledge of physical tools for labour in
virtual spaces and provide our final reflections on current interaction devices and the
envisioned future of Tools in Augmented Reality.

6.1 Research Questions

The field of HCI has a rich history of developing tools for interacting with
machines [31]. This thesis has built on this prior work by exploring physical Tool-
Making, Tool-Modifying, and Tool-Using in AR by positing and investigating the
research questions described in the introduction. In Chapter 1, we also asserted that
(1) interaction with virtual objects in AR would be frequent and essential, and (2)
that the creation, modification, and adoption of physical tools was vital in addressing
current interaction challenges. The examination of related work in 3D interaction [55,
221], haptics [94, 305], and tangibles [46, 189] in Chapter 2 support these assertions
and showcases the benefits of physical devices to mediate interaction with virtual
content in AR and VR [17, 111, 117, 273, 434]. The work and findings in this
thesis also reinforce the benefits of using physical tools for interaction in AR, as
demonstrated by our conceptual examples (Section 3.5), demonstrative applications
(Section 4.4 and 4.6), and designed interaction techniques (Section 5.4.1). Before
revisiting our research questions, let’s first reflect on these unique benefits that arose
in prior Chapters.
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Physical AR tools can offer a tangible and intuitive means to handle complex in-
teractions, including 3D manipulation and modeling of virtual objects, demonstrated
by the studies exploring cube-based interactions in Chapter 5. Beyond static physical
tools, our exploration of modifiable tools in Chapter 3 shows how expressive yet precise
interactions can be facilitated through an interaction device’s capacity to augment or
reconfigure, expanding the capabilities of simple form factors such as a cube. Our
design space of cubes in AR in particular demonstrates that the physical attributes
of a device shape the design of its virtual interactions and the metaphors employed.
Our resulting prototypes and applications using cubes demonstrate how AR tools
can be designed to leverage the physical environment, such as surfaces, to increase
precision when interacting with virtual objects, serve as a pedestal for creating system
controls, and provide scaffolding for organising virtual workspaces. Now let’s consider
our Research Questions outlined initially.

6.1.1 RQ1: Tool-Making - How do we ideate tools for AR
that are both physically and virtually modifiable?

In Chapter 3, we presented a framework for describing and classifying physically-
modifiable objects (PM-Objects) which we use as a vehicle to explore physically-
modifiable tools (PM-Tools) in AR using a combination of pre-existing methodologies
such as guessability and research through design. Our findings revealed a general
agreement on mapping reconfigurable and augmenting PM-Object characteristics to
AR interactions, which we operationalised in PM-Tool conceptual examples, but
there was less consensus on interaction design and limited consideration of the
physical environment. The proposed framework provides a starting point for designing
PM-Tools in AR. Insights from applying the framework and accompanying studies
provide avenues to explore tool modification further and highlight the importance of
intentionally incorporating the physical environment in the design process.

6.1.2 RQ2: How should physically and virtually modifi-
able tools be created and operated for AR? (Tool-
Modifying)

Based on the insights from answering the prior research question, we explored a
specific form factor for AR interaction, cubes, intentionally incorporating physical
surfaces from the outset. For directly answering RQ2, we produced a toolkit
(TangibleTouch) enabling the fabrication of instrumented and modifiable cubic tools.
The cubic tools can detect a user’s surface gestures and are capable of being tracked
in 3D, which facilitates an array of potential approaches to operating the tools in AR.
We illustrate the broad design space and feasibility of TangibleTouch, and PM-Tools
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generally, through the different interaction metaphors and demonstrative applications
discussed in Chapter 4.

6.1.3 RQ3: How do newly designed tools compare to existing
interaction techniques and methods for AR? (Tool-
Using)

By using the TangibleTouch toolkit as a platform we were able to directly address
RQ3 by comparing the performance and preference of cubic tools against state-of-
the-art hand-controllers. In Chapter 5 we focussed on a specific interaction technique
using cubic tools, which was 3D object manipulation. We then provided an in-
depth exploration and evaluation of the technique design itself, the behavioural
phenomena of handedness using the technique, and a comparative evaluation of
VR/AR controllers. We gained insights into the distribution of labour in asymmetric
bimanual interactions by providing system control and direct manipulation that
allowed users to adopt different strategies when striving for precision. We also found
that cubic tools performed similarly to our designed hand-controller techniques for 3D
manipulation, but that crucially the techniques excelled in very different areas; the
cube was widely preferred for direct manipulation, with the controllers preferred for
system control. These insights support the findings of others on AR/VR interaction
using basic form factors [111] and also open up new and interesting avenues for future
work when designing physical tools for AR.

6.2 Outcomes of the Thesis

We derived several outcomes from the work presented in the thesis which serve as
interesting topics of discussion but also considerations for designing physical and
modifiable tools for AR in the future.

6.2.1 Tool-Modification in AR is Nuanced

In addressing the research questions presented in the thesis we found that the concept
of physically-modifiable tools is more nuanced than first expected. In Chapter 2 we
grounded PM-Tools in the context of work in shape-changing interfaces [321], tangible
artifacts [338], and modifiable toolkits and proxies [111, 117, 226]. In Chapter 3 we
explored PM-Tools from the perspective of leveraging their modifiable properties for
interaction, in other words using their affordances as direct mechanisms for input,
yielding a number of agreed-upon mappings to AR interaction which we embodied
in our concepts of PM-Tools. However, reflecting on related work around modifiable
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toolkits [117] and our prototype presented in Chapter 4, physical-modification can
also be viewed as a process of changing the purpose and function of a tool from one
thing to another.

Initially, we approached Tool-modifying as not just changing how a tool appears,
physical modification, but also how it is applied, virtual modification. We considered
the process of changing an AR tools function to be predominantly an issue of mapping
to virtual content — virtual modification. However, as shown in our work with the
TangibleTouch toolkit and our cubic tool prototypes in Chapters 4 and 5, sometimes
a tool has to be physically modified for new capabilities to be realised at which point
it can be virtually modified.

Furthermore, PM-Tools can be designed not only for different contexts and
applications but also for different types of users in mind. Chapter 3 explored physical
modification at the behest of users during an interaction with virtual objects to enable
expressive yet precise manipulations. Whereas Chapter 4 explored PM-Tools with
modification between interactions, such as changing the faces of the same cubic tool
to enable different surface gestures mapped to different functions in an application,
which can be leveraged by users and designers alike. For example, users can use
modification between interactions to repurpose the same form factors for different
applications, whereas designers can rapidly test different tools and interaction designs.
Reflecting on the concepts of reconfiguring and augmenting PM-Tools introduced in
Chapter 3, we could speculate that these characteristics may be more or less suited
to during and between modification for interaction, which we expand on in Section
6.3 as an avenue for future work.

6.2.2 The Physical Environment is central to AR & Tools

One of the central arguments presented in the introduction was that the physical
environment is often not actively considered in AR/VR interaction design and can
even be an obstacle at times. This thesis maintains that leveraging the physical
environment yields opportunities for new and improved interactions in AR. We also
assert that direct interaction with virtual objects would be frequent and necessary for
the future of AR, but even if this is not the case, the physical environment remains a
central and distinguishing aspect of AR, influencing concepts such as pervasive and
nomadic AR [142, 143, 213] determining where and how information is overlaid.

Our exploration of cubic tools revealed that incorporating them with physical
surfaces enhances interaction through added sensory cues in addition to the passive
haptics innate to tangible objects. This facilitated interaction techniques that met
and in some cases exceeded the precision of current state-of-the-art AR techniques
and by providing surface support, mid-air arm fatigue is reduced. Additionally, the
combination of tools and physical surfaces, as shown in Chapter 4 with cubic tools,
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allows for an ad-hoc configuration of system controls that mimic familiar physical
interfaces such as dials, sliders, and buttons.

The physical environment and surfaces also serve as a scaffold for organizing a
virtual workspace, labour, and objects. However, while physical tools are required to
leverage the environment as an organisational structure for defining virtual areas and
organising heterogeneous information and virtual objects, it is important to note that
not all physical tools can leverage the physical environment in the same capacity.
As demonstrated in our work on PM-Tool design in Chapter 3, despite including
physical surfaces as part of the design process it was not always utilised in the design
of gestures and interactions. Additionally, our comparative evaluation in Chapter 5
evidenced how VR/AR hand controllers conflicted with the physical environment and
surfaces, with users not even placing down controllers when it would be beneficial to
do so. The utilisation of the physical environment is dependent on the form factor and
affordance of a tool, whether it can be physically modified, the design of interactions,
and the tool’s sensing capabilities.

The physical environment can be leveraged for interaction in different ways, as
shown by the considerable related work on ‘opportunistic controls’ [156, 157, 159,
403] and the work in this thesis on AR tools. We approached this relationship
through the lens of interactive artifacts for AR activities such as 3D manipulation
and modeling. Our findings highlight the advantages of tools that enable operation
on physical surfaces, offering flexibility in interaction design and supporting different
types of user labor, such as direct interaction with virtual objects, indirect surface-
supported labor, or a combination of the two. Furthermore, our work serves as an
exemplar of the active consideration that should be given to aspects of the physical
environment during the process of tool-making and modification. For instance, we
highlight the use of a cubic form factor, specifically chosen for its affinity towards
physical surfaces [235, 339], as a deliberate design decision.

Future work can delve into the design of tools tailored to specific physical
environments, exploring further methods to integrate the physical environment or
existing instruments of physical labor. Additionally, there is scope to expand upon
opportunistic controls, offering virtual capabilities that are context-specific. A more
comprehensive exploration of these possibilities is detailed in Section 6.3, where we
discuss these ideas in greater depth.

6.2.3 Reflecting on Making & Using Tools in AR

Considering the framework and methodologies we employed for tool creation in
Chapter 3, we explored the mapping of physically-modifiable objects (PM-Objects)
affordance to AR interactions. Hornecker describes the difficulty in mapping
affordance to digital interaction [178] and as such in our work we probed affordance
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mapping through empirical studies not to derive absolute rules for designing tools
in AR, but rather as an exploratory approach to their development. Chapter 3
evidences how probing affordance mapping with users has the potential to distill
useful characteristics and properties from existing physical objects that can then be
combined into new form factors for AR tools.

The findings across the thesis show that augmenting PM-Tools can act as a
mediator to support natural hand gestures as a guide for more expressive and precise
input by providing crucial haptic sensory cues. Whereas reconfigurable PM-Tools
can provide efficient and granular input for system control, in a similar capacity to
hand-controllers, that can be used in conjunction with direct gesture. However, as
discussed previously, gesture and interaction design lacked agreement amongst users.
This could imply that there is some collective understanding and consensus around
the applicability of physical characteristics of tools, but that the design and operation
of the tool itself and its relationship to virtual content is disputed between individuals.
This also may be due to the limitations of the guessability methodology we employed,
something which we expand on further in the next section.

Reflecting on our examination of physical AR tools, our findings in Chapter 5
show that even simple forms, like cubes, can compete with, outperform, and be
preferred over standard techniques like hand controllers. Specifically, cubes were
found to be particularly favored for directly rotating virtual objects, which was
similar to the findings of Englmeier et al. [111] and performed equally to designed
controller methods. Our synthesis of related work in Chapter 2 highlights that
tangible time-multiplexed interfaces are more widespread in AR and VR than space-
multiplexed interfaces [46] such as standard AR/VR hand-controllers that perform
various functions across applications. The design of our cubic tools has shown
that space-multiplexed interfaces offer clear advantages when combined with physical
surfaces to divide virtual workspaces and provide simultaneous control over different
virtual functions, such as one cube as a virtual object proxy and another to manipulate
the control-display gain. Our cubic tools have the potential to be both space and time-
multiplexed interfaces, which can be further studied regarding tool multiplicity and
form factor diversity to construct larger interaction device ecosystems, i.e. a toolbox of
physical AR tools. Our work is just the beginning, and we delve into future prospects
in the following section.

6.3 Limitations & Future Work

This research has shown the potential of physically-modifiable tools for AR through
various examples, techniques, and applications. While it showcases the numerous
opportunities to explore physical tools in virtual environments, there are still areas
that this initial investigation has not delved into and which deserve further attention.
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This section outlines those limitations and directions for future research.

6.3.1 Tool-Making in AR

Our exploration of physical tools for AR worked in the context of head-mounted
display AR which has considerable generality to other mixed reality mediums such
as VR, mobile AR, smart glasses, and projection AR. However, there are different
factors to consider for tool making between different AR mediums, for example, in
mobile AR the hands are usually busy holding the display. In this case, our approach
to tool-making could be used but instead for physical tools integrated into the mobile
devices themselves such as the work of Visschedijk et al. [399].

Furthermore, our work explored a subset of canonical AR tasks, 3D interaction,
modelling, and system control. Future work could explore physical tools for other
basic AR tasks such as information browsing, but also in domain-specific applications
in domestic and industrial settings. Often times the context of work limits the
resources available in a virtual environment and in some cases the focus may be
on physical labour with the virtual environment in the periphery. These stringent
factors necessitate and guide the development of more bespoke physical tools or the
appropriation of existing objects and tools for virtual interaction.

Additionally, our development of physical tools for AR was guided from the
perspective of a single user, but often times virtual environments facilitate collocated
and remote collaboration between many users. While this work has touched on
egocentric and exocentric interactions in AR and discussed the potential of tools
facilitating work between multiple users, this requires further exploration and should
be explicitly considered in the design process of AR tools.

Examining the physically-modifiable objects and tools framework and studies
presented in Chapter 3, there are a number of limitations that require further
exploration. Our studies did not result in many gestures and interactions with PM-
Tools that involved the utilisation of the physical environment. This could be a result
of the participant’s cultural understanding and preconceptions of the example PM-
Objects we used to probe PM-Tools in AR, thus limiting the types of interactions
designed. Additionally, the consensus set of user gestures had a low consensus when
compared to other guessability studies. It could be that other methodologies should
be employed to explore user-defined tangible gestures beyond current elicitation
approaches, which have known and widely discussed limitations [385].

6.3.2 Tool-Modifying in AR

In designing modifiable tools, our conceptual focus was split between physical-
modification during and between interactions. Our work specifically centered on
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the fabrication, prototyping, demonstration, and evaluation of PM-Tools that allow
for modification between interactions. To fully realise the potential of physical
modification as an interaction mechanism, as demonstrated in our conceptual
examples from Chapter 3, technical implementations and prototypes must be
developed and evaluated.

Our toolkit, TangibleTouch, provides a tracking and sensing framework that
can be adapted to any physical form factor. For instance, applying the same
method of tracking the hands to 3D track any instrumented physical object, and
utilising capacitive sensing to support user surface gestures. While there are technical
challenges in prototyping new tools with different physical modification capabilities,
future research should build on the modular approach used in TangibleTouch and our
cubic tools to maintain the essence of accommodating both designers and users.

In addition to the cubic form factor, there are several avenues to explore different
form factors, particularly in the context of combining them, as discussed in the
previous chapter (Section 5.4.4). One promising direction for further exploration is the
combination of cubes with sphere proxies, like the work of Englmeier et al. [111], which
offers an immediate opportunity to delve deeper into the multiplexing of physical tools
using primitive form factors.

Moreover, the incorporation of shape-change actuation mechanisms [320, 373]
presents another avenue for investigating the effectiveness of other primitive shapes,
such as planes, spheres, and prisms, for proxy-based manipulation of virtual objects.
This exploration could also involve deploying multiple physical proxies at scale
to prototype interactions, akin to the work conducted by Feick et al. [117]. By
considering these possibilities, we can push the boundaries of physical AR tool design
and refine our understanding of how different primitive form factors and shape-change
capabilities can enhance interaction in virtual environments.

6.3.3 Tool-Using in AR

This thesis explores and evaluates a specific interaction technique, using the developed
cubic tools, for precise 3D manipulation of virtual objects. However, as discussed in
Chapter 4, there are many other potential interactions and AR activities that could
be enabled by cubic and physical tools. Further research is needed to fully understand
these other interaction designs through in-depth exploration, including comparative
and formal evaluations with users to assess their performance and effectiveness. Our
previous evaluation only compared the cubes to a specific form factor of hand-
controllers, and a more comprehensive comparison with other techniques, such as
mid-air gestures or alternative controller form factors (e.g. Valve Index [391],
MagicLeap [247]), would provide valuable insights. While the modifiable tools from
the TangibleTouch toolkit have been shown to be versatile, they have not been
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formally evaluated by designers or users. Future work could address this to further
solidify the utility of the toolkit.

As mentioned prior, cubes afford being passed between users and, as emphasised in
Activity Theory [53, 218], objects and tools impact the way we work collaboratively.
As such the potential of cubic tools in multi-user collaboration, both in co-located and
remote settings, should be evaluated. For example, comparing collaborative AR tasks
using current AR interaction techniques to those using the cubic tools, or exploring the
use of cubic tools in remote collaboration such as the ‘portals’ mentioned in Section
6.4. Also, throughout the thesis, we have mentioned that physical objects and tools
can aid in mediating interaction between users with different display capabilities, but
this would need to be formally explored in future work.

A clear outcome from the work presented in Chapter 5 is that combining different
tool form factors should be more thoroughly explored for AR activities. Further
research could investigate the potential of an AR toolbox; combining the concepts
of proxies, handles, and containers in different tools; or expanding the exploration
of cubic tool techniques beyond 2 or 3 cubes. The thesis draws inspiration from
Beaudouin-Lafon’s work on Instrumental Interaction [31] and the concept of ‘meta
instruments’ which we apply to the cubic tools, but this is a preliminary discussion
that requires further exploration. For example, future work could further investigate
the authoring and modification of tools by other tools, and even examine context-
awareness in physical tools, such as adapting the tool’s form based on the user’s
location and activity.

6.4 Reflections on Tools, AR, & the Future

Throughout the preceding chapters, research has been conducted to explore physical
and modifiable interaction devices aimed at enhancing the user experience in AR.
However, it is important to note that the primary focus of this thesis is maintained
on the concept of “physical tools.” The body of work conducted in the development
of this thesis has provided a more comprehensive and profound perspective of work
in virtual environments, leading to a shift in emphasis from “physical devices” to
“physical tools.” As we reflect upon the insights garnered from our studies, it becomes
crucial to distinguish between the current landscape of AR interaction devices and
provide a definition of the envisioned future of AR tools. Below are the broader
defining factors of future AR Tools that arose from this body of work.

6.4.1 Process of Creation

Interaction devices are essential for engaging with computers, whether through
desktops or AR interfaces. The development of these devices typically follows a
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cyclical process involving designers creating them, users adopting them, and empirical
research providing insights for new refinement, designs, or practices. This process is
also applicable to modern commercial and consumer-based physical and digital tools
present in our work and domestic spaces. However, our historical relationship with
tools has not always followed this pattern. In the past, tool users were intimately
involved in the design and creation process, acquiring knowledge and skills to modify
their tools based on user experience or evolving needs. This allowed them to refine
and enhance the tools over time.

In modern times, users have become increasingly detached from the process of
tool-making and modifying. While this abstraction is often seen as convenient, it has
resulted in a diminished sense of autonomy and intimacy in the work performed with
these tools. Moreover, if users lack the ability to create and refine their own tools, it
can present a barrier to adoption when the available tools do not meet their specific
needs or expectations, particularly in terms of diversity and accessibility. Looking
ahead to the future of AR tools, being a tool user to the fullest extent also means
being an empowered tool maker and modifier, equipped with the necessary means to
design, research, and refine one’s own tools and practices.

While this perspective can be relevant to various contexts and environments
beyond just AR, we emphasize its significance within the realm of AR. With its
potential for pervasiveness and integration into established practices, AR holds
boundless possibilities to enhance capabilities within specific contexts where generic
tools would fall short. However, designing and developing specialized AR tools at scale
can be challenging. Therefore, empowering users with the means to create and refine
their own AR tools has the potential to distribute and democratize AR on a broader
scale. By adopting this approach, future AR tools should embrace a transient nature,
continuously flowing between usage, design, and evaluation. As a consequence, the
traditional boundaries between users, designers, and researchers blur and diminish,
fostering a collaborative and iterative ecosystem.

6.4.2 Mechansims for Refinement

Considering the anticipated proliferation and pervasiveness of AR technology in work
and domestic environments, it is crucial to acknowledge that barriers arise for physical
tool-making and modification in the same capacity as learning current interaction
devices and techniques. It becomes essential to establish mechanisms that empower
users of all backgrounds to reflect, evaluate, and enhance their AR tools seamlessly,
thereby cultivating mastery within the virtual environment. This thesis proposes
three approaches to facilitate this process for physical tools in AR.

Firstly, incorporating shape-change mechanisms in various forms offers the
potential to imbue tools with organic or expressive characteristics when leveraged
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during interaction, and provide flexibility and broader utility if leveraged between
interaction. Just as AR adapts to our physical surroundings, our tools should similarly
possess adaptive qualities. Secondly, modularity in physical AR tools allows
the construction of more complex devices using commonly understood components,
allowing for tools to expand sensing or haptic capabilities, creating an inherently
multi-modal form of interaction. Lastly, recognizing the importance of multiplexing
in our physical tool use, where tools often have intricate relationships with one another
(e.g., a hammer and chisel), it is essential to support such relationships in virtual
environments. By doing so, we can unlock congruous and compounding capabilities
that enhance the overall functionality of the tools within virtual environments.

This perspective immediately raises questions regarding the fabrication and
evaluation of such tools, which currently present challenges in terms of practicality
and accessibility. Further insights are required to address these challenges effectively.
However, the increasing adoption of domestic 3D printing and fabrication techniques
suggests that open-source hardware and software toolkits offer a promising and
immediate pathway for the dissemination of physical AR tools, serving as a stopgap
while broader approaches are developed.

Expanding beyond the scope of this thesis, an essential aspect of this new
perspective on future physical AR tools is fostering an attitude towards AR and
virtual environments that goes beyond individualized portals to disconnected, bespoke
manufactured worlds. Instead, it emphasizes the importance of collective and
communal spaces that promote equal and open access to tools and the knowledge
surrounding them. Creating such inclusive environments is pivotal to realizing the
full potential of AR and empowering diverse communities to engage with AR tools
effectively.

6.4.3 Personalised yet Collective & Communal

Collaboration and a sense of community play a pivotal role in meaningful work
and can serve as a catalyst to overcome initial challenges related to access and
practicality of AR tools. Moreover, fostering a collaborative and communal approach
should be a fundamental aspect of working in blended reality environments. While
Augmented and Virtual Reality technology holds immense potential, there is also a
risk of exacerbating the hyper-individualistic and isolating tendencies of the modern
era, especially in the age of the internet, where echo chambers and tailored digital
environments prevail. To counteract this risk, it is essential to strive for a balance
between personalisation and collective engagement.

Physical tools are a potential countermeasure by acting as a shared ”handle”
within the virtual environment, bridging the gap between users even when their
display mediums differ, ranging from mobile devices to head-mounted AR/VR or even
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no display at all. These physical tools provide a shared means of mediation, fostering
collaboration and understanding despite varying perspectives on the virtual world.
Furthermore, just as physical tools and objects in our everyday environments are
instrumental in organizing labor [218], the same holds true for virtual environments.
Physical tools designed specifically for AR can incorporate collaboration as a
foundational principle, enabling multiple users to operate a shared tool simultaneously
or utilising physical modifications to distribute a tool among users. By considering
collaborative design from the outset, these physical tools can enhance the collaborative
potential of AR, encouraging joint engagement and enabling a collective approach to
problem-solving and task execution.

Moreover, physical tools not only enable collaboration among collocated users but
also facilitate work between remote users. A prime example from this work, is how
containers in the cubic tools design space can act as ‘portals’ to pass files, media, or
virtual objects between remote users in remote virtual environments. While this thesis
primarily focused on user-actuated tools with passive haptics, it is worth considering
computer-actuated tools with active haptics, as they hold potential applications for
remote collaboration in virtual environments. In such scenarios, a tool operated by
a local user could dynamically modify itself based on explicit cues, the contextual
requirements of the work, or instructions from a remote user. This adaptability
allows for real-time interaction and mutual influence between remote users, facilitating
effective collaboration in virtual environments regardless of physical distance.

Similarly, when it comes to tool-making and modification in virtual environments,
it is intuitive for individuals to collaborate with others, drawing upon different areas
of expertise while retaining control and autonomy over their respective tools. Even
in the act of using tools and collaborating within virtual environments, there exists
a delicate equilibrium between individual ownership and autonomy, and collective
participation towards a shared activity or goal, mirroring real-world dynamics [218,
224, 336]. It is important to acknowledge that collaborative AR and VR research
had a lesser emphasis in this work, being less of a focus of the empirical studies
described in prior chapters. However, moving forward, this body of literature should
occupy a central role in the continued exploration and research of AR tools. By
actively incorporating collaborative AR and VR research, we can better understand
and develop the frameworks necessary to enable effective collaboration, shared tool-
making, and collective problem-solving in virtual environments.

6.4.4 Summary

In summary, the key aspects that distinguish AR tools from AR devices are as follows:

1. Integration of Making, Modifying, and Use: The process of making, modifying,
and using AR tools should be viewed as a unified process of adoption. Users
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should be empowered to take on roles as designers and researchers within virtual
environments, enabling them to shape their own work experiences.

2. Heterogeneous and Ephemeral Nature: AR tools should be diverse and
heterogeneous, with the capacity to be both physically and virtually ephemeral.
They are transient and adaptable, molded by the specific activities and
contextual demands of the work being performed.

3. Collaborative and Shared Design: Unlike devices, AR tools are not solely
designed for individual use. They should be inherently collaborative in nature
and intended to be shared among users. Collaboration is a fundamental aspect
of their design and functionality.

By acknowledging these defining characteristics, we can foster the development
of AR tools that empower users, facilitate dynamic and context-driven work,
and encourage collaboration and shared experiences within virtual environments.
Embracing these principles paves the way for the creation of innovative and
transformative Augmented Reality experiences.
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Conclusion

In this thesis, we explored approaches for making, modifying, and using physical tools
in AR and demonstrate the broad capabilities of interaction facilitated by physically
and virtually-modifiable tools. For Tool-Making, we developed a framework for
classifying physically-modifiable objects in terms of their input capacity. Through two
empirical studies inspired by research-through-design and guessability methodologies,
we analyzed existing exemplars of physically-modifiable objects and explored how
object properties can be linked to interactions in AR. For Tool-Modifying, we created
a toolkit of interactive cubic tools that can detect user touch and be tracked
in 3D. We evaluated the toolkit through various demonstrations and interactions,
showcasing its capabilities. For Tool-Using, we conducted three empirical studies.
Two of the studies focussed on the design and behavioural phenomena of a precise
3D manipulation technique using cubic tools, while the third study compared this
technique to state-of-the-art VR/AR hand-controller approaches. As a result, there
are several contributions that advance our understanding of physically and virtually
modifiable tools in AR and their impact on user interaction and experience:

1. A conceptual framework for physically-modifiable objects in AR, enabling their
characterization and comparison based on their distinct properties and their
potential to be leveraged for input.

2. New empirical insights from user-elicited design on the suitability of different
physically-modifiable object properties for various AR activities.

3. A toolkit for rapid fabrication and prototyping of physically-modifiable, inter-
active cubic tools, along with a comprehensive design space showcasing different
interaction metaphors and techniques using cubic tools in AR.

4. Insights on a precise 3D manipulation technique using cubic tools, which aids in
the design of virtual modification and characterizes their overall performance.
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These findings highlight the complex interplay between handedness and the
cubic tools and its effect on users’ cognitive and physical labour. Additionally,
we gain an initial understanding of how simple form factors, such as cubes,
compare with state-of-the-art techniques in AR.

Overall, this thesis proposes that as physical and virtual environments become
increasingly blended, the adoption of physical tools is a central element to address
existing interaction challenges and facilitating future labour. The work has demon-
strated how new forms of physical AR tools create new types of interaction and
overcome the traditional constraints of Tangible interfaces and physical devices, which
lack versatility compared to digital tools, which can be achieved through physical and
virtual modification.

In the previous chapter, we discussed the nuances of tool modification for
interaction. We also highlighted the central role that the physical environment plays
in tool-making and using. We noted that physical characteristics of objects have a
collective understanding of applicability, but individual designs are often disputed.
The discussion concludes with reflections on the potential directions of AR and Tools.
It distinguishes AR Tools from current physical interaction devices, and puts forth a
perspective and position on how work in virtual environments and AR Tools should
be treated in the future.

We exist in a physical world and are called to adapt to a number of different
environments where we engage in practical, procedural, and creative work. If the
vision of pervasive and nomadic AR is to be realised, our instruments of virtual
labour must also adapt to the environment with us; from surface-supported work, as
explored in this thesis, to broader domestic and industrial settings. It is interesting
to contemplate what tools will look like in the future as virtual and physical work
converge. Designers and AR toolmakers alike must take into account the physical
environment when ideating and constructing AR tools. In the physical world, our
tools are deeply personal and personalised to our individual skills and abilities,
something which should be made readily accessible in AR tools through their virtual
and physical-modification.
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